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Welcome to the January 2022 issue of Global Cement Magazine - the world’s most
widely-read cement magazine - which marks 25 years since its oldest predecessor,
Asian Cement & Construction Materials, was launched in January 1997. Accordingly,
the issue has expanded to accommodate contributions from across the cement sector,
its suppliers, associations and consultants. While we have tried to cover as many bases
as possible, this issue can only offer a snap-shot of the developments seen in the past
quarter of a century, a period of incredible change. The rise of China, sustainability,
digitisation and the changing fortunes of the major cement producers - plus plenty
more besides - are all highlighted by this issue’s renowned contributors.
However, the way we communicate over this period has also changed beyond
recognition. In that first issue of Asian Cement, only five of the 37 adverts included
email addresses or website details. Just seven years later, every issue - by then Global
Cement & Lime - was made available for free online, with links straight to every
advertiser’s website. Now in 2022, the sector has a plethora of communication
options that have enabled rapid and effective communication. They have sped up
negotiations, industrial research, cement plant projects,
trade deals and more, while allowing the sector access to
a wide range of previously inaccessible information. The
increase in the ease of communication has undoubtedly
assisted the development of the sector, enabling knowledge
to be shared, best practice to develop and efficiencies to be
found more easily than in the past. These approaches will
be powerful as we navigate towards net-zero CO2 emissions
over the next 25 years.
For its part, Global Cement will continue to promote the
effective sharing of information through its magazines,
websites, real-world and online conferences, newsletters,
directories and more, as well as new and exciting publishing
approaches yet to be developed. We look forward to making
the journey with you, so please enjoy this 25th Anniversary
Special Issue... and join us for the next exciting 25 years of
Global Cement!
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CEMENT
1997 2022
The global cement sector has changed beyond
recognition in the past quarter of a century...

W

Photo credits: Princess
Diana = neftali / Shutterstock;
Petronas Towers = tcharts /
Shutterstock; Bill Clinton =
Joseph Sohm / Shuttertock.
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hen the first issue of Asian Cement and
Construction Materials Magazine was
published in January 1997, the world was not
as it is today. Some numbers that indicate the
pace of change include the nearly 2 billion extra
people that the earth has taken on in this short
period, from 5.9bn in 1997 to 7.8bn in 2021. At
the same time, global GDP nearly trebled from
US$30.6Tn at the close of 1996 to US$84.6Tn
at the end of 2020. Alongside this, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 has risen by 53ppm
from 363ppm in 1997 to more than 416ppm in
2021, a rise of 14%. These contrasts are stark
and are undoubtedly altering the planet in profound ways.
Other profound changes in the world over
the past 25 years include the emergence of the
internet from ‘nice to have’ novelty to essential
tool. Indeed, www.google.com, so ubiquitous
today that it is synonymous with ‘online search,’
was not even registered as a domain name until
15 September 1997. Meanwhile in 2022, you
can WhatsApp friends, relatives and business
contacts in far flung places, watch YouTube
videos, do your crypto banking, buy anything
you can conceivably imagine and even investigate the inner workings of a piece of cement
production equipment from another country...
all at negligable cost and without waiting for the
modem to dial up.

Cement Production (Bnt)

0.0

Left - Figure 1: Global GDP
(US$Tn) and cement
production (Bnt),
1997 - 2020.
Source: World Bank Data
Indicators & USGS.
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Cement sector changes
The
United
States
Geological
Survey (USGS) recorded cement production of just over 1.5Bnt in 1997.
Since then, this number exploded to
more than 4.1Bnt in the mid 2010s.
This has led to a step change in percapita cement consumption. In 1997
the industry produced an average of
254kg of cement for every man, woman
and child on earth. In 2021 the figure
was 520kg, an almost perfect doubling
within a 25 year interval.
Much of this dramatic change can be
traced to the emergence of China as a
cement production super-power since
the early 2000s, although this is not to
say that its cement industry was ‘small’

4.05Bnt

US$84.6Tn
US$30.6Tn
A
C
5.9 Bn

1.50Bnt
B

Left - Figure 2:
Growth in global
A. GDP,
B. Cement Production,
C. Population,
D. CO2 concentration,
between 1997 (smaller
area) and 2021 (larger area).

D
363ppm
416ppm

7.8 Bn

Back to 1997
20 January:
Bill Clinton sworn in for second term as US President.
13 April:
Tiger Woods becomes youngest ever US Masters Champion at 21 years of age.
2 May:
New Labour wins landslide UK General Election.
11 May: World Chess Champion Gary Kasperov loses match to IBM’s Deep Blue computer.
26 June:
JK Rowling releases Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone.
30 June:
Hong Kong returns to Chinese rule from the UK.
July Onwards: Financial Crisis begins in Thailand, spreading to much of South East Asia.
4 July:
NASA Pathfinder mission sends back first pictures of Mars in 21 years.
31 August:
Death of Diana, Princess of Wales, in a car crash in Paris, France.
5 September:
Mother Teresa dies in Kolkata, India, aged 87.
15 September:
www.Google.com domain name registered.
15 October:
Thrust SSC breaks the sound barrier setting 1228km/hr land speed record.
19 December:
Premier of Titanic, staring Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio.
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1997
No

Country

Cement Production
in 1997 (Mt)

2021
No

Country

Cement Production
in 2020 (Mt)

1

China

510

1

China

2200

2

Japan

95.0

2

India

340

3

United States

82.0

3

United States

90.0

4

India

80.0

4

Indonesia

73.0

5

South Korea

59.0

5

Vietnam

69.0

6

Germany

40.0

6

Turkey

66.0

7

Brazil

36.0

7

Iran

60.0

8

Italy

34.0

8

Brazil

57.0

9

Turkey

33.5

9

Russia

56.0

10

Indonesia

30.0

10

Japan

53.0

Others (Rounded)

500.5

Others (Rounded)

990

TOTAL

1500

TOTAL

4054

Country

Cement Production
in 1997 (Mt)

Country

Cement Capacity
in 2020 (Mt)

Russia

26.6

South Korea

47.5

Iran

19.3

Germany

24.7

Vietnam

7.5

Italy

19.0

Above - Tables 1-4: Top 10
cement producing nations in
1997 and 2021.
Source: USGS.
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in 1997. In that year China made 510Mt of cement,
according to the USGS. By 2020 the amount had
risen four-fold to 1.97Bnt. This means that this
one country has contributed 1.46Bnt of the global
2.64Bnt rise in production over the past 25 years,
55% of the global increase. China has gone from
making 33% of all the world’s cement in 1997 to
nearly half (48%) in 2020. Indeed, it previously
made more than half of the world’s cement in the
late 2010s.
Tables 1 - 4 show some of the other changes that
have taken place in terms of the largest cement producing countries since 1997. While China is still the
largest, albeit four times its previous size, only one
other country, the United States, ranks in the same
position now as it did in 1997. On the face of it, the
US has seen a marginal increase in cement capacity,
from 82Mt to 90Mt. However, this disguises the fact
that US cement production actually peaked at 93Mt
in 2005 (consumption hit 129.6Mt), before crashing
to as low as 71Mt during the global financial crisis
of the late 2000s.
Sandwiched between China and the US in 1997
was Japan, the second-largest cement producer in

Global Cement Magazine January 2022

that year. It made 95Mt of cement, less than a fifth
of first place China. By 2020, Japanese cement production had fallen to just 53Mt, an overall decline
of 44%. Racing to second place in 2020, from fourth
in 1997 is India, which more than quadrupled its
cement production rate from 80Mt to 340Mt. This
increase, a factor of 4.25, is even more dramatic
than that of China.
The fifth-largest cement producer in 1997
was South Korea, with 59Mt. In 2020 it produced
47.5Mt, a decline of ~20% that led it to 12th place
in 2020. Other countries no longer in the Top 10
include Germany and Italy. Like Japan and South
Korea, these are developed nations that have seen
falling cement demand.
In contrast, the ‘rising stars’ of the sector over
the past 25 years are developing nations. Russia,
Iran and Vietnam have entered the Top 10. Russia
more than doubled its cement production from
26.6Mt to 56.0Mt, while Iran’s has trebled, from
~20Mt to 60Mt. The largest proportional increase
was observed in Vietnam, which rose by a factor of
nearly 10, from 7.5Mt in 1997 to 69Mt in 2020.
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1997
Right - Figure 3: Cement-producing
countries in 1997, colour-coded by
installed cement capacity. Production
data used to estimate capacity where
capacity data was not available.
Source: USGS Mineral Surveys.
>200Mt/yr
100-200Mt/yr
50-100Mt/yr
25-50Mt/yr
10-25Mt/yr
5-10Mt/yr
2.5-5Mt/yr
1-2.5Mt/yr
<1Mt/yr
No capacity

2010
Right - Figure 4: Cement-producing
countries in 2010, colour-coded by
installed cement capacity.
Source: Global Cement
Directory 2010.
>2500Mt/yr
>200Mt/yr
100-200Mt/yr
50-100Mt/yr
25-50Mt/yr
10-25Mt/yr
5-10Mt/yr
2.5-5Mt/yr
1-2.5Mt/yr
<1Mt/yr
No capacity

2021
Right - Figure 5: Cement-producing
countries in 2021, colour-coded by
installed cement capacity.
Source: Research towards Global
Cement Directory 2022.
>2500Mt/yr
>200Mt/yr
100-200Mt/yr
50-100Mt/yr
25-50Mt/yr
10-25Mt/yr
5-10Mt/yr
2.5-5Mt/yr
1-2.5Mt/yr
<1Mt/yr
No capacity
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CAPACITY INCREASES
New Since 1997
>2500%
1000 - 2500%
500 - 1000%
250 - 500%
100 - 250%
50 - 100%
25 - 50%
0 - 25%
No
No Capacity at
either time

Change
0 - 25%
25 - 50%
50 - 100%
CAPACITY DECREASES

Above - Figure 6: Capacity changes per country between 1997 and 2021. Changes calculated from data used to
generate Figures 3 & 5. Figure is for illustrative purposes, as 1997 data may be unreliable / incomplete.

New markets, new capacity
Figures 3-5 show the global picture in terms of cement production capacity in 1997, 2010 and 2021.
Darker shades indicate greater capacities. Data for
Figures 4 and 5 is taken from the following years’
editions of the Global Cement Directory. In the absence of a 1997 edition, data has been taken from
various Mineral Surveys of the USGS. Note that this
data has been estimated from production volumes
in several cases where the USGS was unable to obtain capacity data.
The overall capacity in 1997 was ~1.8Bnt/yr,
against 3.1Bnt/yr in 2010 and more than 4.1Bnt/
yr in 2021. This leads to the 1997 map being considerably lighter in tone than both 2021 and 2010.
However, these maps show that the advance of the
Chinese and Indian cement sectors are only part
of the global cement story over the past 25 years.
Looking between 1997 and 2010, it is possible to
pick out not only continued capacity addition in
the United States, but also across much of South
America and North Africa. Russia also added considerable capacity, while the Middle East developed
extensively in the late 2000s.
Post 2010, it is sub-saharan Africa and the Far
East that show the most changes, alongside steady
capacity addition in South and Central America.
Turkey is another nation that has sped up its capacity addition in the 2010s, to become one of the
world’s most prominent cement exporters.
Figure 6 shows how cement capacity has
changed across the global cement industry since

1997. This clearly highlights the acceleration in cement capacity and use in Sub-Saharan Africa, South
America and the Far East. Indeed, the countries and
territories that have joined the ranks of cement producers since 1997 - shown in blue - are all in these
regions. They include Belize, Suriname, French
Guiana, Guyana, Chad, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea,
Republic of the Congo, Namibia, Lesotho,
Botswana, Laos, Cambodia and Papua New Guinea.
On the other side of the coin, Iceland is the one
country that has completely halted cement production since 1997. There have also been notable
capacity downgrades from integrated facilities to
grinding-only operations in the Netherlands and
Estonia. Various larger European countries, including the UK, France, Germany and Switzerland,
have seen steady reductions in capacity. While this
phenomena was observed before the turn of the
century, it increased markedly in 2009 in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. Further plants
have since closed following the implementation
of Phase 4 of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS), which has forced producers to re-evaluate
the competitiveness of plants that have less efficient
production equipment.
For completeness, four new countries: East
Timor, Montenegro, Kosovo and South Sudan, have
come into existence since 1997. East Timor and
South Sudan have no cement production capacity,
while Kosovo and Montenegro both have assets that
predated their separation from Serbia / Yugoslavia.
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1997
No

Company

Cement Capacity
in 1997 (Mt)

1

Holderbank

2
3

2021
No

Company

83.5

1

CNBM

530

Lafarge

64

2

Anhui Conch

368

Heidelberger Zement

63

3

Holcim

313

4

Cemex

50.9

4

HeidelbergCement

186

5

Blue Circle

~25

5

UltraTech Cement

95.3

6

Cimpor

12.6

6

Cemex

91.4

7

CNBM

~10

7

China Resources

85.3

=7

Votorantim

~10

8

Votorantim

65.7

9

Dyckerhoff

9.0

9

CRH

61.0

10

UltraTech Cement

8.5

10

Semen Indonesia

51.5

Company

Cement Capacity
in 1997 (Mt)

Ash Grove Cement
CRH

5.0

Company

Cement Capacity
in 2020 (Mt)

Cement Capacity
in 1997 (Mt)

Buzzi Unicem

48.7

InterCement

37.3

Semen Gresik
Anhui Conch (Founded 1997)

0.0

China Resources (Founded 2002)

0.0

Above - Tables 5-8: Selected
top cement producing companies in 1997 and 2021.
Source: Research towards
Global Cement Directory 2022,
historical company reports,
USGS Mineral Surveys.
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Companies, old and new
If anything, the changes in the top cement producing companies over the past 25 years have been
even more stark than those in the national capacity picture. Of the Top 10 players in the 2021 list,
two - Anhui Conch and China Resources - were
not even established at the start of 1997. Today
they are the second and seventh-largest producers
respectively. A third Chinese producer, CNBM has

Global Cement Magazine January 2022

risen from a capacity of just 10Mt/yr in 1997 to
become the world’s largest cement producer, with a
2021 capacity of 530Mt/yr. These three players have
had considerable direction and assistance from the
Chinese authorities. As well as new capacity, they
have also grown by acquiring smaller producers in
a concerted consolidation drive.
Other notable risers in the 1997-2022 interval
have included India’s UltraTech Cement, which
has increased its capacity by a factor of 10, and
Ireland’s CRH, which has achieved a similar
transformation on a slightly smaller scale. Brazil’s Votorantim has maintained its status as the
world’s eighth-largest cement producer, although
it has had to increase its size by a factor of six to
achieve this. Cemex meanwhile, having acquired
RMC and Rinker, has doubled in size, yet still fallen
down the list of top producers by installed capacity,
such is the pace of consolidation.
Other producers that have appeared on the
scene over the past 25, yet don’t (yet) appear in
the Top 10 by installed capacity, include Russia’s
Eurocement, founded in 2002. It was the 12thlargest producer in 2021, with 46.8Mt/yr. VICEM,
the largest producer in the busy Vietnamese cement sector has grown to 42.1Mt/yr (13th-largest).
Also notable is the appearance of the Dangote Cement name in Nigeria in 2010. Formed out of the
former Obajana Cement, it has since expanded its

GLOBAL CEMENT
capacity to 38.8Mt/yr, enough to make it the 15thlargest producer in 2021.
Over the years, the industry has also lost some
notable companies, entirely from the ‘old world’ of
Europe and North America. Blue Circle, the fifthlargest producer in 1997 was bought out by Lafarge
in 2001. Both companies are now part of Holcim,
which only renamed as such in 2021 following its
time as LafargeHolcim. The Lafarge name lives on
in various Holcim subsidiaries around the world,
as does ‘Italcementi,’ although HeidelbergCement
acquired it in 2016.

Operating environment
As the major cement producing nations and companies have changed over the past 25 years, so too
has the environment in which they operate, with a
step change in environmental awareness and performance. Alternative fuels and raw materials have
transformed from a niche activity into a major lever
in the quest for enhanced sustainability and, of
course, lower costs.
The Global Cement & Concrete Association’s
(GCCA) Getting the Numbers Right (GNR) database, shows some of the changes. Note that the
GNR data is sourced from cement plants on a
voluntary basis, with varying levels of reporting by
region and by year. This means that, despite GCCA’s
best efforts, the data is necessarily incomplete.
The GNR database shows that the total volume
of non-fossil fuels used by the sector has risen from
6.1Mt in 2000, the closest year to 1997 for which
it publishes data, to more than 22Mt in 2019, the
most recent reporting year. The amount of biomass-derived fuels, which have near-zero net CO2
emissions, has risen from 1.2Mt to 5.4Mt over the
same interval. In the same 19 year period, the average amount of electrical power consumed has fallen
from 113kWh/t of cement to 102kWh/t. Alongside,
the proportion of clinker in the final cement blend
has fallen from 82.3% in 2000 to 74.8% in 2019,
indicating a higher use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) and / or fillers.
While cement plants were primarily motivated
to take environmental steps by cost drivers in the
late 1990s / early 2000s, they have recently felt increased pressure from the public and policy-makers
and are now driving change from within as a fundamental part of their business models. All of the
major producers and international and regional
associations have developed and committed to
net-zero CO2 roadmaps, most commonly with a
2050 horizon. Hitting these targets will transform
the sector even more dramatically over the next
25 years than the past 25. It will be the work of the
entire sector, policy makers and the public at large.
We’ll let you know how it went in 25 years’ time, in
the January 2047 issue of Global Cement Magazine!
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readers

Global Cement has received many messages of support from cement sector participants
on the occasion of its 25th Anniversary. Here we present a selection...

T

he Arab Union for Cement and Building Materials (AUCBM) collaborates with a number
of distinguished international journals dealing with
the cement industry and building materials. Global
Cement Magazine comes as an essential partner
with AUCBM for all its activities. Anyone who
reads this periodical will have a comprehensive idea
about cement industry news and technical novelties. Add to this the other publications and events
held by Global Cement, which are considered one of
the prime references for those interested in cement
industry. While Global Cement Magazine has occupied a prominent position, the credit goes to the
great efforts of its staff, who deserve all appreciation
and praise. The AUCBM General Secretariat highly
values the cooperation and partnership between
Global Cement and AUCBM.

Eng. Ahmad
Al-Rousan
Secretar y
General
A UC B M
20
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Koen
Coppenholle
Chief
Executive
Cembureau

C

embureau, the European Cement Association, congratulates the team of Global Cement
Magazine on the 25th birthday of an excellent guide
for not only for cement industry professionals but
much beyond, reaching out to policymakers and
the public at large. Contributions are written in
an accessible language and cover a wide variety of
topics, ranging from cement markets overviews
over company insights to new developments in
innovation and technology. Maintaining a high
standard of research and drafting with a constant
focus on the readers’ needs has turned the Global
Cement Magazine and the events organized by
its team into a standard reference point. We’re
very much looking forward to the next 25 years
and more!!
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O

n behalf of Cementos Argos and our more than 7000 employees throughout
the Americas, I would like to extend our most sincere congratulations on
your 25th Anniversary. Undoubtedly, Global Cement’s excellent editorial content
has set an exemplary standard, contributing to the consolidation of our industry
and its visibility and positioning in the world, a task that deserves our recognition. May this happy celebration be an excuse to thank you for your unparalleled
work. At Argos, our doors will always be open to support and promote the important work you do.

Julio
Rodriguez
CEO
Cementos
Molins

CEO
Cementos
Argos

W

e are celebrating 25 years of Global Cement Magazine and from Cementos
Molins we want to send our warmest congratulations to all its human team
for this celebration and the excellent work done throughout all these years; it is
important to highlight the great contribution of Global Cement Magazine to the
development of our sector and its visibility at all social and professional levels…
well deserved recognition and best wishes for the next 25 years…
Congratulations!

W

e, as Cementir Holding, would like to send our warmest congratulations
to all the Global Cement team for this great achievement. Throughout 25
years, Global Cement Magazine has been always providing insightful contributions for the enhancement of the cement and concrete industry with in-depth
analysis on the whole value chain. The constant focus on the up-rising challenges
on the most relevant topics is, undoubtedly, the key feature of your successful
path over 25 years. Keep working on the same way!

Fer nando
A
Gonzalez

Juan Esteban
Calle

Francesco Jr
Caltagirone
Chair man
& CEO
Cementir
Holding

O

CEO

n behalf of the entire CEMEX family, we want to congratulate Global
Cement for its 25 years of publishing history and support the industry with
quality content. Thank you for helping to reach the conversations and making us
part of them. We wish you continued success for the years to come and I am sure
your organization will continue to be a reference in the industry.

Cemex

CONGRATULATIONS!

Global Cement Magazine January 2022
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C

ongratulations on your 25-year anniversary! Many thanks for all you have
done, and will continue to do, for the cement and concrete industries. You’ve
successfully weathered many storms to bring relevant, timely and insightful
information to your audience. Together we can build a better, and more sustainable, future for our communities and the planet.

D r Dominik
von Achten
CEO
HeidelbergCement

PCA

22

GCC

he building materials sector is ever evolving. Tackling the overarching issue
of climate change requires commitment and decisive action from all key
players. Global Cement Magazine is a knowledgeable and informative partner
on this journey: with up-to-date reporting from companies, in-depth coverage
of pioneering research activities and innovation, and a special sense for what is
currently driving the sector. On behalf of HeidelbergCement, my sincere congratulations on your 25th Anniversary and all the best for the next 25 years!

n behalf of JSW Cement, I would like to congratulate Global Cement Magazine on its 25th anniversary. The entire team at Global Cement Magazine
has been successfully leading thought leadership in the cement sector across the
world. The in-depth coverage of various topics across the entire cement value
chain encompassing mining, refractories, process optimisation, monitoring, alternative fuels, environment and safety, markets, country reviews, cement prices
and global cement news in every issue has been very insightful and useful. I am
sure that with continued excellence in cement reporting & unparalleled extensive coverage, Global Cement Magazine shall definitely retain its position as the
world’s most widely-read cement magazine in the future as well.

President
& CEO

CEO

T

O

Michael
Ireland

E nrique
Escalante

O

Nilesh
Nar wekar
CEO
JSW
Cement

n behalf of PCA member companies, the Portland Cement Association
congratulates the entire Global Cement Magazine team on 25 years of
compelling, insightful and informative coverage of the industry. Having recently
announced the PCA Roadmap to Carbon Neutrality, this effort is likely to be the
most important industry initiative for the next 25 years. PCA and its member
companies are prepared to take on this large scale, collaborative emissions reduction effort. We look forward to working with Global Cement to tell our Roadmap
progress and other critical stories that shape and drive the industry forward.
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D r.-Ing. Joe
Harder
CEO &
Founder
OneStone
Consulting

H

appy 25th Anniversary! You received the most innovative route to market
award and with good reason. It’s not just the number of professional magazines, databooks and unmatched conferences that you created, beyond that it’s
your decision to offer the magazines for free download for registered users and
to provide presentations via live seminars and guest speaker broadcasts, when
travelling became difficult. Paul and Rob, I like to send you and your team my
warmest congratulations, may your company continue with innovative ideas and
also prosper in the years to come!

W

e are very happy and glad to hear that your magazine has completed
25 successful years and it is indeed a matter of joy. We remember the
first issue of Asian Cement, which was of great interest to us and it is your great
achievement that Global Cement is today a highly respected and top circulating
cement industry magazine. We hope Global Cement continues to provide first
class global coverage for its passionate readers as it has been doing with each
passing issue, and reaches even greater heights in the future. Omedetōgozaimasu!

D imitri
Papalexopoulos
Chair man of
the Executive
Committee

Masafumi
Fushihara
President &
Representative
D irector
Taiheiyo
Cement

C

ongratulations on your 25th Anniversary, a milestone that is appreciated
across our company and, indeed, the cement industry as a whole. Your
focused content and approach has made an immense contribution to keeping
the industry abreast of the latest developments and innovations. Long may
that continue!

Tttan Cement

25

years – congratulations Paul and Robert, to having developed the Global
Cement Magazine to an internationally recognised platform for our sector.
Thank you for the global coverage and the topics chosen, this is a great support
for the cement industry. All the best for the coming years!
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D r Martin
Schneider
Chief
Executive
VDZ
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Marcelo
Castelli
G lobal CEO
Votorantim
Cimentos

It is a great pleasure to send you my very best wishes in celebration of the 25th
anniversary of Global Cement Magazine. We, from Votorantim Cimentos, have a
great respect and admiration for your work. Through the pages of your publication, we have been following the history and the evolution of the cement and
concrete industry around the world. Please accept our congratulations for such
an important milestone. Best wishes from the staff at Votorantim Cimentos.

O

n behalf of WCA and our member companies, I congratulate you and the Global
Cement Magazine team on 25 years of specialist, knowledgeable reporting on the
cement industry. We look forward to future collaboration with Global Cement to help
inform readers of important trends and developments and to help all cement and concrete producers accelerate their journeys to decarbonisation.

G

I

T

I

lobal Cement Magazine is the most reliable source for
many years on all issues related to the cement industry.
I gain a lot of new information in each new issue. I hope that
its successes will grow exponentially in the future and that it
will always guide the sector in the future, as it has done so far.
Happy 25th Anniversary!		
			
Sinan Haciomeroglu
Çimko Çimento, Turkey

his very special day means so much to all of us. Happy
Anniversary! Wish Global Cement Magazine the best and
get a fruitful result in future!
Bobby He
Huaxin Cement, China

G

lobal Cement Magazine has been an important part of my
professional development for the last 20 years. Congratulations for this 25th birthday of - without doubt - the cement
industry magazine leader!
Luis Fuentes
Lafarge Africa, Nigeria
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Ian Riley
CEO
WCA

’m a regular reader of Global Cement Magazine and I find
it very informative and useful to enhance my knowledge. A
very special thanks to Dr Robert McCaffrey for his leadership
role. The way he and his team have dealt with the Covid-19
situation by arranging virtual conferences and events, that
is just fantastic. I wish Global Cement Magazine success all
the way.
Mohammad Mohiuddin
LafargeHolcim Bangladesh

started my cement career in 2006, along with the new era of
Global Cement Magazine. The new technological upgrades,
cement studies and present market updates are very informative. The updates from Global Cement provide good insights
to make larger decisions. Organising events, seminars, competitions, conferences, etc. (online) is most appreciated. I wish
Global Cement a very happy 25th anniversary and would like
to thank the entire team for their marvelous effort put together
to reach these heights. Keep the good work going on.
Gul Mohamed
Star Cement, UAE

Tel: +52 59 9998 4800
Fax: +52 59 9998 4848
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Global Cement staff

Above: AUMUND Group’s Franz W Aumund (left) and Global Cement’s
Commercial Director Paul Brown (right) enjoy a warm handshake at
AUMUND’s 75th Anniversary celebrations in 1997.

st copy of Global Cement
ert McCaffrey hands the late
Above: Editorial Director Rob
A Cement Conference in
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-IAS
IEEE
y Winston at the
& Lime Magazine to BHA’s And
Vancouver, Canada, in 2001.
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r
Left: Regular contributo
his
Xavier d’Hubert accepts
at the
best presentation award
nce
Global Refractories Confere
8.
200
in
ny,
ma
Ger
e,
in Cologn

Above: No more bets! Delegates try to beat the odds at roulette at the Global Slag
Awards Dinner at the Atomium in Brussels, Belgium in 2009... with fake money of course!
Saija Nakari, in the pink cardigan, successfully organised Global Cement’s associated
conferences (and spectacular gala dinners) over the course of a decade.

Above: Without smart
phones to distract them,
delegates can focus on
presentations at the Glo
the
bal Lime Conference & Exh
ibition in Geneva in 200
0.

Above: Global Cement & Lime visits the KHD Symposium

in 2001 in Cologne, Germany.

Right: Steve Hanrahan, formerly of OCS
Ocean Shipping Consultants (later acquired
by Royal Haskoning), bravely battles at the
crease for the Rest of the World (RoW) in the
RoW v India cricket match at the Indian
Cement Conference & Exhibition in Mumbai in
2008. India won convincingly, as they would
at the rematch in 2013.
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s for
Above: Jacqueline Haider of Iteca pose

the camera at the Asian Cement Conference

in Bangkok, Thailand, in 2003.

Above: PCA Chief Economist Ed Sullivan at the IEEE-IAS/PCA
Cement Conference in Charleston, in 2007.

Above: Self-confessed petrol-head Paul Brown
was the
grateful guest of software systems specialists Fritz
& Macziol at
the 2008 Goodwood Revival race meeting in the
UK.

Above: Global Cement joins a FICEM tour of the
Cemex San Pedro
de Macorís plant in the Dominican Republic in 2019.

Below: The WTW Americas stand at the Global CemFuels Conference in
Toronto, Canada, in 2009, with guests from Pfister and Thorwesten Vent.

Above: Alternative fuels expert - and
Welsh rugby fan - Neville Roberts
accepting a presentation award, one of
many, at the Global Fuels Conference &
Exhibition in London, UK in 2008.
Above: Linda Boyle and Paul Brown at the Holcim Devil’s
Slide plant tour as part of an IEEE-IAS/PCA Conference visit.
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Above: Global Slag Conference
dele

delegate,
Above: Global Cement’s most distinguished
with his
Ltd,
r
Atrito
from
Rosin
tian
Sebas
in 2017.
Global CemFuels Personality of the Year Award

Above: Peter Edwards, the
n
Global Cement Deputy Edit
or,
visits the Cemex Balcones
cement plant in Texas, US,
in
2012.

Above: Patrick Heyd explains
the finer points of a Gebr. Pfei
ffer mill at the
company’s 2007 Symposium in
Kaiserslautern, Germany.

gates at a drinks reception at
the Sydney Opera House,
with Sydney Harbour Bridge in
the background, in 2010.

W

e have used Global Cement Magazine as a communication
channel from the very beginning and have built up a very
good relationship over the last 25 years. As a process specialist in the
field of state-of-the-art grinding technology and solution provider to
the cement industry, we view the magazine from two perspectives. On
the one hand, to improve our own level of awareness and, on the other
hand, to inform ourselves about the latest news from the industry. Experience shows that the magazine is very good for both. For example,
the magazine has provided us with communication support for world
premieres, such as the first vertical mill with a drive power of more than
10,000kW or the first modular cement grinding plant with vertical mill
technology, but also for our 150th company anniversary in 2014. We
congratulate Global Cement Magazine on its 25th anniversary and look
forward to a fruitful cooperation in the years to come.
Patrick Heyd, Gebr. Pfeiffer SE

t
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W

e would like to warmly congratulate you on the occasion of your 25th
Anniversary. HARDTOP Gießereitechnologie GmbH has worked
successfully with you for more than 20 years. This is expressed, among other
things, in the countless articles that we have been able to publish in your
well-known specialist magazine for the cement industry. We checked again
- the first publication, with the title ‘Operational results of composite cast hammers,’ was in September 2000. We were still at the very beginning and were
happy to have had this opportunity. In addition, we have already been able to
cover the front page of Global Cement Magazine five times and place regular
advertisements.
You have always actively accompanied us as a company and always stood by
our side with advice and action. This has resulted in a very close friendship
that we would never be without. We thank you for your continued loyalty
and your kind support and wish you continued success.

Above: Paul Brown visiting
the HARDTOP team in late 202
1. Left to right:
Paul Brown, Chris Hofmann,
Prof Armin Ißleib, Irina Ißle
ib-Lubojanski.

The HARDTOP Team
For a quarter of a century and beyond I have valued our friendship. It has
been a real pleasure for me to not only participate in many of your events,
both face to face and now online, but also to contribute to numerous magazine editions. I am proud to look forward to our continued friendship and
ongoing trail of participation at your events and in Global Cement.
Frank Henning, VDZ Technology gGmbH

C

ongratulations on reaching your
25th anniversary, a silver event for
sure. It has been a pleasure for me personally interacting with your team over
the years. I have especially enjoyed your
conference coverage giving very concise
but accurate summaries of the main
points. Pivoting to virtual events has been
a challenge for many, but Global Cement
has really excelled at it. I look forward to
being around for the 50th anniversary of
Global Cement, and please invite me if I
am still around!

Above: Frank Henning and Paul Brown ca.
2006.

25

years of tireless commitment full of dynamism
and inspiration for successful market activities
mark a solid foundation of the highest quality, security
and stability. The Intercem team sincerely congratulates
you on this lasting success and looks forward to continuing our trusting cooperation in the future.
Olaf Michelswirth, Intercem Engineering GmbH

John Kline, Kline Consulting
Above: Olaf Michelswirth at the
Global CemProcess Conference in
London, UK, in 2018.

C

ongratulations! Having participated in
several live (may these be back soon) and
webinar conferences, I always enjoyed the professional and fun attitudes. Great insight in the
sector - and my warmest congratulations to the
full team!
Frank Brannvoll, BRANNVOLL Aps
Left: Frank Brannvoll accepts an award on behalf of Cembureau
at the Global CemFuels Conference in Berlin, Germany, in 2018.
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C

ongratulations to Global Cement Magazine on 25 successful years. We
much appreciate the professional information about the worldwide
cement markets and developments in cement production. Many thanks
for providing regular opportunities for the exchange of ideas with Global
Cement Magazine and for the excellent support supplied by Paul Brown.
Here’s to the next 25 years.
Thomas Gandt & Peter Herrmann, Venti Oelde

Above: Thomas Gandt (lef

ht) congratulate
t) and Peter Herrmann (rig
h Anniversary.
25t
its
Global Cement on

H

appy 25th Anniversary! Time flies when working with the professional team
from Global Cement. Thanks for providing a great platform to exchange with
cement professionals through your magazines and conferences. Rob and Paul, thanks
for your friendship and all the best for the next 25 years.
Dr Franz Muschaweck, CEO, DALOG Diagnosesysteme GmbH

W

Above: Luigi
Di Matteo at
one
of the many
Glob
Conferences he al CemFuels
has attended
.

ith the 25th anniversary of the Global
Cement Magazine, we celebrate also
a quarter of a century of first-class news and
information from the cement world. Since
our first collaboration up to this very day,
Global Cement is one of the primary sources
when it comes to the latest news in alternative
fuels and their utilisation in cement clinkering.
Besides the editorial efforts, we participated
also in a lot of associated conferences and fairs
over the years. Especially the annual CemFuels
conference has become one of the major events
in the cement calendar for both our clients and
ourselves. We are looking forward to the next 25
years of Global Cement Magazine.

Above: DALOG’s Birgit
and Franz Muschaweck
welcome Paul Brown
onto the company sta
nd at the 2018 IEEE-IAS/
PCA Cement Conference
in Nashville, Tennessee
, US.

Scan the QR code

or visit

www.GlobalCem
ent.com/testim
onials
to see more read
er messages!

Dr Luigi Di Matteo, DI MATTEO Förderanlagen

F

rom the first page to The Last Word – Global Cement Magazine is the trade journal equivalent of a literary page-turner. A monthly must-read for all cement professionals. Looking
forward to the next 300 issues!
Dirk Schlemper, INFORM GmbH

mper on the
Above: Dirk Schle
e
th 2017 Global
INFORM stand at
ce in London.
ren
nfe
Co
CemProcess
left:
Left: The Global Cement team in 2021. Clockwise from
Perilli,
David
Brown,
Paul
rey,
McCaff
Robert
Crow,
a
Amand
ll.
Peter Edwards, Jane Coley, Sally Hope and Jacob Winske
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Interview by Peter Edwards, Global Cement Magazine

IN DISCUSSION:
PAUL BROWN
GLOBAL CEMENT
Paul Brown, Global Cement’s Commercial Director, gives his perspective on 25 years
in business...

Global Cement (GC): How have the ways you
interact with advertisers changed since 1997?

Right: Paul Brown in the
late 1990s.

34

Paul Brown (PB): Initially we were dealing with the
precursor to Global Cement in the form of Asian
Cement & Construction Materials Magazine. Quite
a mouthful, but it was, we thought at the time, the
ideal advertiser interface to address those booming construction markets. And, for a while, we
were right. Advertiser interest was high, there were
plenty of plant projects to write about and we were
able to produce substantial issues that were lapped
up by the readers and advertisers alike. Considerable Asian travel was undertaken both by Rob and
myself, covering different roles of course.
Numerous conferences and exhibitions in
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok and more, attracted an even wider audience for the magazine.
The interaction with clients was, as always, a great
pleasure. As we all know, the Asian crisis hit during
mid-1997 and, given the sudden lack of investment
wherewithal, holding on to all of the advertisers
became a challenge. In those days it was mainly
via phone and fax contact, plus face-to-face visits.
In 2022 this is somewhat more of a challenge, although I completed a three-week round trip around
Germany in late 2021.
During that initial year, the company was run
from the top floor of my home. At night I could
hear the fax machine start up and would listen to
the paper rolling off the drum, wondering whether
I should just pop upstairs to see the contents of the
fax. As I had never worked from home before, I felt
I needed to dress in suit and tie before walking up
the stairs. That lasted two days.... well at least I tried!
With my first son, Daniel, on the way in
November the same year, it became clear that we

Global Cement Magazine January 2022

had to move the ‘office’ to proper premises in order
to separate work from family life. The dawn of
emailing capabilities, followed by search engines
around the time when my second son, Adam was
born, helped to communicate with, and identify,
new clients. These latest channels, still combined
with phone and some fax activity - increased visibility in the market and facilitated smoother receipt of
printing material, now in PDF form.
With the current PDFs and download links,
it is a very different publishing world. As website
and newsletter advertising options have become
more popular, those have become a natural part
of advertisers’ promotional strategies to reach new
site visitors, in addition to their traditional target

GLOBAL CEMENT: 25th ANNIVERSARY
markets. This in fact is where we, as a company,
really excel. Thanks to Rob’s innovative thinking,
Global Cement was honoured with a ‘Most Innovative Route to Market’ award back in 2004. Our
magazine was the second publication in the UK to
win such an award. The first was a magazine for the
accountancy sector, with no other cement publication even close. I think we’re rightly proud of that.
As a result, we had a major head-start over our
‘Marktbegleiter’ (market ‘companions’), as they say
in Germany, and have been growing our digital offerings for nigh-on 20 years. While Global Cement
has a LinkedIn following of well over 30,000, I have
also built up a personal, strictly business, network
of over 29,400 contacts, who offer great networking
and promotional opportunities. This was a mere
pipe dream 25 years ago!
Another thing I truly love about what we do is
our can-do attitude. We put ourselves in our clients’
shoes and see it from their perspective. What are
their needs and how can we fulfil their goals? We
can often discuss those same goals in their own language, frequently at far shorter notice than others
would ever contemplate. Not only is that a real ‘plus’
for clients but, as a pleasant side-effect, it lends a
certain feel-good factor for the person taking care
of the client. Another very apt saying, again from
Germany: ‘Kunde ist König’ - Customer is King.
Long may it remain so!
GC: How did you observe advertisers adapting to
the pandemic?
PB: To be frank I was anticipating a much greater
fall-out as a result of the pandemic. I thought that
the sudden market uncertainty would prompt advertisers to look at where they could save cash and
cut costs. Sure, there was an element of that, but
perhaps more as a way to buy some time while they
worked through their marketing strategies for an
uncertain world. Those few briefly absent advertisers have now rejoined the fold, having adapted to
the new set of circumstances. Some are continuing
where they left off, others are promoting themselves
by shifting their budgets to give a 25 minute presentation, often with some peripheral promotion/
sponsorship, during our numerous virtual events.
We have been running these successfully since April
2020 and had to learn how to stage them with minimal delay. Now, with hundreds of registrations per
event, on occasions over 1000, the evidence is there
that we have run a more than worthy programme of
virtual events throughout 2020 and 2021. They will
continue in 2022 and no doubt beyond.
The future of events will now unavoidably be a
blend of virtual and face to face platforms, some of
it attributable to the pandemic, but some also owing
to the experience gained over the last nearly two
years. It has been demonstrated that one doesn’t

necessarily need to fly long-haul to have a one-hour
business meeting. Indeed, an equipment/service
provider doesn’t always need to make the same trip
to commission an installation. Some, or all, of this
can actually be achieved online in conjunction with
the client. This is not something which had been
seriously contemplated by many pre-Covid.
However, a dose of reality is required here. One
can absolutely not simply substitute a face to face
meeting with a prospective major client / business
contact with an online chat. Trust needs to be built
and chemistry between persons cannot be ‘felt’
through a laptop screen. It is fine for an initial new
contact prior to meeting in the real world, as is an
online meeting with someone you have already
met ‘offline.’ People want to meet, interact with one
another, feel confident that they have the right partner for their project or contract. That can only be
achieved one to one, in the real world.
GC: Where is your favourite travel destination
and why?
PB: Croatia. I have been several times, often driving down from the UK, as I happen to love driving,
fortunately! My first visit was in 1991 which, for
historical reasons, was not the easiest. However I
was left with the feeling I had discovered paradise. I
recall writing home to my parents at that time and
telling them just that! I particularly love the scenery, winding roads on the islands of Cres and Lošinj
in northern Croatia coupled with their amazing
sunsets, swimming in beautifully clear, cool water
- I can’t wait to go back. Also not to be forgotten is
the breathtaking UNESCO World Heritage Plitviče
Lakes National Park. Often in life the drive itself can
turn out to be more enjoyable than the actual destination, but in my experience the above locations
prove to be exceptions to the rule!

Below: Sunset afterglow at
Valun, Cres, Croatia.
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Interview by Peter Edwards, Global Cement Magazine

IN DISCUSSION:
ROBERT McCAFFREY
GLOBAL CEMENT
Global Cement’s Editorial Director Dr Robert McCaffrey looks back on 25 years in
business, and forward to the next 25...

Global Cement (GC): What has been the biggest
change to the cement industry since you founded
the company?
Robert McCaffrey (RMcC): The biggest change has
firstly been the rise of the multinational cement
companies, and secondly the growth of Chinese
cement companies to dominate the top 10 largest cement companies in the world by production
capacity. Digitalisation - the equipping of cement
plants with sensors and real-time automated
process control - has increased to become nearubiquitous. Finally, I would say that the increased
use of alternative fuels and supplementary cementitious materials such as slag and ash has been a huge
benefit to the industry - and a source of technical
challenges too.

Right: Dr Robert McCaffrey,
Editorial Director of
Global Cement Magazine, in
the company’s East Street,
Epsom, office in 1998.

GC: What has been the biggest change to Global
Cement over the past 25 years?
RMcC: When we launched the magazine as Asian
Cement & Construction Materials Magazine back
in 1997, we visited literally dozens of cement plants
around the world, taking pictures on film cameras,
writing notes in notebooks, sending faxes back to
the office and receiving company literature and
reports by courier. We had a huge and expensive
scanner to scan-in the photographs we had taken.
We put the first issue of the magazine together
on a computer with a total memory of 512Mb,
and to archive those early issues we used chunky
88Mb SyQuest discs. Now we have local authors
equipped with digital cameras to send in reports
instead, and the computers have memories with
thousands of Gigabytes of memory, hooked up to
superfast broadband. Back in those days I travelled
and worked evenings, weekends and holidays to
write the magazine and put it together, alongside
Paul Brown on the advertising side. Now my excellent colleagues create the magazine, with much less
input from me. The digital Global Cement Magazine
and Global Cement Weekly are read by tens of thousands of people around the world at the touch of a
button, alongside the traditional print edition of the
magazine. All the technology has made it easier to
put together and to distribute, but I still miss those
adventurous early days - and my hair!
GC: Do you have a favourite article or issue of the
magazine?
RMcC: In the early days of Global Cement
Magazine, it existed as a number of regionallyfocused smaller magazines, including Middle
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Eastern Cement Magazine, American Cement, European Cement and - of course - Asian Cement. Back
in 1998 I got married to my wife Sally, and took her
on honeymoon to Ecuador. We had a wonderful
three weeks of travel around this special country,
which culminated in a visit to Cementos Chimborazo. The staff of the cement plant were very kind
to us, and even lent us a pickup truck and driver to
visit the mountain refuge hut near the top of Mount
Chimborazo (whose top is the point on the Earth’s
surface which is furthest way from the planet’s centre, due to equatorial ‘bulge’), where we drank tea
and ate chocolate. I wrote up the visit for American
Cement Magazine, in an article entitled ‘Honeymoon
in Ecuador.’ Despite dragging my wife to a cement
plant on our honeymoon, we are still together, all
these years later.
GC: What was your best travel experience, conference or other event with Global Cement?
RMcC: We started to organise conferences on topics around cement in 1999, starting with European
Cement in Berlin. At that event we awarded the best
speaker a prize of a chunk of the Berlin Wall - who
knows if it was real, or not?
We organised a couple of events in Tehran, and
I always found Iranians to be gracious, urbane,
friendly and welcoming - and the food was always
excellent: one time they even baked me a cake for
my birthday. Global Slag in Sydney was probably
the most spectacular (and costly) event we have organised, including an evening at the Opera House.
The cricket matches we staged at the Indian Cement
Conferences we organised in Mumbai are still fondly
recalled by all participants. We have had a lot of fun
over the years.
GC: Where is your favourite travel destination?
RMcC: Both Paul and myself have been very lucky
to have travelled extensively over the years. We have
been to many great locations, but some that stand
out the most are Washington DC and San Francisco, Esfahan in Iran, Baalbek in Syria, Istanbul,
the Hub plant of DG Khan Cement in Baluchistan,
Albania, Ayuttyah in Thailand (a huge concentration of world-class cement plants), the Hoping
Cement Zone in Taiwan, Langkawi in Malaysia
and anywhere in Japan (where I was lucky enough
to be hosted by the Japan Cement Association
many years ago for a tour of the country’s cement
plants - I wish I could visit again, but avoid the saké
hangovers this time). The Cemex headquarters in
Monterrey was impressive.

Left: Robert McCaffrey
trekking in Iceland in 2021.

I had some amazing experiences in China (joining the Shanghai Marathon for a few miles before
sprinting back to my hotel and then taking the
MagLev train to the airport to arrive home the
same night) and I would like to revisit Beijing and
Hong Kong. The AUCBM and IEEE-IAS/PCA conferences have enabled us to visit many interesting
places over the years. I’d still like to visit Nigeria,
Bolivia and Outer Mongolia, at least - and I’m open
to other offers. However, more than the places, it is
meeting the fantastic people in the global cement
industry that I’ve enjoyed the most.
RMcC: How do you hope Global Cement will develop over the next 25 years?
GC: Our mission is to be ‘the most-trusted, most
highly-regarded and market-leading provider of
information and events to the building materials
industries.’ I think that we have made a good start
on this journey, but we are not there yet. Certainly
the Covid pandemic was the greatest challenge that
we have had as a business (alongside 9-11, MERS,
SARS and the global financial crisis), but with the
launch of our popular virtual events I think that we
have done the best that we could have in the last
18 months. We will keep trying to be useful to the
industry, always trying to improve our services and
how we communicate with our users.
The decarbonisation of the global cement industry is certainly the biggest threat and opportunity
for the sector in the last 200 years, and we expect to
play our role in the coming transformation. If I’m
still around in 25 years’ time I will be 79 - so by then
someone else will be doing my job. I hope that they
enjoy it at least as much as I have over the years!
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In discussion:
IAN RILEY, WCA

Above: A modern cement
plant schematic. How will this
change in the future?

Global Cement (GC): What are the overarching
changes you have seen in the global cement sector
during your career?

Right: Ian Riley, CEO of the
World Cement Association
(WCA). He has 16 years’
experience in the cement
sector, most recently
as country manager for
LafargeHolcim (now Holcim)
in China between 2008 and
2019. In January 1997 Ian was
in Japan working for English
China Clays (now Imerys). He
moved into cement in 2006.
When asked why, he responds
“Obviously it’s the only thing
for right-thinking people to
do. I can’t believe I waited
so long!”

World Cement Association (WCA)
CEO Ian Riley talks to Global Cement
about the changes he has seen in
the sector, plus his thoughts on the
future of the sector.
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Ian Riley (IR): When I joined the sector in 2006
the cement industry was experiencing a period of
great expansion and was highly profitable. That all
changed in 2008-9 with the onset of the global financial crisis. At around the same time as this, there
were several major acquisitions: Cemex took over
Rinker, HeidelbergCement bought Hanson and
Lafarge acquired Orascom. At the time, I remember
Holcim, my employer, being criticised for being too
slow on the uptake but it viewed the prices as being
too high. By 2010 there had been a massive change
in the mindset of producers, especially regarding
their appetite for risk and what level of debt was
considered acceptable. This mindset extends even
now, with multinationals divesting major assets.
Of course, looking back further, we have also
witnessed the rise of China as a cement manufacturing super-power over the past 25 years. When
I started in the industry, CNBM, today the biggest
cement producer in the world with 530Mt/yr or
more, was a minnow. It had perhaps 10Mt/yr of
capacity to its name. Most of its growth has been
achieved via acquistions, more than 150 of them.
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Interestingly, the profitabilty story within China
has been the opposite of the rest of the world. Following 20 years of eye-watering debt levels, the
supply-side restrictions imposed by the government since 2017 have generated fantastic profits.
Indeed, we estimate that 90% of the free cash flow
in the cement sector in 2020 was in China.
GC: Does this point to further expansion by
Chinese producers outside of China?
IR: Five years ago, I expected that a lot more Chinese players would have made international moves
by now. However, this hasn’t really taken place. The
current geopolitical situation makes it difficult,
particularly for state-owned producers, to expand
overseas. They can turn a nice profit at home and
they are also heavily invested in the development of
China, which is more important than risky speculation abroad.
GC: How has the sector changed the way it deals
with the public and policy makers?
IR: Prior to the 2010s there were only national and
regional cement associations. These were mainly
engaged in lobbying governments regarding planning permissions, product standards and so on,
predominantly local issues that did not require a
global approach. However, since the mid 2010s, we
have both the World Cement Association (WCA)
and the Global Cement & Concrete Association
(GCCA). Both were founded to address the global
issue of climate change, which cannot be solved by
individual countries in isolation.
GC: How do you rate the state of the
global cement sector at the start of 2022?

GC: So, what changes could the transition to lowCO2 operations mean for cement makers?
IR: Different technologies will emerge over the
next 10 years with the aim of lower-CO2 emissions.
There is already competition in the arenas of lowCO2 products, CO2 capture and storage (CCS),
new fuels and other novel processes that are too
numerous to list here. Their development will only
intensify in the coming decades.
What I would like to draw readers’ attention to
is the impact on the structure of the industry. For
example, is CCS really a solution for the industry
as a whole? At present, it requires a lot of government investment, a high CO2 emissions penalty, or
both. It could be that certain cement plants are in
locations that favour the economics of CCS, while
others might be less well situated.
However, other plants, including those close to
major population centres, could make use of CO2
capture and utilisation (CCU) to stay competitive.
For instance, the production of synthetic aggregates
from CO2 could offer an economic route to decarbonisation. In such as world, plants that are neither
close to a CO2 storage hub or a major market may
be less able to adapt or to be profitable.
GC: Your statement implies plant closures. Does
this mean that the sector will become less local in
the future?
IR: I don’t think that will be the case. Right now,
we are at the start of a trend where developers are
specifying lower CO2 footprints for construction
materials. Many countries are strongly encouraging their uptake. When it comes to answering, for

Below: We are at the
start of a trend where
developers are specifying
lower CO2 footprints.

IR: While there is some national variation, I
would say that the sector is in the best shape
it has been for several years. The Covid-19
pandemic resulted in some disruption to
individual projects, but cement demand has
held up well and most places have also seen
strong pricing. WCA expects that prices
and volumes will hold up well in 2022. 2023
and 2024 also have strong fundamentals.
Indeed, given continued population
growth, and no let up in the pace of urbanisation, strong demand will continue. You
can’t have urbanisation without concrete,
after all. The challenge will be how to meet
this demand while turning CO2 emissions
down, and eventually to net-zero.
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clinker plants, with grinding and blending into
more tailored products taking place a few steps later
than it does today.
Of course, the cement that goes into the concrete
is only one component. Another really interesting
area is that of synthetic aggregates, which can capture a lot of CO2. This has the potential to turn the
emissions situation completely on its head if their
production can be scaled up.
Say, for example, that you have 300kg of cement
- with embodied CO2 emissions of 200kg - in a 1m3
block of concrete. If you then replace the 2000kg of
aggregates in that 1m3 with artificial aggregates, the
overall CO2 footprint of the 1m3 as a whole could be
as low as minus 500kg. If this was the case, I think
that even environmentalists would support the continued use of clinker even after 2050.
Above: Construction projects
could demand more localised
solutions from cement produers in the future.

example, how the UK will build its HS2 high speed
rail project while sticking to its 2050 climate commitments, it actually becomes clear that there is
no ‘one-size fits all’ approach. What works for that
project may not work for another.
Here, the cement sector needs to watch that it
doesn’t move too slowly. Otherwise, others will take
the initiative, particularly contractors. For example,
on the HS2 project there is a contractor looking
to use London clays, excavated from the rail tunnel itself, in concrete products for the project. This
has the potential to reduce the CO2 emissions of
that part of the project, while improving resource
efficiency. It may not be that the clay offers any
particular cementitious properties, but the contractor’s mindset is that there are plenty of low-grade
concrete applications where it could be used. Cement players should be taking the initiative here.
We need to switch to performance-based standards
and away from prescriptive ones.
GC: Cement plants need a high degree of stability to operate efficiently at low cost. Is the move
to the increasingly tailored solutions you suggest
fundamentally at odds with this approach?
IR: You raise a fair point, but remember that kilns
don’t make cement, they make clinker. I have no
doubt that the world will need this in the future,
particularly for load-bearing structures that need
to last a long time. However, a lot of concrete is
not used for load-bearing structures. For these
applications, contractors will be more prepared to
take risks, as demonstrated by the HS2 contractor I
mentioned above.
After lower clinker / lower CO2 solutions have
proven themselves in these kinds of applications,
contractors will become more happy to use them
for more demanding applications, which could reduce demand for clinker with time. So, perhaps we
will see the emergence of highly efficient dedicated
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GC: What are your long-term expectations for
cement and concrete demand?
IR: Many forecasts, including those from the
International Energy Agency (IEA) and others,
show a substantial increase in cement demand in
the coming decades. However, I am sceptical about
this, as I think that demand is going to drop dramatically in China by 2040. These forecasts don’t
take this into account.
Overall, I think that concrete demand will remain broadly flat over the next 25 years. However,
what that doesn’t tell you is how much cement and
clinker will be in that concrete. This will depend
on how we decarbonise the process. If CCS takes
off, we could continue to use high proportions of
clinker and still hit the targets for decarbonisation.
Another possibility, which I don’t think is on
many people’s radar, is that CO2 could follow a
similar trajectory to alternative fuels. 10-20 years
ago, even the best alternative fuels could be sourced
at negative cost, i.e.: the waste generator paid the
cement plant to take them. Now if you want a highquality alternative fuel, you are going to have to
pay for it. Imagine a future where we become really
good at using CO2 in building materials. It may be
that, instead of it costing the producer to dispose
of its CO2, they could actually be paid for it! That
really would put a cat among the pigeons.
Whether this is realistic over the next 25 years,
time will tell. What is for sure is that the industry
will undergo a lot of changes. Different regions
will likely move at different speeds, particularly if
calls to allow developing nations more time to meet
net-zero are heeded. At the end, net-zero is the only
game in town and it will be a very interesting period
for the industry.
GC: Thank you for your time once again Ian.
IR: Thank you Peter.
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Above: Dr Joe Harder, Managing
Director of OneStone Consulting,
is known for his independent
multi-client market reports and
more than 150 market reviews and
publications in cement magazines.

Joe Harder of OneStone Consulting looks at how the cement
industry is expanding its cement and clinker capacities, despite
the Covid-19 pandemic and overcapacities in many countries,
drawing on the findings of OneStone’s new multi-client market
report Cement Projects Focus 2025.

T

he global cement industry is investing in new,
modern and efficient cement plants. However,
much less new clinker capacity is projected than
new cement capacity, the result of the decreasing
clinker factor in cement production. The number of
dedicated grinding plants is also growing massively.
In some cases these grinding plants are receiving
clinker from new kiln lines that have no clinker
grinding facilities and are therefore different from
traditional integrated plants. However, there are
many more interesting ‘game changers’, such as the
growing number of clay calcination plants and conversions of grey cement lines to make white cement.

Plant contract review
Figure 1 shows cement industry expenditures in the
period 2017 to 2021, excluding China. The capital
expenditure (capex) investment decreased from
US$8.6bn in 2017 to US$5.1bn in 2020, a decline
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of almost 41%. However, between 2021 and 2025 a
massive recovery of up to 47% is projected. A similar picture is seen for outsourced services, including
spare parts, plant upgrades and optimisation.
In 2020 Sinoma increased its overseas cement
industry order intake to US$2.8bn, from US$1.8bn
in 2019. By doing so, it was able to increase its market share from 28% to 55% in a declining market.
In 2020 Sinoma contracted 13 new kiln lines and 4
separate grinding plants.
After some years of massive decline, the market
in China also recovered. Figure 2 shows how the
number of completed new kiln lines developed
in China and the Rest of the World (RoW) since
2015. In China the number of completed new kiln
lines declined from 31 units in 2015 to ‘only’ 13 in
2017, due to overcapacity issues and restrictions
put in place by the Chinese government. However, due to the decommissioning of older plants,
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approvals for new projects were given and consequently the newly commissioned kiln capacity
in China increased from 20.5Mt/yr in 2017 to
38.2Mt/yr in 2020 and then to 48.8Mt/yr in 2021.
Meanwhile, the completed new kiln lines in the
RoW increased from 34 units in 2015 to 64 in 2018,
before falling to 42 in 2020. New completed clinker
capacity peaked in 2018, with 88.2Mt/yr, falling to
58.8Mt/yr a year later.
OneStone also analysed the cement plant contracts from 2017 to the first half of 2021 in detail,
including greenfield projects, new lines, plant upgrades and separate grinding plants. In total in the

2020

2021F

2022-2025F

period under review it identified 312 projects in the
RoW. Of these, 61 were greenfield projects, 92 were
new lines, 21 were major upgrades with capacity
increases and 138 were separate grinding plants.
Almost 409Mt/yr of new cement capacity and
270Mt/yr of new clinker capacity is provided by
these projects. 27.2% of the new cement capacity
comes from new separate grinding plants. In the
market report, the new contracted capacity figures
are provided by year, supplier and region (with 10
world regions). The market shares of the main kiln
and cooler suppliers are also provided. In the grate
cooler sector, the specialist suppliers IKN, Claudius
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Right - Figure 3: Breakdown
of new cement capacities to
be commissioned by 2025,
derived from the known
projects.
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Peters and FONS recorded a total of 121 new coolers, 60.5% of all new coolers. This is a significantly
higher market share than the turnkey suppliers
Sinoma, FLSmidth, TKIS and KHD.

Future capacity changes
Below: Plant expansions and
grinding plants could point
the way ahead for the global
cement sector.
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However, the main focus of the new market report
is on the cement capacity expansion projects for
completion in the period from 2019 to 2025. Some
of these projects have not begun, with no contracts
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signed at the time of writing (in the fourth quarter of 2021). From the projects already completed
or announced, OneStone identified 373 projects,
including 80 greenfield projects, 121 new lines, 27
major upgrades and 145 separate grinding plants.
Each project has a completion probability of more
than 60%, which means that the projects are already
in the planning stage, are under construction or
already commissioned. Furthermore, we identified another 34 projects, which were cancelled,
suspended or delayed and don’t fulfil the
before mentioned probability categories.
The 373 high probability projects were
analysed in detail and are listed project by
project in the report annex with parameters
such as projected commissioning year,
investor, country, location, capacity, type
of project and capex figure, if available, as
well as the supplier if the project has already
been contracted.
Figure 3 shows the breakdown of new
cement capacity projections in the RoW
of the projects for commissioning by 2025
by type of investment. A peak of the new
cement capacity to be commissioned is
shown for 2021 with almost 113Mt/yr of
new capacity added. This is due to delays
to several projects from 2020 as a result of
the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdowns at
many sites.
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Nearly 80Mt/yr of new cement capacity will
be commissioned in 2022 and the same amount
is forecast again for 2023. These figures could be
even higher because the lead time from contracting
to plant commissioning of cement plant upgrade
and separate grinding plants can be as short as 12
months. Additionally, OneStone found that, of 309
projects completed from 2017 to the first half of
2021, only 11 projects had a lead time of one year,
52% had a lead time of two years, 30% had a lead
time of three years and only 7% had a lead time of
more than three years. 3% of the projects had lead
times in excess of five years.

Are kiln lines getting bigger? Yes and no...
OneStone analysed the kiln capacities of the
completed projects and the projects due for commissioning by 2025 in the RoW. Figure 4 shows the
new contracted kiln lines from 2017 to 2021. In
total there were 153 new kiln lines, excluding kiln
upgrades. Kiln capacities up to >6000t/day make up
almost 77% of the projects. Kilns with >2000-3000t/
day have the highest market share with 20.9%. All
kiln sizes >8000t/day have a market share of just
11.8%.
However, when it comes to the clinker capacity,
kiln sizes up to 6000t/day have a share of 60.2%,
while the kilns of >6000-8000t/day have a 22.7%
share. Large kilns are increasingly being contracted
to replace two or three older kilns or to fulfil large
capacity projections of ambitious investors in growing markets. Smaller plants are preferred by smaller
regional markets and when investors enter new
markets, a trend that has not changed much of late.
OneStone also analysed the situation for white
cement and clay calcination. White cement projects
have seen a recovery after some years of a stagna-

tion. From 2017 to the first half of 2020, nine new
projects were contracted. Of these, five are projects
where grey cement kilns are being converted to
produce white cement. Two more projects have
already been announced.
From 2016 to the first half of 2021, there were
a total of nine clay calcination projects contracted
outside of China, with three more due to complete
by early 2022. However, this is a drop in the ocean. If
the amount of activated clay in cement is increased
from less than 1% in 2020 to about 8% in 2050, as
required by the various CO2 roadmaps, then almost
70 new clay calcination lines, each with 1000t/day
capacity, will have to be built... every single year.

About the report
Cement Projects Focus 2025 is the 6th
edition of this kind of market report by
OneStone Consulting. The new report was
released at the end of November 2021 and
comprises 175 pages with 113 charts and 28
tables. The market report provides a huge
amount of data for the cement industry
and allows deep insights into the capacity
expansion by the cement industry.
The report is recommended for cement
companies that have ambitions to set up
new projects, as well as plant equipment
suppliers that want to understand market
shares in the industry and to be informed
about new projects. It is also instructive for
cement industry analysts and associations.
Email: j.harder@onestone-ltd.eu
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CEMENT

ANNO 2050
BUT NOT AS WE KNOW IT
What does the cement industry of 2050 look like? Thomas
Petithuguenin, Head of Research and Partnerships for Cement
at FLSmidth, talked to Global Cement about his vision for the
future, the thing most likely to stop us from getting there, and
the need to unleash the industry’s creativity.
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t’s 2050. And you’re on your way to a cement
plant somewhere in sub-Saharan Africa. Thirty
years of rapid urbanisation and economic development has changed this part of the world almost
beyond recognition. The construction industry has
boomed and, with it, the need for building materials. But unlike the urban and industrial revolutions
experienced elsewhere, the concrete that underpins
life here is made not with Portland cement, but
calcined clay. Or perhaps you are in Chile, where
the cement plants now process the region’s massive
deposits of mine tailings – over a century’s worth –
into enhanced cementitious materials.
Even when you visit plants that most resemble
the cement plants of yesteryear, new technologies
have made their mark. Electrochemical and acid
leaching processes are much more likely to be used
for breaking down limestone than old-fashioned
preheater towers. And then there’s carbon capture,
which has finally reached maturity. Although not
nearly as ubiquitous as some might have expected
back in the early years of the century – when it
was often touted as a panacea for all of the world’s
climate woes – it has nonetheless found its niche.
Wherever you are in the world however, all cement
plants have one thing in common: they no longer
emit CO2.

A strange new world

Above: Thomas Petithuguenin,
FLSmidth’s Head of Research and
Partnerships for Cement.
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If you read the roadmaps to a zero-carbon cement
industry published by various industry organisations, the vision outlined above may come as a
surprise: for the most part, these roadmaps portray
an industry continuing in much the same way
– just with more alternative fuels, more supplementary cementitious materials, and carbon capture
thrown in. But for Thomas Petithuguenin, Head of
Research and Partnerships for Cement at
FLSmidth, the future is a lot more exciting.
“I see these roadmaps as an invitation to see
things differently,” explained Thomas. “We have
these traditional visions, but they leave a significant chunk of emissions unaccounted for. In a
sense, they highlight the uncertainty and therefore
give permission for us to be imaginative in our
solutions.”
Talk with Thomas and, before long, this passion
for creative, radical thinking becomes obvious.
“There is no reason why cement should continue
to be produced as it is today – and as it has been
for almost two centuries – via the calcination of
limestone. There is a huge range of cementitious
materials out there: some are available today; others
we know will be available in the future. Crucially,
however, there are many that don’t result in the
same large-scale release of CO2 that results from the
production of clinker.”
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Left: The cities of the future
will be made using
different types of cement
and concrete depending
on what is available nearby.

According to Thomas, this should be the starting
point of any discussion about the cement plant of
the future. It’s a vision summed up in a simple question: what if the calcination of limestone for the
production of cement can be avoided altogether?
It may be a surprising thing to hear from the man
in charge of innovation at one of the world’s leading cement equipment suppliers – a company that
made its name by building just the sort of plants
that would be obsolete in his vision of the future.
But it’s the question that drives Thomas.
“Let’s look at what has happened in the energy
sector in recent decades,” Thomas continued. “It
used to be large-scale power plants, producing gigawatts of electricity, ramping up and down to meet
grid demand. But slowly the picture has changed.
The focus is now on decentralised energy production, cleanly generated using local resources and
responsive to local needs. This transition is not only
making the power sector greener; it is also enabling
communities to be more independent and resilient.”
A similar transition could also happen in the
building material sector. Instead of large-scale cement plants located near to limestone resources and
using a globally-standardised process, “What you
could see happening is the development of decentralised, even mobile, production sites that use the
raw materials available in the local area,” explained
Thomas. “That could be mine tailings, clay, waste
materials from various industrial processes, even
old concrete.” It’s a trend that is already creeping
into the building materials sector: for example, with
concrete recycling, where a small-scale facility is
built on the periphery of a municipality to process
local concrete waste into secondary aggregates for
use in local construction projects.

But what about the plants of today?
A key question and challenge to Thomas’ scenario is
what happens to the existing fleet of traditional cement plants, particularly newer ones that still have
decades of operational life. At these plants, clinker
production may continue but it could only do so in
a much cleaner way: which means dealing with the
process emissions.
“If we imagine a cement plant that’s still making
clinker, as it’s doing today, then we would have to
conceive of different processes: for example, calcination via an electrochemical reaction, which could
eliminate the combustion emissions. Much of the
equipment at the cement plant would remain the
same in this case. Only the preheater and calciner
would be exchanged for an electrochemical reactor.
You would still need to extract and prepare the raw
meal – so you would still need crushers and conveyors – and you would likely need a kiln to produce
the final clinker.”
Another option could be to recarbonate the CO2
onto the calcium oxide (CaO), but in such a way as
to produce a reactive calcium carbonate (CaCO3);
a process that is already in use in the US. “Whether
or not all cement plants could be converted to this
process, in a way that is commercially viable, is yet
to be seen,” noted Thomas. “But it’s definitely a potential vision for the future of cement production.”
“Another idea that has been floating around is
to extract CaO out of the limestone via acid leaching,” continued Thomas, after initially warning that
continuing with a centralised production model
was ‘not optimum.’ Acid leaching has the advantage
of being flexible in terms of feedstock. “The process
can be applied to waste concrete or mine tailings
and you can make a good-quality supplementary
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Above: The Salonit Anhovo
cement plant in Slovenia,
sitting neatly within its
environs. In the future,
cement production will evolve
to become better suited to
each individual location, in
terms of both the materials
and processes used.

cementitious material from it, although handling
acid is not necessarily an ideal option.”
It is only at this point in the discussion that
Thomas broaches the technology that is so often
mentioned when discussing decarbonising pretty
much any industry: carbon capture. Here, he makes
the case for oxyfuel, which involves firing the
kiln with a pure oxygen atmosphere to produce a
concentrated CO2 stream at the stack. Cryogenic
capture technology is then used to remove the CO2
as a liquid, an ideal form for geological sequestration and remineralisation.
“It makes the cement plant much more expensive to operate, which is why it’s not top of my list,”
admits Thomas. “But it may be easiest to implement as it allows cement companies to continue to
operate existing assets with only relatively minor
adjustments to the process and equipment, without
changing the product output. Of course, it also
raises the issue of how to dispose of the captured
CO2. In my view and for the most part, this would
have to be done underground, as we will simply
produce too much of it to sequester any other way.”
This latter point brings the conversation to electrification, which in Thomas’ opinion makes more
sense when applied to alternative processes than
the traditional clinker production line. “I think it’s
a much better fit for the production of alternative
cementitious materials, such as activated clay. If you
electrify the clay activation process, you basically
eliminate the CO2 emissions, as there is no CO2
released from the material (unlike limestone). It’s
also a much cleaner, quieter and more controllable
process, with the potential to get the energy needed
directly from renewable power generation, skipping
any steps needed for power to fuel conversion. All
this together leads to a process nicely fitted for the
future, when there will be tight regulations on all
pollutants and a high cost of CO2 emissions, coupled with flexible power consumption.”

So, what’s slowing us down?
Up to this point, the conversation has kept to the
technologies that we may see in the cement industry of 2050. But as Thomas now pointed out, the
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major roadblock to realising the vision of a zerocarbon cement industry is not technological. Nor
is it building standards and regulations, another
typical scapegoat when talking about progress (or
lack thereof) in the industry.
According to Thomas, the challenge is both
more structural – and more human. “What slows
down the shift toward new technologies and new
ways of building is the lack of vertical integration in
the sector. Each link in the chain – from the quarry
through to the smallest subcontractor on the building site – is striving to be profitable. Each has their
own vision of what the future looks like. But they
are visions that are not necessarily compatible.
When I work on projects that involve a range of
partners, I see each with a slightly different vision,
each trying to remain relevant, each with their own
customer base to appease,” continued Thomas. “If
anything is slowing down progress, it is this.”

A driver change
Despite this, Thomas is optimistic about the future – and FLSmidth’s place in it – although he
also acknowledges the uphill struggle ahead. “My
sincere hope is that FLSmidth will be a driver for
this transition. But to decarbonise by 2050, cement
producers are going to have to make decisions in
the next few years about the route they are going to
take to get there. That means technology suppliers
like us need to be ready with the solutions now.”
Thomas also foresees a changing role for the
Danish company, away from making machines
(although there will remain a need for much of the
company’s portfolio of products, even in 2050) to
become more of a facilitator of change.
“Today, we are primarily a company that develops technology and supplies equipment. In 2050,
we may still do some of that, but I believe our role
may be much more about offering our process
knowledge and engineering expertise as a service,
and then pulling in relevant partners to implement
solutions. It’s a catalytic role. One that will change
the culture of the company, but one that could make
a real difference to how the industry advances.”

What’s the overall message?
The cement industry of 2050 is, first and foremost,
zero emission. It is also much less reliant on largescale, centralised production facilities; it is local,
using locally-available materials and responsive to
local needs.
“It’s going to be a patchwork quilt of different processes, all determined by what’s available
nearby,” concluded the FLSmidth innovation chief.
“This may sound daunting – maybe even a little
fantastical – but it should also be liberating. We
have a lot of clever people working in the industry.
It’s time to let them get creative and see what sort of
future we can build together.”
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FUTURE
LOGISTICS

Above: Thomas Bergmans
has worked at INFORM GmbH
since 2001 and has been
Senior Vice President for its
Logistics Division since 2011.
The company develops
software solutions for the
efficient, cost-effective and
sustainable distribution of a
variety of products, including
cement and ready-mix
concrete.

The optimisation of distribution
logistics offers significant potential
for cement producers to lower their
CO2 emissions in the race to net-zero.

GC: What are the major changes you have observed in terms of how the cement sector ‘does
logistics’ during your career to date?
TB: When I entered the sector in 1991, logistics and
transport planning moved from ‘pen and paper’ to
Excel spreadsheet tools. For some years there was
little change, but from 2000 to 2005 a series of important improvements came into play.
First came a major increase in the availability of
data, which, for any given distributor, now doubles
every 30-36 months in our industry. Alongside
this, affordable computing power came on the
scene. This enabled logistics algorithms to break
out of the ‘computer nerd zone’ and transport
planning software powered by algorithms became
accessible to dispatchers, plant operators and senior
management. Additionally, in the 1990s, cement
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producers were preoccupied with process efficiency
at the plant, with distribution applied as an afterthought. Now distribution is an integral part of the
process.
GC: Where did this trend first take hold in the
cement sector?
TB: The early adopters were in Europe, particularly
in the east, which was stretched to maximum capacity in the mid-2000s. Suddenly the critical gains
that could be made were no longer at the plant,
but in ensuring the product reached the client in a
timely and cost-effective manner. Typical projects
that Inform was involved with at the time included
maximising loading facilities for greater output instead of clients investing in extra ones.
Today Inform receives enquiries from cement
producers all over the world. Anywhere that service
quality needs to be high, cost reduction is important
or where the environmental footprint needs to be
reduced, producers should be focused on distribution. And it’s not only in regions with overcapacity.
Almost everywhere at the moment, we see finance
directors cutting down on the number of distributors they use and optimising that smaller business
opportunity. Less adept financial directors will try
to satisfy all of their previous hauliers and share out
the work evenly. This is not optimal for any party
and the producer will end up wasting money.
GC: How is the technology changing at present?
TB: Up to around 2015, transport planning systems
powered by algorithms and AI could optimise the
tactical plan for the following shifts or days, plus
in real-time on the day of execution. Now in the
2020s, we have entered a new phase. There is historical data available that allow machine learning
algorithms to make predictions about the future.
For example, how can we predict future order
growth? Past transport data may offer insights
that we can overlay on external data, e.g. economy
growth forecasts, changes to government policies,
whether your plant is reliant on a particular subsector of the economy and so on. However, even
the best data cannot model all future events, for
example the effects of further Covid-19 lockdowns
or the potential for an investment bubble to pop up.
At the same time, I would like to highlight that
the relationship between cement producers and
software companies is changing too at the moment.
Big cement players increasingly invest directly in
software firms, notably the recent investment by
HeidelbergCement. The connection between ‘bits
and bytes’ and ‘big mills’ is getting closer and closer.
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GC: How are cement sector enquiries changing at
present?
TB: I would say that we have two types of enquiries. There are those that have done a lot of research
and know exactly what they want out of the system.
These kinds of clients are fantastic to work with.
Then, we have some clients that get ‘blindsided by
the shiny stuff.’ They are like a hungry person at an
‘all-you-can-eat-buffet’ who wants to try all of the
different dishes and will feel like they have missed
out if they don’t have a bit of everything. Like in real
life, they end up biting off more than they can chew.
They all too often invest in marginal components
that, for their business, will bring fairly small gains.
As Inform, we always ask these kinds of clients,
‘Why do you want this component? It contributes
very little to your business case.’ Often they say
‘because my competitor has it!’ This is the wrong
answer. Just because the component in question
contributed something to a competitor’s business
does not necessarily mean it is good for you. Inform
wants to help its clients to make a good return on
investment and will point out pitfalls, even if that
means the client has to look hard at the project and
reassess its goals. Inform may not be the cheapest
option and we will ask difficult questions, but our
process approach provides effective solutions and,
with them, the high returns on investment that the
client seeks.
GC: What are Inform’s expectations for the
cement sector in 2022?
TB: We expect a continued recovery in terms of
demand and, on the logistics side, that customers
will increase their requests for solutions that help
them on the journey towards net-zero CO2 emissions. I really hope that there will be a realisation
that distribution is also an important part of the
CO2 puzzle - one that cannot be ignored. And it
is a low-hanging fruit compared to carbon reduction efforts on the production side. Personally,
I’m really excited to open up this opportunity for
our industry!
In the longer term, the metric we have to look
at is energy consumption, not per tonne of cementitious material, but per tonne of cementitious
material delivered. And delivery is not just the
truck, train or ship, but also how it is loaded, how it
was unloaded, whether or not the loading / unloading process affects other trucks, trains or ships, etc.
When we consider factors like this, some interesting questions creep in. Among the most
fundamental is ‘Does that plant need to be there?’
Lots of people don’t seem to want to consider this,

but how about closing a plant that is too far from
the market and / or switching to a localised grinding model with imported clinker? On the other
hand, the producer may find out that it is more
sustainable to ramp up production at an efficient
plant that is actually quite far from the market. The
CO2 saved on production might be more than that
emitted by the trucks.
In the future, more and more producers are
going to have to start looking at these kinds of questions. It may shape the sector in interesting ways.
There are various CCS projects at the moment. If,
for example, the HyNet project takes off at Hanson
Padeswood in UK, why not ramp up production
there and supply all of the UK’s clinker from that
single site?
GC: How else could cement sector logistics look
different in 10-20 years?
TB: Without a doubt we will see electric and hydrogen vehicles take hold. At the same time, we
will see progress on the road to self-driving trucks
that will require considerably less input from
the driver. These things will be very visible and
something that companies will enjoy showing off.
Autonomous trucks can help increase road safety
and EV or hydrogen trucks can be a major contributor to net-zero, provided they are powered by
truly renewable resources. But these efforts should
not hold back our industry from investing into the
‘digital groundwork.’ By this I mean, implementing
algorithms in their transport planning and other
‘under the surface’ process transformation.
GC: How will CO2 trading schemes and other
emissions taxes affect Inform’s activities in the
next 10-25 years?

Below: Algorithms at work.
To truly maximise their sustainability potential, code will
become ‘greener’ and more
transparent in the future.
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TB: ETSs are here to stay and, with additional
factors like the EU Carbon Border Ajustment
Mechanism (CBAM) coming in, their influence
will only spread. Cement producers and logistics
companies should not fight this. It is like fighting
the weather.
Inform is already responding. The next release of our software will include Global Logistics
Emissions Council (GLEC) compliant CO2 reporting capabilities. The GLEC framework is the only
globally recognised methodology for harmonised
calculation and reporting of logistics greenhouse
gas emissions across multi-modal supply chains.
This will mean that users have this information at
their fingertips rather than having to retrieve it ‘by
hand.’ As they say, what gets measured, gets managed, so this should also improve the sustainability
of fleet operations. It will also help clients to demonstrate their efficiency to their customers, who
increasingly request green solutions.
Additionally, coming later down the line will be
factors like, how do we navigate our trucks best in
Ultra Low Emissions Zones? Then... How will electric trucks work within the sector? At present they
have a range issue and our optimisation algorithms
will need to take into account charging times. The
elevation profile of the route to the customer is also
important, as electric vehicles are more efficient in
flat areas than in mountains. Where should you
place charging points? We will look at this with
clients and help them to work out the best solution.
GC: How will the software itself change?
Below: Optimised delivery
logistics offer cement and
concrete producers routes to
sustainability and lower costs.

TB: There are two main elements. One trend is
green coding, i.e.: lowering the energy consumption
of the software itself. This is seen across all software

development right now. For example, to power a
business laptop for one year takes roughly 100kWh,
the equivalent of 10L of petrol. What if we could
reduce that to 7-8L of petrol? That may not sound
like a lot, but scale it up to the huge server racks
used by big corporations and we are talking about
millions of fuel canisters every hour. Any savings
we can make through green coding are a big win.
The other is transparency of coding. Most users
know that the algorithm ‘does something’ but few
understand what’s really going on. We need to
make computer decisions more understandable to
humans. An area that many can relate to is credit
scoring. We know that doing certain things may or
may not affect our credit score. But ask a member of
the public to describe exactly how much doing ‘X’
will affect the score and for how long, and they will
wave their hands in an exasperated fashion and say
‘I don’t really know!’
Software companies like Inform don’t want
that uneasy relationship to exist between their
clients and their software, so transparency of why
the software has suggested a strategy and what led
to that decision needs to be better understood. We
know that greater understanding will enable clients
to make better use of the software.
GC: Do you think cement producers will still use
clinker, as we know it today in 2047?
TB: My personal view is that we will always need a
certain quantity of the ‘grey stuff.’ However, we will
need a lot less of it. Of course, in 2047 clinker will be
produced entirely with waste-derived fuels, hydrogen, renewable power, waste heat recovery systems
and so on. And on the face of it, less clinker production may not seem good for Inform. However,
as long as there are customers that need to load and
distribute materials to serve their clients, there will
be opportunities for logsitics experts, including my
younger colleagues, to 2047 and beyond.
GC: Thomas Bergmans, thank you for a very
interesting discussion.
TB: Thank you very much indeed - and congratulations to Global Cement on its 25th Anniversary!
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DALOG founder Franz Muschaweck takes a deep dive into the development
of condition monitoring since founding the company in the 1990s.

Global Cement (GC): What was happening at
DALOG in 1997?
Franz Muschaweck (FM): In 1997 I had been operating as a sole trader for five years. I established
DALOG as a limited liability company in 1998,
which laid the foundations for expansion. We now
have 35 staff and a wide range of condition monitoring systems for the cement sector, mainly for
bearings, gearboxes and drives.
Condition monitoring supports plants’ predictive and proactive maintenance efforts. The main
goal is to avoid unplanned stoppages and downtime. It also improves the lifespan of equipment,
contributes to increased sustainability and provides
crucial safety benefits.
GC: What have been the largest changes in
cement sector condition monitoring since 1997?
FM: The biggest change is the widespread generation and use of data. I would be lying to now claim
that ‘I saw big data coming’ when I was developing the first analogue DAta LOGgers, from which

DALOG takes its name, but I knew
that harnessing data would lead to
advantages for us and our clients. I
just didn’t see that it would become
important for everyone else too.
GC: What was the market reaction
to condition monitoring in the late
1990s?
FM: Condition monitoring was not the easiest ‘sell’
in the early years. A lot of producers were of the
opinion that the systems were ‘nice to have’ but
not critical to their operations.
What changed this was when the first systems
identified bearing damage that could not be detected by conventional means. The plant and OEM
teams would look at the outside of the bearings
and perform their tests. Then they would conclude
that it was fine to run. However, in several cases,
DALOG convinced them to open up the bearings
to reveal the damage that our systems had detected.
We were very excited to discover that the damage
was real. The operators / OEMs were very surprised.

Above: Dr Franz Muschaweck,
CEO of DALOG Diagnosesysteme
GmbH. He founded his own
company to develop analogue
data loggers in 1992 and
established DALOG as a limited
company in 1998.
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Right: Dr Muschaweck
in the mid 1990s.

After such a demonstration, their thinking
would change entirely. Continuing to run the drive
with such a bearing would likely have resulted in a
failure further down the line, with loss of production and high repair costs. We were fortunate that
one of these early adopters was Holcim, which
implemented DALOG systems across its operations
in 2007. Other producers then wanted ‘in’ and the
systems really took off.
The first applications were in vertical roller
mills (VRM). This was the most important piece
of equipment for cement producers and OEMs to
keep an eye on. We have sinced expanded into ball
mills, roller presses, kilns, bucket elevators, fans and
smaller drives.
GC: How have the regions that DALOG works in
changed since 1998?

Below: Exchanging
bearings in a planned
maintenance helps avoid
emergency repairs

FM: In the early days most clients were in India,
Thailand, Indonesia and the Far East more widely.
Unlike in some developed markets, a lot of large
lines were established in the 1990s that were particularly well suited to the advantages of condition
monitoring. Teams in the region were receptive
to new approaches in what were very competitive
markets. A major advantage for DALOG in particular was that it was the first to install torque sensors.
These offer major advantages to monitoring loads
in the larger pieces of equipment used in the region.
Later on in the company’s development, we
started to gain more enquiries in the Americas and
Europe. Africa is the most recent region to have
gained an interest in condition monitoring. In 2021
we had a number of major products in north, west
and central Africa, as well as in North America.

GC: How do you think the global cement sector
will perform in 2022?
FM: We are forecasting the development of drive
failures to allow our clients to make the most of
whatever the market brings. Regardless of how
the sector performs at large, I am sure that the
demand for condition monitoring will continue to
increase in 2022 and beyond. Cement making is
only going to get more competitive for our clients
and condition monitoring is a major lever to gain
a competitive advantage with increased equipment
availability.
GC: Are the drivers for condition monitoring
purely economic, or are others coming into play?
FM: Major drivers for a cement producer to install
a condition monitoring system include the ability to
avoid costly breakdowns and the return on investment such systems bring due to gains in efficiency.
However, safety is also key. When there is a
major mechanical failure at a cement plant, it has
to be repaired. This presents a major risk to the
maintenance team. Equipment has to be repaired to
a high standard in a confined space, often against
the clock. This is dangerous and stressful. Helping
teams to avoid these kinds of situations in the first
place is very important to DALOG.
In the future sustainability will become more
important. Any piece of machinery with excessive
vibration is inefficient. By reducing the vibrations,
we can improve specific electrical energy consumption, by up to 10% in the case of some VRMs. At
present the main benefits of doing this are, once
again, cost reduction. However, as CO2 emissions
increasingly come to bear as an additional cost, sustainability will become more important.
GC: Are DALOG’s systems computer controlled
or do humans still take charge?
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FM: Condition monitoring systems provide an
extra layer of information for human decision makers to use. By doing this they improve the quality of
the decision making process. While the systems and
DALOG’s analysis can assist, it is still up to the plant
to decide what to do with the information.
AI comes into play at the moment in VRMs and
roller presses where there is a sudden overload or
major vibrations that could lead to a mill trip. We
implement automatic protective actions, which
may include reducing the feed for a short period
or reducing the hydraulic pressure. This prevents
unscheduled downtime.
GC: Will DALOG aim for greater use of computer
control in the future?
FM: While such systems will provide more data
every year, humans are still in charge. For example,
a system monitoring a VRM may inform the plant
team that a bearing is showing early signs of damage. The plant team may decide to stop production
and change the part right now, should time allow,
for instance during a period of high inventory.
However, in a sold out market, a decision could
be taken to keep running and change the bearing at
the next scheduled stop, even if it is several months
away. An algorithm, even a great one with all of the
relevant condition data, doesn’t have the whole picture of the business and I don’t think it will for the
foreseeable future. Humans retain the edge when it
comes to the nuances of individual situations.
Another strength of operators is that they effectively communicate the information about
the possible failure appropriately within the
organisation. This means that the maintenance
team, management, suppliers and other parties are
properly coordinated and can take effective and
timely action.
This is not to say that DALOG is not working to improve the quality of the information its
systems can provide. For example, weare using
machine learning for automatic classification of
failure conditions, so we can more easily flag up
whether a failure is at an early or late stage. We
also communicate effectively with plants when the
systems identify concerns, or a risk profile changes
unexpectedly. People have a terrible tendency of
ignoring automatic warnings!
GC: What are the future trends in cement plant
condition monitoring?
FM: In the past few years there has been a change
of mind-set from monitoring individual parts of the
plant to ‘monitoring the plant.’ We already monitor a number of smaller drives within the plant,
for example bucket elevators and screw conveyors.
There’s always something else to move onto, for

example separators and transport systems are areas
of interest. I would say that the Covid-19 pandemic
has sped up this trend.
Covid has also boosted remote operations.
There have been fewer people on-site that can do
fieldwork over the past couple of years and it is still
not easy to send engineers to locations around the
world. Cement producer technical departments are
asking: How can we keep an eye on the equipment?
The answer is with condition monitoring!
There is also a tendency for looking more holistically at the process. For example, a kiln monitor is
designed to detect faults in the kiln drive, including
the detection of thermal or mechanical deformation and insufficient or excessive creep. However,
mechanical issues in the kilns are often linked to
less than optimal process conditions. For example,
one cause of thermal crank is improper coating
formation, which may be related to incorrect temperatures and/or raw meal composition. So the
maintenance team can feed that information to the
process team, allowing process improvements in
addition to reducing mechanical stress.
In addition, DALOG is now becoming involved
in smaller and smaller drives with the development
of its smart sensor, which are very easy to integrate
in the plant. We anticipate that this has the potential to increase the number of points monitored,
and potentially optimised, by a factor of up to 100.
Every little tiny improvement adds up when you
add it to all the other tiny improvements. The next
25 years will be exciting. Indeed, you could say that
condition monitoring is just getting started!

Above: The web interface
from the Machine Protection Assistant enables the
plant management to take
decisions from anywhere in
the world.

GC: Franz Muschaweck, thank you for your time
today!
FM: Thank you for an interesting discussion.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF

GBFS
ZAG International’s Charlie Zeynel discusses the rise of the
supplementary cementitious material (SCM) sector, with a focus
on granulated blast furnace slag (GBFS) and how the sector could
develop in the future.

Above: Charlie Zeynel has
been involved in mineral
trading since 2000. From the
US, his first experience in the
SCM sector was to negotiate
fly ash shipments from Italy
to Greece for Blue Circle. His
second was to go to Japan to
source GBFS for the
Philippines and the US.
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Global Cement (GC): How has the global granulated blast furnace slag (GBFS) sector changed
over the past 25 years?
Charlie Zeynel (CZ): In a word: immense. There
wasn’t much of a market for blast furnace slag in
1999 at all. I was working in the chemical sector at
that point but was circling the sector with a view
that it could be an interesting area to become involved with in the future. I made the transition
in 2001.
Among the first adopters in the cement industry
were the two biggest players at the time, Lafarge
and Holderbank, later Holcim. They understood
that GBFS, and other SCMs like fly ash, were not
just fillers, but high-quality cementitious materials
that could enhance performance while reducing
cost and embodied CO2 emissions. To start with
their use was pretty limited, to just a few locations:
Western Europe, South Africa, Australia and Japan.
Then the US caught on, with the first long-distance
shipments coming in from France and the world’s
first dedicated GBFS grinding plant at Sparrows
Point, Maryland, in 2000. Few companies used
GBFS in those early years, but over time other
major players began using slag and competition
steadily increased.
While it is still difficult to assess exactly how
much GBFS is traded long-distance today, ZAG
estimates the volume to be in the region of 35Mt.
This is a huge expansion in a relatively short space
of time.
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GC: How have the economics changed?
CZ: In the early 2000s, steel makers basically paid
cement producers to take their ‘waste’ product,
even though some in the cement sector understood
the value of GBFS. However, the drivers for widespread uptake of SCMs were not yet there. Cement
capacity was increasing very rapidly at that time,
so it didn’t make business sense to replace clinker.
Environmental pressure, even in the late 2000s, was
still fairly low too, which meant there was relatively
little need to change the status quo.
Then a series of changes occurred, not least the
global financial crisis, which put big pressure on
margins. The environmental pressure also began to
ramp up dramatically. After 10 or 12 years of advocates, including ZAG, explaining the benefits of
SCMs, sounding like a broken record, I would say
that GBFS finally ‘arrived’ in 2015. It had completed
its journey from a cheap filler to a valued product
for cement producers.
GC: How has GBFS quality changed?
CZ: A lot of slag produced in the 1990s was of poor
quality. Much of it was air cooled, often weathered
and very inconsistent. This was because it had no
perceived value and there was no point spending
time, energy and money improving it. Of course
this didn’t help the cement sector’s perception
that the material was inherently of low value - a
perpetual loop of self-fulfilling expectations.
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However, since around 2000 new blast furnaces
had to install granulators as standard and older
ones were retrofitted for environmental reasons.
This greatly increased the quality and consistency
of GBFS. There is still some low quality slag out
there, but this is mainly the legacy of older plants
and stockpiles.
GC: How did GBFS production change in 2021?
CZ: GBFS production tracks steel production,
which ramped back up in 2021 after Covid-19 related disruption in 2020. Japan, a good bellwether,
expects to be at full production in 2022. Part of this
is due to China slowing down production due to environmental concerns at home. As we’ve discussed
before, China basically no longer exports GBFS.
Of course, Japan has been sold out for some
years, but it now faces a challenge from high freight
rates, which quadrupled in 2021. If it used to cost
US$30-35/t for GBFS delivered from Japan to the
US, it now costs US$60-70/t, the increase being
entirely down to freight. Even though cement
producers want to use GBFS for the many reasons
outlined above, this price is now close to reaching
parity with domestic US cement production costs.
There are even signs that Japan is now unable to export as much GBFS consistently as it would like to,
and it’s down to the freight economics. Meanwhile
in the US the saving grace for GBFS
is that cement imports to the US are
similarly affected by the freight rate
increase. Some industry observers
are of the opinion that we could be in
for some hefty increases in the price
of cement across the world in 2022.
Inflationary pressure is building.

In Western Europe it is essentially the ‘Arcelor
Mittal story,’ one of measured rationalisation and
rising prices and GBFS supply limited to regional
customers. The latest news here is that the company
has apparently decided to withdraw its participation in the Taranto steel plant in Italy, which would
have represented the bulk of its global GBFS export
offering. Of late, this plant has been the only one
to export large quantities of GBFS from Europe to
other regions, around 1.5Mt/yr. Other than that,
Europe consumes all of the GBFS that it produces.
Over in the US, there have been no new blast
furnaces in over 40 years and nothing new in the
pipeline. The capacity that exists is in the Great
Lakes region, but getting it to other locations can be
a challenge. Finally I don’t expect any major changes
in South America. So, if you’re a cement producer
looking for a plentiful new source of GBFS, it is not
promising!
GC: Do you think the steel makers will increase
GBFS prices whenever freight rates fall?
CZ: The steel producers all consider the freight
component when setting prices, and I wouldn’t
rule this out as a possibility. I cannot state clearly
enough however, that steel makers do not act in
concert and have differing strategies to decide
GBFS prices. In the longer term, prices are going

Below: With blast furnaces
likely to be increasingly rare
in the future, expect GBFS
supplies to come under even
more pressure.

GC: What about some of the other
producers?
CZ: Across in India steel production is
expected to rise in the next five years,
but how much will come from blast
furnaces is unclear. It is possible that
one or two more blast furnaces could
be built by 2025, but India faces logistical challenges to export it. Much of
the GBFS that does leave the country
ends up in the Middle East and East
Africa. One of the only candidates for
building new blast furnaces in that
region is Iran, but even if it ‘went for
it’ in a big way, it would struggle to
export GBFS due to sanctions.
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to continue to increase until they reach parity with
cement itself. Arcelor Mittal has this as a stated aim
and, at present, it is the closest to realising this.
GC: What are the biggest non-SCM changes you
have observed in the cement over the years?

Below: Sunset over an Indian
cement plant with multiple
clinker lines, a metaphor
for clinker production
in the future?
Credit: Sambhu Mishra /
Shutterstock.com.

CZ: In terms of the past 20-plus years, the early
2000s were a peak in terms of the concentration of
global cement capacity. At one point in 2003 or 2004
more than 60% of capacity was held by the big four
players: HeidelbergCement, Lafarge, Holcim and
Cemex. What changed this was the vast expansion
in the Chinese cement sector, where it was impossible for the multinational companies to establish
significant market shares. The same happened in
India, with huge capacity additions and the emergence of big players like UltraTech Cement. Now
the Top 10 producer list is almost unrecognisable
from 20 years ago. (See Page 12 for more.)
More recently, aside from Covid-19, the most
striking change over the last year or two is the constant stream of announcements regarding net-zero,
low-clinker cements, carbon capture, renewable
energy, etc, coming from cement producers and
associations. For a long time, it seemed that the
cement sector was reluctant to embrace the green
revolution. This is clearly not the case now. The
sector is facing the challenges, with clear efforts to
lower its CO2 emissions.
GC: How else will the cement sector change over
the next 25 years?

CZ: The cement sector of the past 25 years was
driven by the Baby Boomer generation, but the
next 25 will be driven by Millennials, Generation Z
and employees yet to be born. The Millennials will
enter the board room in the next 10 years with a
very different mindset to those that came before.
They have lived their entire lives observing the effects of climate change and are unlikely to put up
with many of the business practices of old. They
understand that there must be dramatic changes in
environmental performance over the next 25 years
to meet net-zero aims and to ensure that there actually is a future in the 2050s and beyond.
I think the next five years will be telling to see
how fast individuals, governments and hard-toabate industries can adapt. SCMs have a place in the
transition to net-zero, but they can’t be relied upon
to be there in the same quantities or locations in
25 years’ time. Blast furnaces are environmentally
intensive to run and fly ash will likely be available
from ash ponds and fewer and fewer coal fired
power plants. There will be research into pond
remediation, something that is already happening in the US, and increased use of calcined clays,
limestone and other less traditional SCMs to make
up the difference... and more... in the development
of ultra-low clinker and zero clinker ‘cement’ products.
GC: Will there still be a place for clinker
in 2047?
CZ: Yes, but there will be far less produced,
possibly to the point where we can make
perfectly useable binders without any
‘limestone-containing ingredients.’ It is
possible that, in 25 years’ time, around 50%
of binders will be non-clinker-based.
At the end of the day, one may postulate
that in the future, cement producers are
not necessarily in the business of making
cement, they are in the business of making
products to build strong and resilient structures. If there is a way to do that without as
much cement and clinker, be it with GBFS,
calcined clay or some yet to be discovered
product, it doesn’t really matter. Look at
the power sector. The person using the
electricity in their laptop or toaster can’t
tell whether the power came from coal or
a wind turbine... it does the same job. If we
look at the cement sector in the same way,
the innovations will follow.
GC: Charlie Zeynel, thank you for a very
interesting discussion today.
CZ: Thank you too Peter. It was great
to talk!
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Jens Büschl & Marc Graner, Axians Industrial Applications & Services GmbH

Marc Graner &
Jens Büschl, Axians
Axians’ Marc Graner and Jens Büschl point to standardisation and increased flexibility as
future yard logistics trends...

A

lot of things have changed in the bulk goods
industry over the past 25 years. Besides the
evolution in technology and digitalisation, which
has affected all sectors, we would call the change in
business processes based on the increase in system
integration the biggest change in recent years.
If you look back to the 1990s, most goods transport solutions were ad-hoc, without lots of detailed
planning. The local yard management systems, if
even they even existed, were designed as standalone applications and the back-end was used as an
invoicing system to generate the invoice from the
data provided.
This has now changed dramatically. All of the
relevant companies in the sector now start the logistics process with enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems and try to plan the transport as early
as possible prior to actual delivery. The driver for
this development is, of course, the need for efficiency and data accuracy. Technology and better IT
systems supported this process.

the cement market to deliver a yard management
solution which is able to cover all the international
needs with respect to country specific regulations.

Axians’ transformation

Crystal ball time

The transformation from software provider for
individual logistics software systems into a provider of standardised template solutions for yard
management was the biggest achievement for our
company, Axians IAS. This development was necessary to open the doors to the major players in

Looking into our crystal ball… What we see in
the market is a consolidation in general, with the
aims of higher efficiency and more and more standardisation. This is necessary to give answers to the
public on pressing topics of reducing CO2 emissions and sustainability.

Future trends
What are the future trends coming down the track?
For Axians the simple answer is – Digitalisation.
Drilling this down to more detail means that there
is still a lot of improvement to be done. IT systems,
which bring digitalisation to the cement sector, will
be the key to finding answers to the urgent questions like sustainability, especially decarbonisation.
Over the coming years, Axians IAS will follow the
trends of the IT sector to be able to deliver innovative and attractive software to the cement market.
This means that the focus will be set on standardised services that can be rented from the Cloud
simply and flexibly. Such Software as a Service
(SaaS) models will be the state-of-the-art for the
next generation, as Axians IAS moves to becoming
a platform provider.
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Con Manias, FCT Combustion

Con Manias,
FCT Combustion
FCT Combustion’s Executive Chairman Con Manias looks at how FCT’s
industrial combustion business is adapting to the global cement
sector’s changing needs...

C

ement is critical for modern development,
but its production generates ~8% of global
man-made CO2 emissions. Over the past 25 years,
producers have sought more environmentally
friendly approaches, driven by regulations to reduce lower CO2 and NOx emissions.
To achieve this, there have been notable changes
to enable the efficient use of alternative fuels (AF).
These have been implemented successfully by many
producers, to the point where we can now achieve
100% AF substitution rates with the correct burner
technology. Additionally, there is rising interest in
the use of supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs) to produce ‘green cements,’ resulting in
reduced emissions and lower costs, while still producing high-quality products.
In terms of the global market, a notable change
has been the rise of China to become a major cement producer. Having visited in the 1990s, I have
seen the many increases in efficiency over the years,
with modern technology and an increasing focus
on environmental factors.

FCT’s story
FCT was originally founded to model heat transfer
processes. Over time, it has harnessed this capability as a tool to design optimal burners and other
high temperature equipment. FCT is proud to have
become one of the main providers of burners to the
cement industry over the past 25 years.
Kiln and calciner burner systems have a major
impact on the bottom-line results for a cement
plant, and so customised optimisation of the flame
is critical to plant performance. We have designed a
range of innovative kiln burners that can be adapted
to suit plant requirements.
One such burner is Gyro-Therm™, our premier
burner technology for natural gas kilns. The patented design is unique to FCT and has been noted
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by the US Environmental Protection Agency to
improve combustion, reduce NOx and decrease fuel
use. Gyro-Therm™ burners have been installed in
hundreds of locations across the world and we are
very proud of its continued performance.

The next 25 years...
Over the next 25 years, FCT’s mission will stay
the same: to deliver performance to our customers through superior technologies around fuel
preparation and firing for all fuels. We are focusing
further on environmentally-based technologies and
increasing the scope of our supply to provide complete solutions for our customers.
We will continue to build on our strong history
of innovation, conducting research and development at our in-house testing centre to develop new
products that will help our customers achieve their
quality, efficiency and environmental goals.
Our product catalogue has already expanded to
reflect the changing needs and preferences of our
customers. Examples of this include a range of low
NOx products, as well as technologies to reduce CO2
emissions, including hydrogen fuel technologies.
FCT has also developed a comprehensive range of
hot gas generators for all types of applications and
fuels, including alternative fuels. Additionally, it is
at the forefront of clay calcining technologies and
is offering a complete range of services and plant
equipment for this fast-developing aspect of the
industry’s CO2 reduction efforts.
Finally, FCT is a key partner in various low
CO2 research groups with industry, investigating
the viability of high-level hydrogen substitution
and other emerging fuel sources as alternatives to
conventional fuels. The ultimate goal is always to
deliver state-of-the-art technologies to enable our
customers to stay ahead of the curve.
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Gebr. Pfeiffer SE

Gebr. Pfeiffer
Gebr. Pfeiffer looks at the changes it has seen and what it
anticipates for the future of the global cement sector.

A

mong the shifts in the cement sector over the
past 25 years have been growth in emerging
markets linked to infrastructure development,
environmental protection and resource conservation, reflected in the use of alternative fuels and
supplementary cementitious materials (SCM). It
is also no secret that vertical roller mills have become the preferred technology for clinker grinding,
especially for new installations in modern plants.
Other changes include the growing importance of
remote support and, more recently, the ongoing
digitalisation of grinding plants. The fact that some
large cement plants are now operated with only one
cement grinding plant, where previously two mills
were needed in parallel, is also new.

Biggest achievements
Gebr. Pfeiffer’s most significant achievements
during this time include the MultiDrive®, which
almost doubled the drive power of large mills
prevalent at the time, undoubtedly a groundbreaking innovation, and our modular grinding system
ready2grind, which was installed for the first time
in Africa in 2016. Its shorter installation time and
ability to be set up in remote locations have led to
a large number of subsequent orders. Above all, of
course, stands our MVR vertical mill itself, also developed over the past 25 years and recently brought
to the latest generation. This mill has been developed with clear focus on availability, efficiency, ease
of maintenance and highest power density, in order
to respond appropriately to all market issues. When
it comes to smaller throughputs, these mills form
the heart of our ready2grind systems. In combination with the MultiDrive®, however, they can also
achieve throughputs above 1000t/hr.
Looking ahead, there are three areas in which
we want to constantly improve: sustainability, efficiency and digitalisation. These are inextricably
linked. Sustainability has rightly come to the fore
as our customers want (and need) to improve their
environmental performance and energy consumption, finding a balance between ecological, social
and economic needs. Efficiency is important, both
for sustainability and for the reduction of overall operating and production costs. Digitisation

impacts mill usability as well as process efficiency
and, therefore, sustainability. Ultimately, this approach drives us toward the development of a
machine that runs and optimises itself. This includes
artificial intelligence that enables the machine to
learn by itself to maintain its performance, which
optimises plant operation and saves resources.
In the coming years, some cements will also be
ground more finely. Our MVR mills already produce CEM I at 5500cm²/g according to Blaine. The
trend toward SCMs will also continue, as clinker
production releases a lot of CO2. Cutting down
the proportion of clinker in cement therefore significantly reduces the carbon footprint of a cement
plant. Our mission is to continue to process all materials used in the cement industry efficiently and
reliably to give our customers a competitive edge.

Above: MVR 5300 C-6 with
digital products in Europe.

Cement 2047
Phrases like ‘building a better future,’ ‘climateneutrality,’ ‘net-zero’ and ‘greenbuild’ are now
found in all communication channels from cement
manufacturers, and for good reason. Consideration
for future generations means saving resources and
drastically reducing CO2 emissions. Sustainability
will therefore be one of the key challenges. That is
why we are always questioning what has been before, to further optimise our products. In the recent
past, we have been able to increase the already very
high power density of our MVR mills by a further
10% and to drastically reduce the water requirement and pressure losses in our overall systems.
On the way to climate neutrality of cement
plants in 2047, there are many pieces in the mosaic
that only together form a complete pattern. This
starts with low-CO2 raw materials, alternative fuels,
kilns with CO2 capture technology, reduction of the
clinker content, energy-efficient grinding and many
other aspects such as the final transport of the cement to the customer. The cement manufacturing
process will be further optimised and become significantly more environmentally friendly. Artificial
intelligence will revolutionise the efficiency of cement plants. Along the way, Gebr. Pfeiffer will strive
to do its part to build a better future!
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Matthias Mersmann, KHD Humboldt Wedag GmbH

25 years back...
				 ...and forth
Matthias Mersmann fires up his time machine and heads forwards 25 years to 2047...

A

25th Anniversary is always a time for congratulations. By chance, this period coincides
almost perfectly with my own timespan in the cement industry, so I have witnessed the history of
Global Cement very directly and constantly. Global
Cement has provided a platform for something
without which our industry could never have
survived and which will be all the much more important in the 25 years to come: communication.
Communication and knowledge exchange will be
even more important when we are looking forward
to the next 25 years to come, when the cement industry transitions into the post-CO2 era. This will
require nothing short of a technological revolution.

Time-warp to 2047
Let us take the time warp and fast forward the next
25 years into the year 2047. We have only three
more years to become carbon neutral. We are probably so busy that there is no time to reflect on how
stagnant the industry was in the first quarter of the
21st century. After all, from 1997 to 2022 there was
really not much innovation compared to what we
experienced by the time we reached 2047!
The 2020s, 2030s and 2040s were a period of profound change that pushed the sector’s limits. While
the first moves towards decarbonisation of the cement and concrete industry already stretched our
apparent limits by 2030, we felt the real heat when
we tried to capture CO2 from kiln lines from 2030
onwards. By then we had used so much money and
energy to retrofit alternative fuel technologies and
calcined clay plants that we had a hard time fulfilling all of the projects.
But all of that was nothing compared to what
turned out to be waiting for us when we realised
that the technical capture of CO2 from kiln lines
was not even the challenge we initially thought!
Back in 2022 we thought that the additional cost of
US$70 per tonne of cement for CCUS would be the
biggest problem. Now we know that the real problem is actually finding a way to utilise all of the CO2!
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In 2047 we now understand that we can’t build
a pipeline-net to each cement plant. Trucking billions of tonnes of minerals around the world to
sequester the CO2 in mineralised form also failed
to solve the economy of decarbonisation. Indeed,
just a few years ago, in the late 2030s, we began to
re-assess the value of cross-sectoral industrial hubs
- a common approach in some of the Soviet regimes
70-100 years ago - where CO2 from cement plants
beneficially contributes to other industries’ feedstocks. We have re-learned how to optimise each
and every plant site individually to provide a decarbonisation solution that makes the best possible
use of its specific location and other preconditions.
Alongside this, the portfolio of applied technologies
has exploded.
For all this we needed sufficiently effective
communication and networking platforms of
the type provided by Global Cement. In the 50th
Anniversary Special Issue, we will be looking
back at the ‘good old days’ of the beginning of the
century. We will probably remember it as fairly
convenient to have lived in, even slow-paced, with
relatively little in the way of technical innovation.
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Loesche

Loesche
Left: Example of a
calcined clay conversion
project in South America.

Loesche, established in 1906, outlines
its development from mill producer to
provider of innovative and sustainable
solutions for the cement sector.

O

ver the past 25 years, Loesche has observed
that careful use of resources and the use of industrial by-products to reduce CO2 emissions have
become increasingly important in the cement industry. Loesche has taken up these challenges and
recognised that a basis for process developments
must also be created within the company. Scientists,
experts in building materials and thermal engineers have been recruited and the facilities at the
Loesche Test Center have been expanded. The
development of complete processes, including new
and further developments in mechanical engineering, is now part of the Loesche portfolio.
Over the years, Loesche has continuously improved its main products, namely vertical roller
mills (VRMs) and plants, especially in regard to
mill capacity and energy efficiency. At the same
time, Loesche has developed resource-saving
technologies and processes. It has also expanded
its expertise and knowledge through vertical integration, strengthening the Loesche family via the
acquisition of:
A TEC: An Austrian engineering and technologies
company with a focus on cement plant optimisation
and efficiency improvement. Its major competence
lies in pyroprocessing, with expertise that reaches
from optimal process and mechanical design, to
fuel optimisation, including alternative fuels.
aixprocess: An industrial process modelling
company that offers simulation technologies for
multiple applications, including process design,
CFD services, computer-aided engineering, virtual
reality, big data analysis and real time process optimisation as part of the internet of things (IoT) and
Industry 4.0. Its customers have benefitted from its
combination of engineering experience and innovative simulation technologies since 2001.
kingsblue: A company that simplifies technical
documentation and spare parts for the world’s
smartest heavy industries. It offers software and

services that cleanse, transform and analyse data
to enable plant operators and managers to achieve
operating expenditure and availability goals.
Dynamis: A company that provides innovative
technologies that ensure high energy efficiency and
the use of resources in the most sustainable way.
Dynamis is also known globally as a specialist in
the field of clay calcination.
For Loesche, CO2 reduction and the production
of cement composite materials have priority. It has
already developed and put into operation, together
with Dynamis, several solutions to produce calcined clay. This includes the production of calcined
clay in rotary kilns, modern flash calciners and
conversions of existing kilns - See above.
Besides, Loesche conducts research in many
other fields, such as concrete recycling, the usage of
steel slag as supplementary cementitious material
(SCM) and the production of ultra fine materials,
to name just a few.
Over the next 25 years, we will bundle and
broaden the newly-acquired expertise of the
Loesche family to meet the future challenges of
the market. For us, this means further intensive
research and development, as well as taking innovative concepts to industrial maturity, so that we can
offer a broad spectrum of sustainable solutions.
In order to counteract climate change, the cement industry must save even more resources in
the future and drastically reduce its CO2 footprint.
In addition, alternative cements will gain in importance. Loesche is already developing technologies
that optimise the production process, save energy,
and reduce emissions. The production of a wide
range of supplementary cementitious materials
such as calcined clay are being driven forward by
Loesche. Furthermore, Industry 4.0 and digital
transformation will increasingly find their way into
the cement industry.
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Mark Yseboodt, Siemens

Mark Yseboodt, Siemens
Mark Yseboodt, Sales Manager - Automation, at Siemens, looks into his crystal ball to the cement plant of 2047.

I

n the last 25 years we have seen many changes in
the cement industry. The massive growth in Asia,
with China at the forefront, of course, has radically
changed the cement landscape. Not only has China
become the largest cement producer in the world,
but Chinese contractors have also positioned themselves as significant players in the international
market.
From a technological point of view, the biggest change is the digital transformation. This
only started a few years ago, but its impact is
enormous. It requires a whole new mindset compared to how things have been run for decades.
However, the cement industry, which is often
considered a rather conservative industry, is
embracing new digitalisation technologies at an
incredible pace.

Siemens achievements

Below: The cement plant of
2047 will be run
autonomously, monitored
and managed from
one central location.
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In general, the biggest achievement for Siemens
in the past 25 years is that the company has managed to maintain and expand its strong and leading
position as a high-tech provider for the industry.
For example, CEMAT, our automation system for
the cement industry, was released almost 50 years
ago. When this magazine was founded 25 years
ago, CEMAT switched over to SIMATIC PCS 7 as
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its base Process Control System and it continues to
run on PCS 7 today.
During those 25 years, numerous innovations
and new features were introduced to meet the
requirements of our customers and maintain our
leading position. We are very proud that CEMAT
is the preferred system for many cement producers. And when Siemens introduces the successor to
SIMATIC PCS 7, the same CEMAT will be the cement library for another 25 years. This will be a nice
story for Global Cement’s 50th Anniversary issue!

Future trends
The digital (r)evolution has only started recently
and will continue for many years to come. At the
moment we are merely scratching the surface with
artificial intelligence, machine learning, augmented
reality and digital twins. When these technologies
become more mature, the possibilities will be endless, and they will have a significant impact on the
performance of cement plants. Solutions based on
these technologies will be developed rapidly and
will be used to significantly improve process control, while also enabling plants to produce more
with less. It will also create possibilities to produce
cement, or a substitute of cement, with an environmental impact that is only a fraction of what it is
today. This will thus support another major
trend, the massive reduction of the ecological footprint of the cement industry.
When I look in my crystal ball, I see cement plants with zero emissions, producing
an eco-friendly product with all the advantages of cement as we know it (and more)
but without any negative impact on the
environment. The plants will run autonomously, monitored, and managed from one
central location.
As a technology provider, Siemens sees
it as its duty to be the frontrunner, driver
and enabler of the new technologies that
will make all this happen. Obviously, this
will not happen overnight. Rather we will
grow together with our customers as we
head towards 2047.
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Xavier D’Hubert, XDH-energy

Xavier D’Hubert,
XDH-energy
Cement burner and fuel expert Xavier D’hubert looks at the future of the
global cement industry...

I

started in the industry before Global Cement
was ‘born.’ At that time cement was unique in its
openness. Regional competitors would even assist
each another during outages. This is vanishing now,
indeed the trend is even accelerating due to tensions as a reult of staff shortages, competition for
resources and the onset of the decarbonation movement. For those and other reasons, as a supplier to
the industry, reaching out to people was becoming harder and harder, even before the Covid-19
pandemic hit.
At the same time, the core business of making
cement has shrunk as the peripherical issues gain
in importance. This was already clear a decade ago,
when one could attend a cement conference without
hearing a single presentation on the core process. It
was all about alternative fuels, air pollution control,
electricity cost reduction and so on. This trend will
accelerate as decarbonisation drives the use of less
clinker in cement, less cement in concrete and less
concrete in the built environment.

Energy control is key
By 2047 there will be new players, ones with
the resources to deal with the energy input and
CO2 handling sides of the business. They will
supply the cement plant via Energy as a Service

(EaaS) schemes, later expanding into Carbon as a
Service (CaaS). Under such schemes alternative
fuel preparation plants (with pyrogasification),
electrolysis plants for H2 and O2 generation, waste
heat recovery (WHR) plants, concentrated solar
power, CO2 capture plants, methanation and/or
accelerated mineralisation plants will gravitate
around the clinker plant.
It is even possible that more money could be
made on C, O2, CH4, H2, CO, CO2... than on the
clinker itself. In any case, clinker will see its importance diminished by the adoption of other
cementitious materials. These plants will be part of
industrial clusters and also intimately coupled to the
electrical grid.

Clinker still important
With so many assets on the ground, it is hard to
imagine that all current kilns would be eliminated
by 2047. The most modern ones will have been
converted to oxy-combustion or to some form of
indirect calcination. They will run 100% on a mix
of synfuels, plasma and hydrogen, with a portion of
alternative fuels remaining. Smaller and older
plants and those with more than one kiln will
produce cementitious materials. Fine grinding and
blending will become more decentralised.

Left: What colour will the
flame of the future cement
plant be?
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GLOBAL CEMENT: PHOTO COMPETITION 2022 - WINNER
Winner: ANTEA Cement plant, by Edi Pagria. The plant is part of Titan
Group and is located in Boka e Kuqe, Borizana, Kruje, Albania.
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GLOBAL CEMENT: RUNNER UP

Runner-up: Molino de harina cruda, by David
Alvarenga, Yguazú Cementos, Villa Hayes, Paraguay.
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GLOBAL CEMENT: PHOTO COMPETITION - JOINT THIRD

Joint Third Place: Welding work at raw mill, by
Peter Ramskogler, w&p Zement, Austria.

Joint Third Place: Wietersdorf cement plant
in winter, by Peter Ramskogler, w&p Zement, Austria.
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GLOBAL CEMENT: SELECTED FINALISTS
1

2

4

3

1: Horno Cementero,
by David Alvarenga,
Yguazú Cementos, Villa
Hayes, Paraguay.

2: ANTEA
Cement 2, by
Edi Pagria.

3: A cargo of cement from
Cimpor offloading at Workington
terminal, Cumbria, UK, by David
Lake, Armstrong Aggregates Ltd.

4: The view from the top of the ICONIC Tower, the tallest building in Africa, over Egypt’s New Administrative Capital, by Chaza Zekri, KONE Middle East Africa.

5: Star Cement, Ras Al
Khaimah, by Gul Mohamed,
Star Cement, UAE.

5
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GLOBAL CEMENT: SELECTED FINALISTS

6

7

8

9

Scan the QR code...

10

...or visit...
youtu.be/0LELZnXBUjk
...to see the
Global Cement
Photography Competition
2022 video!

6: Inside the rotary kiln, by Armin Russold, w&p Zement, Wietersdorf, Austria.
7: Ciments du Maroc, Ait Baha, Morocco, by Ottavio Tomasini, Turboden SpA.
8: Limestone quarry, Bursa, by Tahsin Ay, Bursa Çimento, Turkey.
9: Vista general de la planta, by David Alvarenga, Yguazú Cementos, Villa Hayes, Paraguay.
10: Clinker plant, Fujairah, UAE, by Sunil Supeda, JSW Cement FZE.
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Angus Maclean, Proudfoot

Five-point
plan for...

2022
Based on recent conversations with top construction and building materials executives
and its 76-year history of implementing industrial best practice around the world,
consulting firm Proudfoot presents its five point plan for the cement sector in 2022.

P

roudfoot anticipates that the cement sector’s
performance will, for most players, be nearly as
good in 2022 as it was in 2021. However, there will
be significant uncertainty in the first half of the year
as firms wrestle with rising input costs. These will
erode margins and slow down volume growth. At
the time of writing, the Omicron Covid-19 variant
has just been detected. It is not easy to predict if this
will have a big impact or not. Nevertheless, here is
Proudfoot’s five-point plan for navigating in these
uncertain conditions:

1

Pass on the cost price
increases... No Choice!

The challenge of rising raw material
prices such as petcoke, coal, gas, electricity - as well as the >100% increases
in EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS) price - as well as scarcity and
price increases in freight and looming pressure on
labour rates, means there is serious pressure on
cement producer margins in 2022. The difficult
question is, what percentage increase should be applied to the sales price? If input costs rise by 15-20%,
this will mean sales price increases of Euro10-15/t
of cement, if firms want to retain the margins seen
in the recent past. In the longer term, producers
also need to anticipate when 2021’s energy and
power hedges have to be renewed.

2

Low consumption and
resilient supply chains

Effective energy and raw
material management will
be key in 2022. Know where,
when and how much is
being consumed across your
operations and look again at
how to optimise even further. See if it is possible
to operate at the lowest tolerance levels in the Bill
of Materials. See if it is possible carry out some
‘shrinkflation,’ often seen in the food and beverage
sector when a manufacturer shaves a few grams
from the product and charges the same price.

Left: Pass on the cost
price increases. There is
no alternative!
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Right: Supply chains are
becoming increasingly
complex and stretched.
It pays to keep an eye on
your suppliers’ suppliers.

With respect to supply chain resiliency, particularly around the spend area of transportation and
logistics modelling of material supplies, consider
installing a supply chain ‘control tower’ to oversee
your suppliers’ suppliers, as some markets are seeing increasingly panicky buying patterns.

3

Right: Decarbonisation
and green products
should be ramped up.

72

Decarbonisation and
green products

The immediate challenge
for European building
materials firms is to respond to new and stricter
European targets for CO2
emissions through the
development of decarbonised products. ‘Development’ is probably not the correct word, as there are
now plenty of prototypes and proofs of concept out
there. In the early 2020s it’s really about accelerating
the percentage of green products, low-CO2 materials and cement manufacturing equipment actually
used in the market.
Linked to this topic is how to operationalise
environmental, social and corporate governance.
Most firms have the roadmaps and the ratings/
indexes covered now, but what are the specific operational initiatives that need to be implemented
first to improve the ratings? The EU ETS CO2
price has risen and analysts forecast a 2030 price
of Euro100/t. The Carbon Border adjustment
mechanism (CBAM) is going to happen,
so now is the time for a rethink of the
asset portfolio. Current asset footprints
are not necessarily adapted to the future
markets and the coming decarbonised
world. Implement ‘ahead of the future’
environmental and pollution regulation changes to be ahead of the
pack. Eliminate old plants or
upgrade them now!
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4

Continue selective
investment in smart
technology and AI

Digital programmes will
be an important lever
in 2022, as in previous
years, as these can help
the sector achieve many
of its goals. Unfortunately, these programs are
not yet delivering the value they initially promised. Proudfoot recommends implementing next
generation operational and digital Target Operating Models at the same time. These use digital
and operational solutions and tools to enhance
each element / building block of an efficient cement business. This is in contrast to costly global
IT / Operational Technology / Internet of Things
proof of concept projects. Digitisation should not
only optimise the value chain, end-to-end, but
also humanise the processes. New technologies
need to add to existing human capabilities, not
replace them.

GLOBAL CEMENT: TRENDS

5

People plan for 2030

Most cement firms have a
vision of how their cement
plant assets will look in
2030, or are putting one together. However, what is less
clear is how organisational
structures, processes and job roles will change by
2030. What are the steps from the ‘workforce of
today’ to the ‘workforce of tomorrow?’ How can we
engage, enthuse and energise employees to design,
develop and implement these transformations? At
Proudfoot, we have identified eight trends that will
significantly impact cement plant organisation and
staff roles over this time-frame.
i. Decarbonisation: Proudfoot estimates that 70%
of the cement plant staff skills and capabilities used
in 2022 will still be required in 2030. However 30%
will need new skills, with some tasks to be eliminated altogether;
ii. Rapid technological advances: Most cement
players already have a good digital roadmap, with
digitalisation, Industry 4.0 and automation projects
underway. However, it is evident that few have calculated the organisational impacts of this on their
business structure;
iii. Circular construction economics: There
will be increases in the number of raw materials,
alternative fuels and renewable power sources.
Handling these will change the job requirements in
management and resource control. New skills and
competences will be required, but a large proportion could be covered by retrained existing staff;
iv. The speed of green politics: The EU ETS price
has already reached Euro75/t, but it may reach
Euro100/t or more by 2030. Proudfoot anticipates
that speed of technical and organisational changes
will more or less follow the increase. The EU ETS

CBAM (and possibly other taxes) will affect the
locations of cement plants around the world;
v. Covid-19: The pandemic has forced many companies to ask whether or not all office staff and
support functions actually need to work on site. For
many, working from home will become the norm.
vi. Shortages, access to talent, supplier competences and materials: Few people want to work in
cement production/execution. Everyone wants to
run a digital start up! Cement producers have to
turn this trend around by making the sector more
attractive.
vii. Increasing complexity of ‘end to end’ supply
chain, operations and products: Cement production and the products manufactured will become
significantly more complex in the coming years;
viii. Looming demographics: Baby Boomers will
retire en masse between 2022 and 2030. The proportion of Millennials and Generation Z employees
will increase to fill the void. There will also be rapid
urbanisation. By 2030 just 50 cities will be home to
more than half of global GDP.
These eight trends raise huge operational, organisational and talent challenges for cement producers
over the period to 2030. Cement plants will need
to identify what roles they need to replace, retrain
and source from elsewhere, in a timely manner.
They will need to align and agree now, in 2022,
what talent they will require in 2030. How will
they find, source and attract the correct new talent? What learning and development needs to take
place? What are the year-by-year demographics,
and of course, how can firms incentivise, reward
and measure the performance of their many new
Generation Z employees... all while still turning a
reasonable margin? The task is not to be underestimated. Our final piece of advice...?
		
Start NOW!

Left: Employee
demographics will shift
dramatically in the
period to 2030.
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Joel Maia & Renata Favalli, FCT-Combustion (Austria & Australasia); Robert Jánsky, Cemmac (Slovakia)

i

Maximising aF WITH CFD
A look at how computational fluid dynamics (CDF) and a new Turbu-Flex™ burner from
FCT Combustion helped to increase Cemmac’s alternative fuel substitution rate.

K

iln and calciner burner systems have a major
impact on the bottom-line results for a cement
plant. This means that customised optimisation of
the flame is critical for any given kiln to achieve
the best possible plant performance. In the quest to
increase AF firing capabilities, a burner specialist
can assist plants in finding an optimal design and
tailored solution for their unique environment.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be a
crucial tool in the development of tailored burner
design, as it provides insight into flow aerodynamics that may not otherwise be observed. This
information can then be used to optimise burner
design for improved fuel efficiency, product quality
and production output.

The case at Cemmac
Cemmac, a Slovakian cement producer, approached
FCT Combustion with the aim to improve its AF
firing rate. The plant operates a 5-stage in-line calciner kiln (L = 46m, Ø = 3.4m) that can produce
1200t/day of Portland clinker.

Right: FCT
Turbu-Flex burner™.
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At the time of the study, coal and AF were fired in
the kiln by a 30MW burner from another supplier
based in Europe. Additionally, two calciner burners
from that same supplier were used to fire coal in the
calciner. Tyres were fed to the kiln inlet and RDF to
the calciner at the twin tertiary air inlets.
The thermal substitution rate (TSR) of AF firing in the kiln was limited to 70% due to high CO
levels, measured at the exit of the stage 4 cyclone
(with stage 5 being at the bottom stage) in excess of
0.3% (3000ppm). Even when firing 100% coal, the
firing rate was limited by CO, which in turn limited
the degree of calcination and overall plant capacity. The loss on ignition of the stage 5 hot meal was
high, at 8.4%.
Severe problems with build-up forming in the
area above the kiln inlet chamber were also identified. To remove the build-up, the kiln was stopped
for several hours roughly once every two weeks.
The plant had also been experiencing low retention
of sulphur in the clinker.

GLOBAL CEMENT: ALTERNATIVE FUELS
CFD study
FCT has an in-house team of CFD specialists,
which undertook a comprehensive study into the
combustion environment with the kiln operating
with the burner used at the time. The CFD study
found an inconsistency between the swirl direction
of secondary air flow and burner swirl/kiln rotation due to the geometry and aerodynamics of the
kiln hood and cooler (Figure 1). It is rare for the
secondary air flow and burner swirl / kiln to rotate
in opposite directions. In the case of the Cemmac
plant, this mismatch was causing the fuel particles
to follow an unusual flight path and hit the kiln wall
and material bed before complete burnout. A localised reduction zone was then generated, leading to
the excessive build-ups in the kiln due to the high
sulphur volatility.
The first case modelled was the original burner
with non-matching air flows between primary and
secondary air flows. The RDF particle tracks predicted, as shown in Figure 2, reproduced the flight
behaviour seen on site. This non-matching flow in
the early stages of combustion led to the detrimental flight path of the fuel particles.
The original burner design was not well-suited
to the existing kiln conditions due to being a relatively low momentum burner. This meant that it
was unable to overcome the secondary air rotation
and could not keep fuel in suspension long enough
to burn optimally. Fuel was also being shot towards
the wall.
As a point of comparison, FCT also modelled
the performance of the Turbu-Flex™ burner in the
same conditions, i.e, with burner swirl opposite to
secondary air rotation (although in the same rotation of the kiln). The Turbu-Flex™ demonstrated
better performance in these adverse conditions due
to the burner’s high momentum design, which was
able to overcome the cross-current and keep the
particles away from the kiln walls.

Secondary air
anti-clockwise

KILN
clockwise

Left - Figure 1: Sketch
of rotations of the kiln,
primary and secondary
air at the Cemmac
cement plant.

PRIMARY AIR
clockwise

Y
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Left - Figure 2: Fuel particle
tracks obtained via CFD modelling of the original burner,
demonstrating fuel particles
hitting the kiln wall.
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An additional case was studied, matching the
burner swirl and secondary air swirl rotation (opposite to kiln rotation). Figure 3 compares the
particle tracks for the Turbu-Flex™ in this condition and for the original burner. RDF particles are
suspended for greater distances and the in-flight
combustion of the fuel particles is maximised.
Left - Figure 3: Comparison
of original burner (top) and
the Turbu-Flex™ (bottom). RDF
particle tracks clipped
at 5% residual volatile
amount and coloured by
particle mass (kg).
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PREVIOUS BURNER
FCT TURBU-FLEX
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PREVIOUS BURNER
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FCT TURBU-FLEX
Above - Figure 4: Comparison of original burner (top)
and Turbu-Flex™ (bottom).
RDF volatile rate of reaction
obtained on the kiln centre
line plane.

In addition to correcting the swirl direction
and RDF trajectories, FCT’s Turbu-Flex™ burner
also provided an increased rate of secondary air
entrainment and heat release from the RDF. Figure
4 demonstrates the intense projection of part of the
volatiles onto the kiln wall close to the discharge
end (original burner) creating a reduction zone in
this region which is then adjusted to be kept well
centralised and away from the bottom for greater
distances.

Benefits of Turbu-Flex™

Right - Figure 5: The smaller
number of holes grouped together can be seen to increase
the secondary air entrainment
into the core of the fuel stream
and peak flame temperature,
making it ideal for co-firing
with alternative fuels.

The CFD study formed part of a burner replacement
programme at the Cemmac plant. The results of the
simulations were used to optimise the performance
of the new burner design. Based on the results of
the CFD study, the original burner was replaced
with the Turbu-Flex™ burner design, tailored for the
plant’s specific environment and set-up.
Designed with flexibility in mind, a key feature
of the Turbu-Flex™ burner is that the primary air
axial holes are in two groups, each with a separate

STANDARD MODE
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air supply. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the turn of
a single valve switches the burner to operating in
AF Boost Mode, where the configuration changes
from the standard configuration of many evenly
distributed holes all at the same pressure, to a
smaller number of holes at higher pressure that are
grouped together.

Results
The performance of the Turbu-Flex™ burner was
compared against the original burner over a six
month period, measuring clinker production and
clinker quality as two key performance indicators.
The benefits of the new burner, as outlined in the
results below, resulted in a return on investment of
around 12 months when considering:

AF BOOST MODE

GLOBAL CEMENT: ALTERNATIVE FUELS
• 	Increase in clinker production (considering
larger cement sales volume as well as higher
costs for CO2);
•

Reduction in kiln specific heat consumption;

•

Reduction in CO emissions;

•

Changes in NOx emissions;

•

Higher AF substitution rate.

Clinker production
The new Turbu-flex™ burner was found to operate
with less CO content at the kiln inlet for the same
exhaust fan settings, providing the potential to increase the kiln feed rate, and thus increasing the
output of the kiln.
The kiln is now able to be operated at maximum
production rate as allowed by the ID fan and the
new burner has allowed the hourly output of the
kiln to increase by 0.91t of clinker, a total of 6837t/
yr during the whole year (Table 1). There was also a
minor reduction in the specific heat consumption
of the kiln.

Conclusion
In this case, the application of CFD provided crucial
and otherwise hidden insights into the combustion
environment. This knowledge positively contributed to a real-world burner optimisation solution
that allowed Cemmac to increase AF substitution,
while also solving the costly issue of kiln build-ups
which was causing the plant frequent shutdowns.
The implementation of a specialist burner
design, informed by these CFD results,
enabled Cemmac to improve clinker quality and
production while experiencing quick return on
investment. The Turbu-Flex™ burner design, which
does not include any moving parts, is easy to maintain and is expected to continue optimising the
plant’s production in the long term.
In terms of AF substitution increase, Cemmac
can now exceed a firing rate of 80%. A higher AF
substitution rate is possible but in this case was
restricted because the current coal dosing system
started to pulsate and become unstable with lower
coal flows.

Operating time (hr)

Total Clinker (t)

Rate (t/hr)

Original Burner (6 months in 2019)

3827

191,484

50.03

Turbu-Flex™ (6 months in 2020)

3939

200,650

50.94

+ 2.9%

+ 4.8%

+ 1.8%

Change (%)

Left - Table 1: Comparison
of clinker production volumes
with original burner and
FCT Turbu-Flex burner over
different six month periods.

Clinker quality
Clinker quality was determined by so-called ‘off
spec’ rate, which is clinker with alite content less
than 60% and free lime content higher than 3.5%.
Results are detailed in Table 2.
Clinker produced using the new Turbu-Flex™
burner shows higher average content of alite than
clinker produced with the original burner. However, the more important parameter is clinker
off-spec rate, which is much lower with TurbuFlex™ compared to the original burner. In 2020
Cemmac produced 11,468t less of off-spec clinker
than with the original burner over a comparable
period in 2019.

Left: Cemmac has been
able to increase the quantity
and quality of its cement,
while reducing production
costs and CO2 emissions.

Alite (%)

Off-spec Clinker (%)

Off-spec Clinker (t)

Original Burner (6 months in 2019)

64.52

12.8

24,510

Turbu-Flex™ (6 months in 2020)

66.46

6.5

13,042

Change (%)

+ 3.0

- 49.2

- 46.8

Left - Table 1: Comparison of
clinker quality, as judged by
proportion of off-spec clinker,
with original burner and
FCT Turbu-Flex™ burner over
different six month periods.
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i

Visiting
VENTI
Global Cement recently visited Venti Oelde, the famous
German industrial fan manufacturer, to see some of its
recent cement sector projects...

2

1
1: Inge Teich (Marketing Manager) and Peter Herrmann
(General Manager Fan Division) stand in front of a rotor
for a mill fan for a cement works in Pakistan.
Impeller diameter = 3800mm.

2: Double-inlet impeller for a kiln fan in Indonesia.
Diameter = 3800mm.
Flow volume = 830,000m³/hr.
Pressure increase = 7300Pa.

3: Combined waterjet and plasma cutting machine cuts carbon steel and stainless
steel sheets in 3000mm x 6000mm format, up to a thickness of 200mm.

3
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4

5
4 & 6: A five-axis robot arm enables
efficiency in multiple welding stations.

5: Test assembly of a double-inlet high-efficiency centrifugal
fan downstream of a compound filter, for a German cement
plant, with rotor and casing made of high-grade steel.
Flow volume = 275,000m³/hr.
Static pressure increase = 1100Pa.

6
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UK: Tarmac supplies glow-in-the-dark concrete

T

armac, part of CRH, has supplied its Toptint Glow glow-in-the-dark
concrete for a major mixed-use commercial development called The
Glass Yard in Chesterfield, Derbyshire. Contractor Blue Deer used Toptint
Glow in the main walkways and first-floor balconies of the office, restaurant and retail complex. France-based Chryso supplied its Lumintech
glow-in-the-dark chippings for use in the concrete. The supplier said that
the chippings are fully recycled. They are available in white, stone, light
grey, agate and jade to match the colour of the concrete mix. Each has
a corresponding glow colour of blue, green turquoise or blue turquoise.
Tarmac says that glow-in-the-dark concrete helps to enhance the nighttime built environment.
Product development manager Glanville Norman said “Tarmac is always looking to develop new and exciting materials that can complement
bold design. This is the first time that Toptint Glow has been used on a
major commercial development and we were delighted to be able to propose a solution that not only has high aesthetic and environmental quality
but also helped to improve safety and visibility.”

Credit: Tarmac.

Switzerland: Holcim launches DYNAMax concrete

H

olcim has launched the DYNAMax range of high-performance concretes. The producer says that the range offers higher compressive
strength, rigidity and durability than its other concrete products. Holcim plans to begin marketing DYNAMax in 10 markets in its Asia Pacific,
Europe, Latin America and North America regions in 2022. The product has
already been used in major projects, including the 23,000m2 MIRO office
building in Bucharest, Romania, shown below.
Chief executive officer Jan Jenisch said “I’m excited by the launch of our
DYNAMax high-performance concrete, advancing our global range of innovative and sustainable building solutions. With today’s population and
urbanisation trends, DYNAMax is an ideal material to build smarter cities.”

Credit: Speedwell.

Interested in
concrete?

South Korea: Research into conductive concrete

R
Join the Global Concrete
group on LinkedIn.
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esearchers at Incheon National University have discovered an optimal conductive carbon fibre volume for cement-based conductive
composite concretes, which could be used in net-zero energy buildings.
The team reported that a 1% conductive carbon fibre content facilitates
maximum energy generation from the movements of occupants and the
weather against floors and walls. It also enables the storage of electricity at
safe voltages. The product is based on triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG)
technology. The team published its results in the journal Nano Energy in
November 2021.
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Dr.-Ing. Tarek Nasr, vnplan beratende ingenieure gmbh

Repairing a raw
meal silo ‘remotely’
during Covid-19
Tarek Nasr explains how vnplan assisted with the repair of a raw meal silo from 2000km
away during one of the most restrictive periods of the Covid-19 pandemic.

D

uring the operation of an Akçansa cement
plant in Turkey, several vertical cracks up to
5mm wide were observed in an 18,000t raw meal
silo (RMS) during a regular plant inspection.
This posed a potential risk to production. vnplan
beratende ingenieure was assigned by Akçansa to
perform a structural investigation and provide answers to three questions:
1. Is it possible to use the silo after repair and / or
strengthening?
2. Is it possible to temporarily operate the silo until
repair and what are the risks of continued use
until that point?

Right - Figure 1: View
of the damaged RMS at
the Akçansa plant in Turkey.
©Akçansa.

3. What is the maximum filling degree from a
structural perspective?
The assignment for vnplan was challenging, not
only due to the structural complexity, but due to
the fact that travel was not possible between Turkey
and vnplan in Germany due to Covid-19. All investigations had to be carried out hand in hand with
the client and plant team.

Project roles
There were three parties involved in the project:
Akçansa, the HeidelbergCement Technology
Center (HTC) and vnplan. The client and plant
team took care of all local issues, not only organisational matters but many technical details, including
mapping cracks within the silo and detecting the
spalled areas to assess the structural behaviour of
the silo and the degree of damage. The required
data and technical instructions were given by vnplan. In addition, the design criteria, following the
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necessary Eurocode regulations, were prepared by
vnplan and discussed with Akçansa and the HTC to
comply with local conditions, especially for earthquakes and wind.
To be as close as possible to the actual loading
on the RMS, samples of the raw meal it contained
were shipped to Germany and tested in certified
laboratories. Thus, the actual structural bulk material values were determined by testing according to
Eurocode and considered in structural modelling of
the silo by finite element analysis.
Although the silo had operated for only around
12 years, it exhibited several vertical and horizontal
cracks of 0.7-5.0mm (Figure 2). As the silo was far
below its 50 year design lifetime, it was concluded
that the damage was caused by structural issues
rather than age. This article describes the measures
undertaken to ensure that the RMS could be safely
filled to 100%.

Client’s main requirements
The client wished to fulfil several requirements:
1. Production must continue;
2. The RMS must remain in operation during
structural investigations;
3. The temporary reduction of filling degree should
be as little as possible;
4. Repair / strengthening must be fulfilled to necessary Eurocode requirements;
5. Work must observe Covid-19 restrictions.
In order to meet the client’s needs, a preliminary
structural analysis was performed over a short period. First, the silo pressure curves were determined
to compare the load applied on the silo wall with
respect to a reduction of filling degree. By reducing
the filling degree by 70%, the horizontal uniform
silo bulk pressure is reduced by about 80%. If the
reduction of the filling degree is 50%, then the
reduction in horizontal silo pressure is only 40%.
That is, the relationship between the reduction of
filling degree and horizontal silo pressure is highly
non-linear The relation between reduction of filling
degree and horizontal silo pressure depends also on
the geometry of the silo besides the bulk material
values. Hence, each silo has specific characteristics
in this regard. Reducing the filling degree cannot be
generalised just by the type of bulk material stored.
It was agreed upon with the client to reduce the
filling degree to 30%, when emptying the silo, and
40% in case of filling, until the structural investigation was completed. However, to optimise the filling

Left - Figure 2:
Typical vertical crack
damage in the RMS.
©Akçansa.

degree for the needs of production and have a safe
operation at the same time, professional monitoring
systems were installed. This meant that the reduction in filling degree was as small as possible and
optimised with respect to the measured strain and
structural safety limits.
In order to fulfil the Eurocode requirements, repair and strengthening of the RMS was inevitable.
This was particularly important in this case, as an
asymmetrical loadcase and earthquake protections
governed the design in this region.

Structural investigation of RMS
The RMS has an inner diameter of 20m and total
height of about 75m. It is a reinforced concrete
construction without prestressing, standing on a
shallow slab foundation in a highly seismic zone
region. The cylindrical RMS has an inner relief inverted cone.
The 0.7-5.0mm cracks were located at about one
third up the RMS. Inverted cone silos in this region
often experience high structural loads due to eccentric loading. The finite element calculation revealed
that the RMS is safe under symmetrical loading, but highly unsafe under asymmetrical loads,
due to flow channel and seismic action based on
Eurocode. The eccentric loading on silo wall results
in bending moments that affect its stability.
Nevertheless, the client was mainly delivered
good news. The usage of the silo after repair and
strengthening could continue, if one of seven proposed solutions was to be followed. Further, the
RMS can operate with 100% filling degree after
strengthening. Also, the RMS was able to continue
to operate with a filling degree of 30% with professional monitoring. This could then subsequently be
increased in 5% increments to a maximum of 50%
in order to keep up with production requirements.
After evaluation of the pros and cons of each
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repair/strengthening alternative, the client opted
for the most economic and suitable strengthening
method. This was the sixth of the seven options
provided by vnplan and involved:
1. S trengthening of silo cylinder by 1st external
post-tensioning up to 69.0m;
2. Strengthening by inner reinforced concrete wall
(200mm thickness) up to the bottom of the cone;
3. Strengthening by outer reinforced concrete wall
(350mm thickness) up to 49.0m;

Below - Figure 3: Executed
repair/strengthening
(Version 6).
©vnplan.

4. Strengthening by 2nd external post-tensioning
up to level +49.0m.
+131.9

450
225 225

20000
10000

450
225 225 +125.000

10000

1st post-tension

Figures 4 & 5 show the benefits of post-tensioning and additional reinforced concrete walls. They
clearly show the required inner and outer horizontal reinforcement with different post-tensioning
force distribution along silo height. The left-hand
sides of the two figures show the required ring reinforcement without post-tensioning. The middle
and right show the effects with post-tensioning.

Monitoring system
To achieve safe operation until the repair was complete, the filling degree was optimised to the benefit
of production needs and considering the structural
safety. The monitoring system included gypsum
marks, displacement sensors and strain gauges.
The strain gauges were placed to indirectly measure
the change in vertical and horizontal crack width
during operation with different filling degrees, i.e.
different loadings on the RMS wall. Crack development monitoring was continuous. By coincidence
an earthquake occurred during the project, approximately 200km from the plant. Its effects were
detectable but, thanks to the help of structural
analysis and professional monitoring, safe operation was maintained.

Covid-19 limitations

+105.0
350

75920

New RC wall 350mm

1000

1st post-tension
2nd post-tension

1939

12835

49000

2479

2863

16473

New RC wall 200mm
200
600
9850
Top for ground floor
+57.0
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Top of foundation
+56.0

Due to the limitations of travelling, site inspections,
including crack mapping, taking concrete cores,
Schmidt Hammer testing, carbonisation testing,
chloride samples, etc, were carried out by a local
company. Furthermore, the client verified important technical information and surveyed missing
dimensions on site.
Without having the continuous engagement of
the client and their persistence to achieve best results despite all Covid-19 restrictions, it would have
been nearly impossible to conduct the investigation
properly. Furthermore, the client did not hesitate to
send bulk material to be tested in Germany, enabling the strengthening design to be prepared by
vnplan in Germany.
As importing common post-tension systems
was extremely difficult during the project, posttensioning tendons/system were developed and
tested by a local company in Turkey in order to gain
time and optimise the costs. The client coordinated
all local issues in this regard and was technically assisted by vnplan.
Additional efforts at site were provided by the
contractor and site supervision, executed by the client, to comply with Covid-19 regulations and other
health and safety guidelines.
Despite the many difficulties, there were also
upsides to working during the pandemic. The
situation led to the client making prompt decisions
thanks to its involvement in technical discussions
during the team meetings. This accelerated the project immensely.
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Above Left - Figure 4:
Comparison between required
inner horizontal reinforcement under flow channel
action with and without
post-tensioning. ©vnplan.

Above - Figure 5:
Comparison between required
outer horizontal reinforcement under flow channel
action with and without
post-tensioning. ©vnplan.

Far Left - Figure 6:
Reinforcement of
outer reinforced concrete wall.
©Akçansa.

Summary
The summary of the progress of execution works is
best shown in Figure 6 & 7. Following completion
of the project, the RMS has been operating safely
with 100% filling degree.
This project shows that for the evaluation of
damage to the RMS with respect to its stability, a
structural repair expert is needed. The best possible results were achieved because the owner,
plant team, structural repair expert and contractor
worked jointly as a team. This statement is valid for
all projects, especially in such unusual times as during a global pandemic.
vnplan wishes to thank the management,
Akçansa plant team and HTC for their continuous
support and valuable assistance. The continuous
support by the client’s management and local plant
team was essential for the success of this project.

Left - Figure 7: Completed
silo after repair
and strengthening.
©Akçansa.
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France: ThyssenKrupp wins contract for new Airvault line
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T

hyssenKrupp has won a contract for the installation of a new 4000t/day clinker line at the Airvault
cement plant in Poitou-Charentes, which is owned
by HeidelbergCement subsidiary Ciments Calcia.
The supplier says that the line will double the plant’s
clinker capacity while reducing its CO2 emissions by
replacing the plant’s two existing lines.
ThyssenKrupp will supply a 1200t/hr
double-shaft hammer crusher, a longitudinal blending bed, a 370t/hr Quadropol QMR²
45/23 type vertical roller mill and a 10,000t
tangential blending silo to process raw materials for the line. A single-string, five-stage
Dopol cyclone preheater with integral calciner that is suitable for use with alternative
fuels will be supplied, with the possibility of
conversion to oxyfuel in future. ThyssenKrupp
plans to preassemble the preheater to reduce
the anticipated construction time ‘by several
months.’ The plant also includes a Polytrack
clinker cooler, a solid recovered fuel (SRF)

preparation line and dedusting systems. Commissioning is scheduled for mid-2024.
No value for the project has been disclosed by
Ciments Calcia or ThyssenKrupp. However, Ciments
Calcia previously announced a proposed investment
of Euro300m in January 2021.

Above: The Ciments Calcia Airvault plant. Credit: Daniel Garandeau.

India: Holcim subidiaries to develop
calcined clay cements with institute

A
Peru: Cementos Inka contract for
Christian Pfeiffer

G

CC and Ambuja Cements, both part of Holcim, have
partnered with the Indian Institute of Technology
Delhi (IITD) to develop a range of calcined clay cements
with 50% lower CO2 emissions than Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC). The collaboration will vary clinker, calcined
clay and limestone levels in calcined clay cements in order
to ascertain their effects on its performance. The Holcim
Innovation Centre will fund the research.

ermany-based Christian Pfeiffer is set to supply grinding and separation equipment for
Cementos Inka’s grinding plant project near Pisco.
A 4.2m diameter 3500kW mill and a QDK 143-Z
type separator with gas recirculation, to help dry
the raw material without hot gases, are being
provided. Cementos Inka’s 0.7Mt/yr plant was
previously reported to have a budget of US$20m.

Germany: New line for Aerzen
Rental

A

erzen Rental has added its new TVS2500
air compressor to its 10-bar range of air
compressors. Parent company Aerzen said that
it developed the TVS2500 to ‘set the standard‘
for power density, energy efficiency and quiet
running. The compressor is designed for large
material volumes.
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US: Grizzly Screw-Splice launched

A

SGCO has launched its Grizzly Screw-Splice, a
conveyor belt splicing and fastening system. The
splice is available in various rubber compounds with
a tensile strength of up to 1650PIW. The supplier says
that the product is stronger, wears less and has a lowerprofile silhouette than traditional metal fasteners for
conveyor belts.

GLOBAL CEMENT
Canada: Fives FCB to upgrade
Saint Basile grinding plant

F

rance-based Fives FCB has secured a
contract to upgrade the grinding unit
at Ciment Québec’s Saint Basile integrated
plant in Quebec. The supplier will install two
FCB Horomill grinding workshops with FCB
TSV 5000 THF classifiers, FCB aerodecanters and flash dryers and Fives TGT process
filters. It said that its mills met the customer’s specifications: namely zero water
use; minimum power consumption; data
processing; and full automation with rapid
recipe change.

Ciments Québec president and CEO Luc
Papillon said “After a thorough technical
review of the various technologies available
today for cement grinding, we have selected the Horomill, being confident that it
is the best adapted solution for our multiple
cements portfolio and our quest to reduce
our cement environmental footprint.”

Philippines: Holcim launches
ECOPlanet slag cement

H

olcim Philippines has announced the
launch of its ECOPlanet slag cement. It
says the product has a 30% lower CO2 footprint than other general purpose products.
Holcim Philippines’ president and CEO
Horia Adrian said “We see a growing interest
in building greener structures in the Philippines. ECOPlanet enables us to provide our
partners with the best balance to deliver
strength and durability while helping to
make construction more respectful of the
environment.”
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Poland: Lafarge Poland to stop producing CEM I by the end of 2025

L

afarge Poland says it plans to stop production of
CEM I ordinary Portland cement (OPC) by the end
of 2025. Under its sustainable development strategy to
2030, it plans to start phasing out CEM I cement from
the end of 2022, starting with its CEM I 42.5 R Special
bagged cement. The subsidiary of Holcim will switch
to products in the group’s ECOPlanet range instead. In
2021 ECOPlanet products were responsible for around
10% of the sales from Lafarge Poland’s Kujawy plant.

UK: Breedon Group increases
10-month sales in 2021

B

reedon Group has told investors that its consolidated sales in the first 10 months of 2021 were
Euro1.24bn, up by 31% compared to their levels in
the corresponding period of 2019. The group said
that its ‘layered hedging policy’ mitigated key commodity cost pressures during the period. As such, it
raised its 2021 full-year underlying earnings before
interest, depreciation and taxation (EBIT) forecast
to more than Euro145m.

France: Holcim issues statement on
on-going Lafarge Syria terror case

H

olcim issued a statement on 2 December 2021
regarding the on-going criminal court case
against Lafarge Syria on charges of financing a
terror organisation, violating an embargo, endangering its employees and being complicit in crimes
against humanity. The company stands accused of
paying US$15.3m to armed groups, including ISIS,
to which it allegedly also supplied cement. Prior to
the outbreak of the Syrian Civil War, Lafarge Syria
had invested US$601m in its cement operations
in the country. Holcim called the alleged crimes
a ‘legacy issue’ for Lafarge Syria. Following the
group’s discovery of the historic conduct in 2016, it
engaged third-party investigators and shared their
findings with the courts.
Holcim chair Beat Hess said “All the alleged
charges against Lafarge SA are in stark contrast
with everything that Holcim stands for as a company. The described events concerning Lafarge SA
were concealed from the Holcim Board at the time
of the merger in 2015 and go completely against
the values of our company.” He added “On behalf
of the board of directors of Holcim, I would like to
reiterate how extremely shocked and appalled we
are by the alleged charges against Lafarge SA.”
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UK: Carbon8 appoints David Clemmitt as
chief engineer

C

arbon8 Systems has appointed David Clemmitt as
chief engineer. He will be responsible for leading the
engineering direction and execution of Carbon8 Systems’
Advanced Carbonation Technology (ACT) across global
markets. As part of the role, he will have ownership of
growing and developing the engineering function of the
company in the carbon capture and utilisation sector.
Clemmitt will join the board of Carbon8 Systems and will
work closely with Paula Carey, the co-founder and chief
technical officer of the company.
Clemmitt joins the company from Baker Hughes, a
global energy technology company, where he has been
Global Engineering Leader of its UK business since 2017.
Prior to this, he held senior engineering roles at Meggitt,
Schlumberger and Spirax Sarco Engineering. Clemmitt is
a Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and a
member of the UK Engineering Council.

Germany: Bodo Schlenker becomes
Beumer’s director of software solutions

B

eumer Group has formally announced Bodo Schlenker
as its divisional director Software Solutions. He has
been in post since April 2021.
Schlenker started his career at a software company
for automation and warehouse management systems.
He then worked for logistics company Vanderlande for
around 20 years, where he rose to become its Operations
Director. From 2017 to early 2021 he worked as the Senior
Director of Corporate Product Strategy for Kion Group,
a manufacturer and supplier of forklift trucks and warehouse technology as well as supply chain solutions.
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France: Hoffmann Green Cement
Technologies to licence 15 – 20 new plants

H

offmann Green Cement Technologies plans to expand
its low-CO2 cement’s presence in and beyond France
through the establishment of 15 – 20 new licenced plants
before 2030. The Les Echos newspaper has reported that
the company plans to raise Euro25m, of which it will invest Euro15.7m in international licencing contracts for
its technology.

Finland: Jukka Pennanen appointed as head of
Cross Wrap

C

ross Wrap has appointed Jukka Pennanen as its chief executive officer from the start of 2022. He succeeds Satu Kivelä in
the post, who has held the position since 1994. Saalasti Group purchased 100% of Cross Wrap’s shares in February 2021.
Pennanen joined the baling and wrapping engineering company
in October 2021 as a chief operating officer. Prior to this he held a
number of positions, including running managing consultancy
Luotsaaja for a decade. Earlier in his career he worked for Nokia for
over 10 years in marketing and sales positions.

Your plant has its quality and safety
assurance management certified. Your
mission statement says its all. Your
compliance manager is taking care. Good!
Unfortunately, certifiers’ knowledge of coal
grinding-related fire and explosion protection
normally isn’t that good.
As investigated all over the world, fire
and explosion protection of coal grinding
systems are almost never effective nor in
compliance with the certification issued.
Ask for help!

www.coalmillsafety.com
info@coalmillsafety.com
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Belgium: CDP announces
2021 Climate Change A List

E

nvironmental disclosure organisation
CDP has listed Cemex, HeidelbergCement and Holcim among 200 companies
on its 2021 Climate Change A List for
actions to mitigate their CO2 emissions.
Holcim’s Indian subsidiaries ACC and
Ambuja Cements also received A ratings. Both ACC and Ambuja appeared on
CDP’s 2021 Water Security A List, while
Holcim scored an A-.
Holcim CEO Jan Jenisch said “Building on the launch of our nature-positive
strategy this year, we set new and ambitious goals to achieve water security
across our operations worldwide, with
our colleagues from Ambuja in India
leading the way. CDP’s rankings this year
are a testimony to the tremendous work
carried out by our 70,000 people around
the world and a great encouragement for
all of us to keep raising the bar.”

UK: Innovative Ash Solutions
to establish 20,000t/yr ash
plant in South Lanarkshire

I

nnovative Ash Solutions has received
a Euro5.9m Scottish government grant
to establish a 20,000t/yr ash processing
plant in South Lanarkshire. The Herald
newpaper has reported that the plant
will process boiler ash, cyclone ash and
incineration fly ash for use in local cement production. When commissioned
in 2022, the plant will eliminate 6104t/yr
of CO2 emissions, according to the operator. The government granted the funding
under its Zero Waste Scotland circular
economic investment scheme.
The company said “Using this new
patented process, which diverts waste
materials from landfill and avoids the
use of virgin resources, creates a product
which is cheaper and will reduce the
environmental impact of cement production compared to the use of imported
pulverised fuel ash.”
Innovative Ash Solutions is a joint
venture of waste management company
Levenseat and consultancy Organic
Innovative Solutions.

NEWS: EUROPE
Spain: Cementos Cosmos to
scale down clinker production
at Córdoba cement plant

New star VICAT
apparatus for the production
of high-quality cement mortar

C

ementos Cosmos plans to scale down
the production of clinker at its Córdoba
cement plant as a result of the high cost of
electricity. The Cordoba Day newspaper has
reported that parent company Votorantim
Cimentos said that clinker grinding operations at the site will continue to ensure
a sufficient cement supply in the region. The
Córdoba cement plant employs 48 people.

Made in Germany

Computer-controlled VICAT
needle apparatus with 12 measuring places, fully automatic according to ASTM C191 and EN 196-3
• 12 measuring places, fully automatic
(also available with 4, 8, 10 measuring
places)
• Base unit is built into the table with the control unit
and standard software for programmable test sequences and for data recording
• The unit automatically records initinal set time and
final set time, as well as of setting plots
• Weight of plunger and the Vicat needle together are
300 g +/- 1 g
• After each penetration the Vicat needle is automatically cleaned
• ASTM C191 method B, also available with
EN 196-3, other norms: EN 196-3, EN134545-2, EN480-2,

Turkey: Competition Board
approves Erdemir’s Kümaş
Manyezit Sanayi acquisition

S

teel company Erdemir has received the
Turkish Competition Board (TCB)’s approval for its acquisition of a 100% stake in
refractory and magnesia producer Kümaş
Manyezit Sanayi. Erdemir’s parent company
is OYAK Group, an industrial conglomerate
with interests in cement alongside other
industries. Thus, the TCB considered the
deal’s competition impacts on the cement
industry. The board ruled that the vertical
merger would not have a negative effect on
competition because it does not give rise to
horizontally affected markets, hence neither
creating nor strengthening any dominant
market position.
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EN13279-2, EN13963 more on request

• Tests are performed in humidity air (> 95% rh)
• Temperature and humidity display
• Inclusive Vicat moulds, glass bases,
centerings for Vicat moulds
• Inclusive serial cable, USB/RS232 adapter, main
cable
• Dimensions
(W x D x H) = 1000 x 700 x 1140 mm
• Weight: 195 kg
• 110 - 230 V / 50 - 60 Hz
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Interview by Peter Edwards, Global Cement Magazine

GERMAN
CEMENT
TRENDS
DR MARTIN SCHNEIDER
VDZ CEO Dr Martin Schneider looks back on
the changes in the German cement sector over
the past 25 years... and forward to the next...

Above Right: VDZ CEO
Dr Martin Schneider in the
association’s new office
building, which opened in
September 2020. He joined
VDZ in 1991.
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Global Cement (GC): What have been the main
changes in the German cement sector since 1997?
Martin Schneider (MS): In some ways the sector
has been very stable since 1997, although there were
a lot of changes just beforehand that stemmed from
the reunification of Germany. In 1990 there were
major disparities between cement plant technology,
efficiency and fuel use in the former East and West
Germany. Early on, imports from eastern European
countries were high, although rising transport costs
and higher cement demand in the former Eastern
bloc ended that trend fairly quickly.
By 1997 most of the big changes had taken place,
both in terms of cement sector technology and
product portfolio. All of the upgrades were complete and you already couldn’t tell former East from
former West at plant level.
Since then, the trend has been stability and
consolidation, well summed up by the VDZ motto
of ‘Evolving the well established.’ Consumption
volumes are now broadly the same as they were
in 1997, although domestic production is slightly
lower and imports are a bit higher.
One way that the sector has not stood still is in
terms of its environmental journey. In 1997 I was
at VDZ as Head of Cement Chemistry and Technology. One of the most famous stories is that of
alternative fuels. These represented just a few percent of the thermal energy used in kilns in the mid
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1990s, the bulk being provided by lignite and black
coal. In 2020 alternative fuels provided nearly 70%
of the thermal energy used by the sector, a massive
transformation and one that continues today.
Looking at the VDZ Board meeting minutes
from 1997, we also see topics relating to new standards for lower-clinker cements, specifically those
containing limestone and slag, in the run-up to the
full publication of the EN197 standard. Over the
past 25 years, the types of cement produced have
changed dramatically. In 1997 more than 70% of
German cement was still CEM I. By 2020 the proportion of CEM I had fallen to just over 25%, with
various types of CEM II representing more than
50% of the total. The remaining 25% was CEM III,
with a small amount of CEM IV, CEM V and others.
In this area, the situation we find ourselves in
today is remarkably similar to 1997, as we continue the transition towards even more sustainable
blends. Today we are placing a greater emphasis on
CEM II/C cement and the upcoming CEM VI cements. Of course, cement producers making these
kinds of cement is only one side of the coin. We
have to work with the market to gain acceptance of
these new products, just as we did in the 1990s.
GC: How has VDZ changed over the same period?
MS: VDZ was founded in 1877 and has developed
enormously over the past 145 years. The people that
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work here today owe a debt of gratitude to those
that have come before and the legacy they have
built.
Since I took over as CEO in 2000, VDZ has transitioned from a ‘traditional’ trade association into
one that better suits our increasingly international
and environmentally-aware world. In addition to
representing our members, we have brought in
two crucial new ‘pillars.’ The first is a far greater
emphasis on research projects, precompetitive and
publicly funded. The second is business services,
which today contribute more than 50% of VDZ’s
revenue. The three pillars - representation, research
and technical services - are like a three-legged stool,
each of which supports our sector in a different way.
There are also important synergies between the
three pillars that reinforce each other.
Another major change is that, since September
2020, VDZ has been housed in its new office building. While we are currently unable to have guests
in a way we used to due to Covid-19 restrictions, it
represents an important investment in the future.
GC: How do you rate the ‘health’ of the German
cement sector at the start of 2022?
MS: I would say that the picture is bright at the
start of 2022. There is strong demand in Germany
from housing and a large number of ongoing infrastructure projects. The plant infrastructure is ready
to meet this demand. One issue that may come to
bear is the lack of other building materials. Roofing
materials, insulation, windows and doors. This has
delayed some projects already and could get worse.

GC: How is the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS) affecting the sector at present?
MS: The EU ETS is working, with the current high
price reflecting a scarcity of free permits on the
market. This is increasing the costs of emitting CO2
in Germany and the EU as a whole. It has already
had profound effects on the power sector and it
is now prompting investment in CO2 mitigation
across our sector, as intended.
As it does this, it puts new financial burdens on
the sector. It is therefore important that a Carbon
Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) is introduced, which seeks to level the playing field for
EU-based producers against those that import cement into the EU.
GC: What does the picture look like for the sector
over the coming decades?
MS: While decarbonation will be the overarching
challenge, resource efficiency will gain importance
too. Already today recycling of concrete is a proven
technology, but a new mindset of resource efficiency
will dominate and we will use cement and concrete
more efficiently. There will also be an increasing
trend towards reusing old building structures and
careful retrofits, as well as planned deconstruction
of older buildings and recycling of individual components, rather than building new ones and always
using new materials.
Another future trend is that future concrete
blends will not be ‘one-size-fits-all.’ Clinker factor will be optimised, i.e. reduced as much as

Left: The Reichstag in Berlin.
Germany has just transitioned
from 16 years under Angela
Merkel to new Chancellor Olaf
Scholz. The new government’s
‘traffic light coalition’ has
committed to accelerating the
transition to a green economy
and digitalisation,
while maintaining fiscal
discipline, all aims that are
clearly aligned with VDZ.
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Above: The recently-renovated
HeidelbergCement
Burglengenfeld plant
in Bavaria is one of the
most modern in Germany.
Credit: HeidelbergCement.

possible, which requires concretes to be more
customised to the dedicated application and exposure class situation. The final clinker content in
the net-zero mix is currently unclear, but it should
be as low as possible, ideally at 50% or less on
average. CO2 capture and utilisation / storage
(CCU/S) would then be applied as a solution to
eliminate the remaining emissions that cannot be
reduced by other means.
GC: If Germany is going to build more with less
in the future, will there be cement plant closures?

Right: Cemex Zement’s
Rüdersdorf cement plant in
Brandenburg, near Berlin, is
set to host a new 100t/day
carbon capture installation
from UK-based Carbon Clean.
It will combine captured CO2
with sustainably-sourced
hydrogen to produce synthetic
hydrocarbons. The partners
aim to increase the system’s
CO2 capture capacity to 300t/
day by 2026, before finally
scaling it up to 2000t/day.
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MS: Overall, Germany will likely continue to consume similar levels of cement for the forseeable
future, although the components that make up that
cement may differ significantly compared to what
we have today. Both fly ash and slag quantities are
expected to decline over the next decade or two.
The sector will have to look at other options, including calcined clay.
Clinker in cement will be used more efficiently
and tomorrow’s cement will be innovative and
optimised. More attention will be paid to particle
size distribution, blending ratios and other quality
parameters. These will help the sector to optimise
the performance of its products further, so that it
can be used in concrete efficiently.
GC: How will VDZ help the German cement
sector with the challenges of the next 25 years,
and beyond?
MS: VDZ is a mirror of the German cement sector.
It has always been looking ahead. This has empowered us to launch, for example, our Roadmap
to net-zero CO2 emissions by 2050. The Roadmap
allows us to develop the industry along both economic and ecological lines at the same time.
VDZ looks forward to continuing to lead the
sector as it tackles the challenges of the coming
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decades. There are challenges and solutions:
Our industry wants to be part of the solution, and VDZ will take pride in supporting
and guiding cement producers into the
coming decades.
Going forward, we have to be proud
of our product and its history, as well as
VDZ’s strong track record on sustainability.
However, the challenge of CO2 abatement
is unlike any other we have faced up until
this point. Dust emissions, NOx, SO2, heavy
metals, indeed all other emissions up to
this point, could be tackled from within
the sector.
CO2 will be entirely different. The
volumes that need to be mitigated are far
larger and their elimination will take a
more concerted approach. We need a broad
collaboration across cement, other heavy
industry, academia, financiers, our national and
EU governments and the public at large. All over
the world cement producers have started to discuss
these pressing issues with all parties, especially
when it comes to renewable power supplies and
CCU/S infrastructure.
This process should also involve challenging
our own preconceptions of possible solutions. And
finally, once we have identified workable solutions,
we need to follow through. Time is not on our side,
but we have started to take actions. It is amazing to
see the many projects around the world, all aiming
to deliver net zero CO2 as a sector. VDZ is keen to
be a key and active participant in shaping the solutions that deliver the low-CO2 cement industry of
the future. It will be an exciting time!
GC: Dr Schneider, thank you for your time.
MS: You are very welcome indeed.
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Edwin Trout, Cement Industry Suppliers’ Forum

Edwin Trout,
CISF
Cement Industry Suppliers’ Forum (CISF) Secretary Edwin Trout looks at
major changes in the UK cement industry since 1997.

T

he past 25 years have seen massive restructuring in the UK cement sector. From three major
and two minor clinker makers - all but one of them
British - in 1997, we now have six more evenlysized firms. With one exception, these are part of
multinational and vertically integrated groups.
For them, cement is now but one product line,
along with aggregates, asphalt, mortar, precast and
ready-mixed concrete. This consolidation has been
marked by several interventions by the competition
authorities over the past decade, which have forced
the disposal and redistribution of assets and the disruption of regional and material monopolies.

Sector consolidation
Production of clinker has been concentrated into
fewer and fewer integrated plants, with 12 of them
closing since the late 1990s. Only 10 remain. During that time a kiln has been added by Hanson and
an import-fed grinding mill replaced one of the
Cemex cement plants. Imports, unsurprisingly,
have risen over the period of review. However, the
number of independent players has decreased, with
control increasingly asserted by the domestic producers, together with those from Ireland.
In consequence of these changes, a greater reliance has been placed on distribution. Railfreight
has borne the brunt of the increased traffic. New
terminals have been built, often with automated
loading/unloading facilities and associated bagging
plants, with plastic packaging the norm since 2006.
Multi-modal rail/road transport options were a feature of the early 2000s and waterborne transit has
grown over the past decade.

The search for alternatives
Alternative fuels have been introduced in successive trials throughout the period, from solvents and
tyres/chipped tyres in the 1990s, through sewage
sludge, meat and bone meal and recycled oils in the
early 2000s, to refuse derived fuels over the past 15

years. 100% thermal substitution has been achieved
over short runs.
Raw materials have similarly been subject to
the search for alternatives, with paper treatment
waste, foundry sand, plaster moulds and flue gas
desulphurisation (FGD) residues among the materials used. Ground granulated blast furnace slag
(GGBS) and fly ash have increasingly been used as
a proportion of the kiln feed, or have been added
at the cement mill to produce composite cements.
Blending has become ubiquitous, with pure Portland cement increasingly rare. The introduction
of the harmonised cement Standard BS EN 197 in
2000 encouraged the acceleration of blended cements, increasingly replacing the use of SCMs as
‘additions’ in the concrete mixer, which had been a
characteristically British practice in previous years.

Environment takes centre stage
Environment and sustainability concerns have
become ever more dominant in the 21st Century,
expanding from the narrower focus on fuels and
landfill in the 1990s, to greater taxation, regulation,
and even emissions trading, originally a British
precursor to the EU ETS. These have become instruments of official policy, and the industry has
been proactive, most recently with the publication
of the MPA Roadmap to Net Zero Carbon.
Looking ahead, the adoption of hydrogen and
carbon capture and storage (CCS) is finally in
prospect with the recent announcement of government funding for the innovative and collaborative
HyNet North West scheme. Other future trends are
likely to include the use of limestone and calcined
clays in ternary blends, with standards that increasingly accommodate technical research. The use of
alkali-activated cements and other non-Portland
or low-clinker cements will also grow, along with
the adoption of developments in manufacturing
technology common to the international cement
production industry.
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Europe
Above: A Norwegian wood.
Source: Shutterstock.

Opposite, top left - Figure 1:
Northern European integrated
cement capacity by state.
Source: Research towards the
Global Cement Directory 2022.
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For its first regional report of
2022, Global Cement pulls on its
winterwear for a visit to the cement
industries of mainland Europe’s seven
northernmost countries: Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania,
Norway and Sweden.
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N

orthern Europe consists of a diverse cluster
of nations and peoples spanning three of
Europe’s language families: Germanic (Denmark,
Norway and Sweden - grouped culturally as Scandinavia), Uralic (Estonia and Finland) and Balto-Slavic
(Latvia and Lithuania). The Baltic Sea divides peninsular Finland, Norway and Sweden from Denmark,
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on the Continent. The
region also has 4000 inhabited islands.1
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SWEDEN • 3.1Mt/yr • 23%
DENMARK
3Mt/yr • 21%

ARCTIC
CIRCLE

7

LATVIA • 2Mt/yr • 15%

RUSSIA

LITHUANIA • 1.8Mt/yr
11%

FINLAND

NORWAY • 1.8Mt/yr
13%

Cement production
Nine cement plants across six of the seven countries
covered in this report share a total integrated capacity
of 13.2Mt/yr. Figure 2 maps these plants’ locations,
along with those of cement grinding plants and
terminals. Sweden’s two plants total 3.1Mt/yr in capacity. Denmark, Latvia and Lithuania’s single plants
command 3Mt/yr, 2Mt/yr and 1.8Mt/yr respectively.
Two-plant Norway and Finland have 1.8Mt/yr and
1.5Mt/yr integrated capacities, and Finland additionally has two grinding plants, while Estonia
has one. Figure 1 (top) shows each nation’s cement
industry’s respective capacity size and share of the
regional total.
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Above - Figure 2: Map of
Northern Europe showing
cement and grinding plants’
and terminals’ locations.
States are coloured according
to installed cement capacity.
Source: Research towards the
Global Cement Directory 2022.
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LATVIA
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VILNIUS .

RUSSIA
POLAND

DENMARK - 3Mt/yr
1. Aalborg Portland Cement, Aalborg,
North Jutland, 3Mt/yr.

CRH
1.5Mt/yr
11%

FINLAND - 1.5Mt/yr
2. Finnsementti, Parainen,
Finland Proper, 1Mt/yr.
3. Finnsementti, Lappeenranta,
South Karelia, 0.5Mt/yr.

CEMENTIR
3.0Mt/yr
22%

LATVIA - 2Mt/yr
4. Schwenk Latvija, Broceni,
Courland, 2Mt/yr.
LITHUANIA - 1.8Mt/yr
5. Akmenés Cementas,
Naujoji Akmené, Šiauliai, 1.8Mt/yr.

Grinding plant
Cement terminal

Right - Figure 3: Northern
European cement capacity
by owner.
Source: Research towards the
Global Cement Directory 2022.

RUSSIA

Six of the seven are EU member states:
Denmark was among the first new member
states in 1973, Finland and Sweden joined
alongside Austria in 1995 and Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania were part of the tencountry intake in 2004. Norway, like fellow
Nordic country Iceland, trades with the EU
from within the European Economic Area
(EEA). The Scandinavian nations are monarchies, as
displayed on their currencies; unlike the four eastern republics, they lie outside of the Eurozone.
In 2021, Northern Europe had a population of
33m people. 10m people lived in Sweden, 31% of the
total. 5.8m lived in Denmark (18%), 5.5m in Finland
(17%), 5.4m in Norway (16%), 2.8m in Lithuania
(8.4%), 1.9m in Latvia (5.7%) and 1.3m in Estonia
(4%). Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita
ranges from US$67,400 in Norway to US$17,600 in
Latvia, while population density varies by a factor
of 10 between Denmark’s 146 people/km2 and Norway’s 14.7/km2.2

SWEDEN

BELARUS

FINLAND • 1.5Mt/yr
11%

NORWAY - 1.8Mt/yr
6. Norcem, Brevik,
Vestfold og Telemark, 1.2Mt/yr.
7. Norcem, Kjøpsvik,
Nordland 0.6Mt/yr.
SWEDEN - 3.1Mt/yr
8. Cementa, Slite, Gotland, 2.5Mt/yr.
9. Cementa, Skövde,
Västra Götaland, 0.6Mt/yr.
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SCHWENK
ZEMENT
3.8Mt/yr
29%

HEIDELBERGCEMENT
4.9Mt/yr
38%
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Four producers are active in cement production
in Northern Europe: HeidelbergCement, Schwenk
Zement, Cementir and CRH. Germany-based HeidelbergCement holds the largest minority (38%),
with a total of 4.9Mt/yr of integrated capacity across
five cement plants. Its three regional subsidiaries
- Kunda Nordic Cement, Norcem and Cementa each control production in one country - Estonia,
Norway and Sweden respectively. Fellow Germanybased company Schwenk Zement operates one plant
in Latvia via its subsidiary Schwenk Latvija and one
plant in Lithuania via its subsidiary Akmenés Cement. Italy-based Cementir’s subsidiary Aalborg
Portland Cement operates one plant in Denmark
and Ireland-based CRH’s subsidiary Finnsementti
operates two plants in Finland. Table 1 (below)
shows the breakdown of ownership in the region by
producer, in order of total capacity.

Plants Capacity (Mm2/yr)

Company
1

HeidelbergCement

4

4.9

2

Schwenk Zement

2

3.8

3

Cementir

1

3

4

CRH

2

1.5

In this report, we will investigate each of the
seven Northern European cement industries, beginning at the geographical centre in the region’s largest
cement producer: 3.1Mt/yr-capacity Sweden.

Sweden

Right: Cementa’s Slite cement
plant, Gotland.
Source: Shutterstock.
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S

weden’s cement industry is
typical of the region. There
is only one producer - Cementa
- and its cement plants are located far from the
country’s main population centres: in rural Västra
Götaland County (the 0.6Mt/yr Skövde plant) and
200km out to sea from Stockholm in the island
county of Gotland (the 2.5Mt/yr Slite plant.)
Slite cement plant operated at 100% of its capacity in 2020, supplying 75% of the country’s cement
consumption.3 The plant employs 230 people. Gotland native and decade-long Skövde cement plant
manager Matilda Hoffstedt took over as manager of
the plant in February 2021, at the beginning of an
important year.
In June 2021, the Slite cement plant became the
subject of exciting plans for an upgrade to become
the world’s first CO2-neutral cement plant - if, like
Amundsen at the South Pole, the Norwegians don’t
get there first (see overleaf). Cementa plans to install
a 1.8Mt/yr 100% carbon capture installation and
increase its alternative fuel (AF) substitution rate
using biofuels.
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At the same time, the Slite cement plant’s operations faced a fundamental challenge: a report by the
Swedish Geological Society (SGS) concluded that
the plant’s quarries posed a threat to groundwater
in Gotland. The Gotland Land and Environmental
Court had previously upheld Cementa’s right to
apply for licences to operate the plant’s two quarries from the expiry of current licences at the end
of October 2021 until November 2041. The decision
was subsequently overturned on appeal and on 27
October 2021 Cementa confirmed that it was preparing to continue production without the use of its
quarries from 1 November 2021.
Thankfully for the plant and for 75% of Sweden’s
cement supply, UK-based SigmaRoc’s Nordic limestone subsidiary Nordkalk secured a contract to
supply the plant with 2.5Mt/yr of limestone from its
nearby Stenugns quarry for six years beginning in
November 2021.4 This will ensure that production
continues in the medium-term future. Unfortunately, Cementa will be unable to receive the full
amount stipulated in the contract until 2023. Thus,
the beginning of 2022 ushers in a year of uncertainty
for the producer.
Cementa announced at the end of October
2021 that it expected to implement week-by-week
customer quotas of its cement products (based on
consumption over the previous 36 months) from
December 2021. On 1 December, its Stockholm
cement terminal stopped receiving deliveries of its
Slite brand ordinary Portland cement (OPC). Its fly
ash cement replaced the stock, reducing the terminal’s products’ total carbon footprint by 30,000t/yr,
according to the company. Its Köping terminal in
Västmanland and Oxelösund terminal in Södermanland continue to receive Slite cement.

Gotland’s neighbouring island of Öland in
Kalmar County hosts a fourth Cementa cement terminal at the site of the company’s former 0.3Mt/yr
Degerhamn cement plant. Lastly, Cementa operates
a terminal in Malmö, Scania. Schwenk Zement also
operates terminals, at Landskrona, Scania, Surte,
Västra Götaland, and Västerås, Västmanland.
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Denmark

T

he land of Hans Christian
Andersen is today a European centre of grey and white
cement production and a supplier
of equipment to the global cement industry.
Aalborg Portland Cement, a subsidiary of Italybased Cementir, operates one of Europe’s larger
cement plants in Denmark: the 3Mt/yr Rørdal
cement plant in North Jutland, on the European
mainland. Situated 400km (by land and bridge)
from Copenhagen, the Rørdal plant’s cement is a
major Danish export, to as far afield as the US. The
plant has 2.1Mt/yr of grey cement production capacity across two kilns, while five smaller kilns have a
white cement capacity of 0.9Mt/yr. Its products
include Aalborg Portland Cement’s FuturecemTM
calcined clay cement, launched on 1 January 2021.
The product uses 35% limestone and calcined clay in
place of clinker to reduce its CO2 emissions by 30%
compared to those of OPC. Before 2024, Aalborg
Portland Cement will reformulate Futurecem in
order to halve its CO2 emissions compared to OPC.5
The Project Greensand consortium has received
Danish government funding for the installation of a
carbon capture system at Rørdal cement plant. The
consortium hopes to launch trial CO2 capture at the
plant in 2022. It plans to store captured CO2 in the
Danish North Sea, which it estimates has 16Bnt of
storage capacity, 5.3% of an estimated EU total of
300Bnt. Denmark is committed to a 70% CO2 emissions reduction by 2030.
Other initiatives underway at the Aalborg
Portland Cement plant include: the application of
Futurecem technology to white cement production
and the connection of a natural gas pipeline to eliminate the use of coal and facilitate the subsequent
transition to CO2-neutral biogas; the increase of AF
substitution in grey cement production to 80%; and
the installation of an 8.4MW wind power plant to
increase the plant’s renewable power consumption
to 80% of total consumption.
During 2020, Aalborg Portland Cement achieved
its goal of supplying CO2-neutral heating to 36,000
households in Aalborg, eradicating 150,000t/yr of
CO2 emissions. It continues to invest in upgrades to
its waste heat recovery (WHR) systems, with the aim
of doubling its heating supply to the city by 2028.
This has the potential to heat 75,000 households and
end fossil fuel use at the local municipal power plant.
In September 2021, Aalborg Portland Cement
reduced the price of its Futurecem calcined clay
cement by 30%, comparable to the price of its other
cements. It had sold 2000t of Futurecem since
January 2021, 5% of its target of 40,000t.
Aalborg Portland Cement’s only rival in Denmark
is DK Cement, a subsidiary of HeidelbergCement
which imports cement via its Randers cement terminal in Central Jutland.

Latvia

L

atvia’s is another onecement plant industry,
centred on Schwenk Latvija’s
2Mt/yr Broceni cement
plant in Courland. The plant dates to 1938. Schwenk
Latvija also operates a cement terminal, two limestone mines, four aggregates operations and six
ready-mix concrete plants. The company is a subsidiary of Schwenk Zement, which acquired it along
with all of Mexico-based Cemex’s Baltic and Nordic
assets for Euro340m in early 2019.
On 5 February 2021, Schwenk Latvija announced
plans for a Euro34m upgrade to the Broceni plant,
consisting of the installation of a new 170t/day
grinding mill and 12,500t silo. An aim of the upgrade is to reduce the plant’s power consumption.
Schwenk Latvija is a global cement exporter. On
16 March 2021, Latvia was among 13 new countries
added to the Philippines Department of Trade and
Industry’s list of countries from which imported cement is subject to a US$0.2/bag safeguarding duty.
In the domestic market, Schwenk Latvija must
contend with imports from elsewhere in Northern
Europe and neighbouring Russia.

Left: Schwenk Latvija’s Cesis
aggregates quarry in Vidzeme.
Source: Shutterstock.

Lithuania

L

ithuania’s 1.8Mt/yr cement
plant is located at Naujoji
Akmené in Šiauliai and is
operated by Schwenk Zement subsidiary Akmenés
Cement. On 4 June 2021, Schwenk Zement enlarged
its Akmenés Cement stake to 97% from 47%. At the
same time, the company received approval for a 75%
acquisition of limestone and clay producer Kalcitas
and a complete takeover of building materials companies Cemeka and Lanku Bokstai.
Previously, local investors held a majority
stake in Akmenés Cement, with Schwenk Zement
controlling 34% of the remaining shares, and HeidelbergCement also holding an 8.7% minority
stake. HeidelbergCement retains its presence in the
Lithuanian cement market through its Kaunas and
Klaipeda cement terminals; Schwenk Zement operates a single cement terminal, also in Klaipeda.
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Norway

H

eidelbergCement operates
both of Norway’s cement
plants via its indiginous subsidiary Norcem. Deep in the land of the midnight sun,
its 0.6Mt/yr Kjøpsvik cement plant is Europe’s only
cement plant north of the Arctic Circle.
Norcem’s larger and more southerly cement plant,
the 1.2Mt/yr Brevik plant, is on track to achieve
full-scale CO2-capture in September 2024. HeidelbergCement’s long-time Norwegian equipment
supply and maintenance partner, Denmark-based
FLSmidth, will carry out the necessary modifications to the plant during its winter 2022 shutdown.
The planned installation uses Aker Solutions’ CO2
capture, liquification, and intermediate storage plant
design. Under the Northern Lights CO2 storage programme, captured CO2 will be stored beneath the
North Sea. In December 2020 the project received
the required funding from the Norwegian government in order to commence.
As in Sweden, Schwenk Zement contends with
HeidelbergCement in Norway via its minority
stake in the national cement market, which it serves
through its four cement terminals - the Bergen and
Etne terminals in Vestland, the Oslo terminal in
Oslo and the Stavanger terminal in Rogaland.
In the world of academia, Ostfold University College successfully concluded a CO2-cured concrete
production trial in partnership with Spain-based
Cementos La Cruz in October 2021. The team found
that the use of captured CO2 in this way reduced
the cost of concrete production by Euro1.45/m3.
It reduced concrete’s required cement content by 7
– 8%, thereby potentially reducing global concrete
production’s carbon footprint by 4.6%.

Finland

T

he Land of a Thousand
Lakes joined the cement
world in 1914 with the construction of the Parainen cement plant in Pargas,
Finland Proper. The modern Finnish cement industry is somewhat more diverse than those of Finland’s
neighbours, consisting both of integrated and grinding plants.
Finnsementti, a CRH subsidiary, operates both
the 1.0Mt/yr Parainen and the 0.5Mt/yr Lappeenranta integrated cement plants and the 0.5Mt/yr
Raahe slag grinding plant in North Ostrobothnia.
Sibelco Nordic competes with Finnsementti with
cement produced at its Kristiinankaupunki grinding
plant in Kristinestad, Ostrobothnia. Nine cement
terminals serve the Finnish market, five belonging
to Finnsementti (the Kirkkonummi, Mariehamn, Pietarsaari, Pori and Oulu terminals), three belonging
to Schwenk Zement subsidiary Embra (the Loviisa,
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Naantali and Joensuu terminals) and one belonging
to Lujabetoni and Ruskon Betoni subsidiary Scandinavian Cement (the Hamina terminal.)
In October 2021, Finnsementti was collaborating with Nordkalk, forestry company UPM and
state-owned technology institute VTT Technical
Research Centre on the development of an electricheated rotary cement kiln. The collaboration, called
Decarbonate, also seeks to explore commercialisation
opportunities for captured CO2 from its electric kilns.
Building materials company Betolar launched its
Geoprime alkali-activated slag and fly ash additive
for concrete on 15 September 2021. The company,
which specialises in circular uses of industrial waste
streams, says that Betolar reduces concrete’s carbon
footprint by 80% compared to OPC only.

Estonia

E

stonia’s Kunda Nordic
Tsement plant in the northern coastal town of Kunda,
Lääne-Viru, turned off its kilns in March 2020. The
HeidelbergCement subsidiary continues to operate
the facility as a grinding plant, producing multiple
types of cement. The plant’s limestone mine also
remains in operation, though its stone is now used
in the production of aggregates instead of cement.
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5. Aalborg Portland Holding, ‘Annual Report 2020,’
10 March 2021, https://www.aalborgportland.dk/
wp-content/uploads/2021/04/APH-Annual-Report-2020.pdf
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Argentina: Loma Negra inaugurates new line at
L’Amalí cement plant

L

oma Negra has inaugurated the second production line at its
L’Amalí cement plant at a reported cost of US$350m. The line expands the plant’s capacity by 40%. It previously started up the new
line’s kiln in June 2021 but was later forced to suspend all clinker
production at the plant due to a union dispute. It previously said it
was close to commissioning the grinding mill and despatch unit for
the line in August 2021.

US: ECO Material Technologies to acquire Boral’s
US fly ash business for US$755m

A

ustralia-based Boral has agreed to sell its US fly ash business to
Eco Material Technologies for US$755m. The parties expect to conclude the transaction by the start of 2023. The proceeds of the sale will
add to Boral’s surplus capital.
Boral’s chief executive officer Zlatko Todorcevski said “Together with
the sale of our North American building products business and our stake
in Meridian Brick, we will have divested the North American businesses
for more than US$3bn.” He added “This is a significant milestone that
supports our strategy to refocus on our construction materials business
in Australia.”

Mexico: Juan Mozo Gómez appointed as chief
financial officer of Corporación Moctezuma

C

orporación Moctezuma has appointed Juan Mozo Gómez as its
chief financial officer with effect from the start of 2022. He succeeds Luis Rauch, who has decided to leave the post after four years for
personal reasons. Mozo has experience in the financial sector and held
positions in companies in the cement and concrete industry. He holds
a degree in Business Administration from Pompeau Fabra University
in Spain.

Paraguay: INC’s Vallemi cement plant dispatches
cement through grinding mill breakdown

S

tate-owned Industria Nacional del Cemento (INC) says that its Vallemi plant has suffered a grinding mill breakdown due to an ‘engine
failure.’ The producer reassured customers that the issue will not affect
the plant’s regular dispatches of cement.

Brazil: Cement sector
commits to 34% reduction
in CO2 emissions

M

embers of the Brazilian National
Cement Industry Association
(SNIC) have committed to a 34% reduction in the CO2 emissions derived
from cement production to 375kg/t
by 2050 from 564kg/t in 2019. Ten cement producers, including Cimento
Tupi, CSN Cimentos, InterCement and
Votorantim, signed the commitment.
With the industry’s forecast rate of
growth in cement production capacity, this will result in possible total CO2
emissions of 45Mt in 2050 compared
to 36.7Mt in 2020.
Planned CO2 emissions reduction investments before 2032 are
US$637m across the industry.

Chile: Cemento Polpaico
to produce concrete with
CarbonCure technology

C

emento Polpaico has obtained a licence for the use of Canada-based
CarbonCure’s CO2 utilisation technology. The Diario Financiero newspaper
has reported that the producer plans
to implement the technology in its
concrete operations.
Head of development and projects Matias Saenz said that Cemento
Polpaico was among the first cement
producers to commit to the UN’s Race
to Zero decarbonisation initiative. It
has also set out 20 sustainability goals
to achieve before 2025. The company
said that by implementing CarbonCure technology it is contributing to
CarbonCure’s vision of eliminating
500Mt/yr of CO2 emissions.
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Canada: St Marys Cement to use
AF at St Mary’s cement plant

Canada: Votorantim Cimentos’ revenues grow
by 37% to US$2.95bn so far in 2021

S

V

t Marys Cement plans to apply for a licence
to substitute alternative fuel (AF) for a part
of its coal, gas and petcoke fuel mix. The plant
previously held a two-week AF substitution
trial in May 2011. CBC News has reported
that the subsidiary of Votorantim Cimentos
presented its plan at an evening meeting for
the general public on 18 November 2021.
The company says that it plans to implement
similar AF arrangements to those at its Bowmanville plant, where it uses 90,000t/yr of
biomass, wood from construction and demolition and non-recyclable paper and plastics.

otorantim Cimentos’ revenues grew by 37% year-on-year to
US$2.95bn in the first nine months of 2021 from US$2.15bn
in the same period in 2020. Its adjusted earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) grew by
67% to US$758m from US$455m. Cement sales accounted for
44% of sales by value. Cement volumes were 27.8Mt, up by 18%
from 23.5Mt. The group attributed its result in the third quarter
of 2021 to higher commodity prices and sales volumes year-onyear. Nonetheless, the quarter’s sales represented a slowdown
from first-half 2021 levels, when growth was strongest in Brazil.
In the first nine months of 2021, the group agreed to buy
both Cementos Balboa and FYM’s Southern business in Spain
and completed its acquisition of McInnis Cement in Canada.

US: LafargeHolcim US launches TerCem
blended cement

L
US: Cementos Argos to launch US
initial public offering

C

ementos Argos plans to begin trading publicly in mid-late 2022 with the launch of
an initial public offering (IPO) on the New York
Stock Exchange.
The company said “The listing in the US will
contribute to the purpose of fully capturing the
business value of the company, optimising the
capital structure and obtaining the necessary
resources to continue executing the growth
strategy that the company plans to achieve in
that country as a result of the recent approval of
the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law for US$1Tn and
the positive cycle expected for the construction
materials industry in the residential, commercial and civil works segments during the next
10 years.”

Brazil: Loesche acquires Dynamis

G

ermany-based Loesche says that it has acquired burner manufacturer Dynamis for an
undisclosed amount. The engineering company
was founded in 2003 and its products include the
D-Gasifier, the D-Flame Burner, the D-Igniter, and
the D-HotGas. Dynamis said it was excited by the
opportunities that the agreement with Loesche
would bring.
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afargeHolcim US has announced the launch of TerCem, a
blended cement which offers 65% reduced CO2 emissions
compared to ordinary Portland cement (OPC), according to
the company. LafargeHolcim US will produce TerCem at its
Whitehall, Pennsylvania, cement plant. The product joins its
ECOPlanet low-carbon cement range.
Senior vice president sales Patrick Cleary said “We are leading
a market transformation and taking a step towards a net-zero
future. Our cement organisation has invested heavily in broadening the industry’s range of superior sustainable products
designed to lower our carbon footprint with no compromise in
quality and long-term durability.”

US: EPA fines Lehigh’s Mason City plant

T

he Environment Protection Agency (EPA) has fined Lehigh
Cement’s Mason City plant in Iowa US$198,000 for alleged
violations of the Clean Air Act. The agency alleges that the company exceeded Clean Air Act emissions limits, failed to submit
required reports to the state and failed to conduct required
testing of equipment. Lehigh Cement is required to conduct
additional air emissions testing to demonstrate ongoing compliance with the Clean Air Act.

US: Cemex USA sells headquarters

C

emex USA has sold its headquarters in West Palm Beach,
Florida for US$13.4m. The South Florida Business Journal
newspaper has reported that the company will vacate the
property in early 2022. It will relocate to a nearby smaller office.
Cemex USA has occupied its current headquarters since 1983.
According to sources quoted by the newspaper, it no longer
requires the 20,000m2 space due to increased rates of remote
working by staff.
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Interview by Peter Edwards, Global Cement Magazine

CEMENT IN THE US:

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Global Cement (GC): What are the major changes
the US cement sector has seen since 1997?

Right: Mike Ireland, CEO of
PCA since January 2017. In
January 1997 Mike was director of Education,
Communication and Marketing at the American Traffic
Safety Services Association
(ATSSA) in the Washington,
DC area, close to where he
grew up. He was introduced
to cement and concrete at just
15 as a contractor’s assistant
mixing concrete in wheelbarrows and pouring house
foundations. “That was when
I was introduced to construction materials, before moving
to the advocacy area,” he
explains. “When I joined PCA it
was like coming full circle.”

Portland Cement Association (PCA)
CEO Mike Ireland discusses the
recent gains and possible future
trends of the US cement sector.
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Mike Ireland (MI): The US cement story since 1997
has been something of a roller coaster. It hit a peak
of more than 125Mt cement consumption in 2005,
after rising steadily for several years. This was on
the back of strong non-residential construction and
public sectors, while residential consumption ran to
incredible levels.
A lot of the residential boom was driven
by aggressive mortgage activities propelled by
mortgage-backed securities. This enabled extreme
risk-taking behaviour among lenders, meaning that
many people who would not qualify for a mortgage
today were able to obtain them. This strengthened
the economy in the short term, but when house
prices took a tumble, the whole ‘house of cards’
collapsed.
From the 2005 peak, where plants were operating
at more than 90% and the US imported nearly 34Mt
of cement, volumes tumbled during the resulting
recession. There was a 45% decline in volumes between the peak and 2009, with imports dropping to
7Mt. 17 years later the country still hasn’t regained
the dizzy heights of 2005. We continue to climb, but
we’re not there yet.

GLOBAL CEMENT: US

In terms of the structure of the industry,
there have also been a lot of changes. If I
had been on the PCA members’ board in
1997, I would have been talking to a lot of
CEOs from US-owned cement manufacturers, most of whom would have been in post
for 10-20 years or more. Today, the number of US-owned producers has shrunk
considerably, with multinational players
controling the sector via subsidiaries. At
the same time, the turnover is now higher.
I seem to always be meeting new CEOs and
getting them up to speed with PCA and
what we do.
We have also seen the growth of more
diversified and vertically-integrated companies, with interests in cement, concrete,
mortars, roofing, asphalt and so on. We
have transitioned from a cement and concrete focus to a solutions focus to some
extent. These changes are reflected in how
the PCA has, over the past five years, sought
to find synergies with partner associations.
GC: How else has PCA changed?
MI: For much of its history, PCA was a large association. Even when I started in 2017, PCA had more
than 100 employees and a large campus outside of
Chicago. Historically, PCA tried to be all things
to all people, covering everything from technical
advice to government affairs, market development,
promotion of the sector and everything in between.
At its peak there would have been nearly 1000 staff.
When I toured the campus in 2017, it was like visiting a museum of the US cement industry. There
were posters of 1950s Hollywood stars advocating
the benefits of concrete driving surfaces.
PCA no longer owns the campus and has consolidated its activities. We have combined back
office operations with our partners and have reduced our full-time headcount to 35. This enables
us to be much more focused on what our members
actually need, and I don’t think we’ve missed a beat.
We have taken the resources we would have used in
the back office and transferred them to our concrete
and cement members.
In 2022 we have a great team that has been able
to generate a lot trust on both sides of the political
aisle in Washington. At the same time we have also
wrestled control of the ‘cement story’ from other
actors. You may remember the ‘attack of the Guardian’ a couple of years ago, when that publication
dedicated a week to concrete features, all of them
negative. In the US, PCA and its members are back
in control of the story, highlighting the strength, re-

silience and sustainability of building with concrete.
There is a lot more positivity out there, including
our ambitious yet achievable Roadmap for the US
to reach net-zero CO2 emissions by 2050.
The emergence of the global associations, including Global Cement & Concrete Association
(GCCA) of which PCA is an Associate Member, has
also helped in this regard. For example, the publication of the GCCA’s 2050 Roadmap, at the same time
as PCA’s, shows our members that the rest of the
world is also on a path to net zero CO2 for example,
and the US is not going to be at a disadvantage by
acting on its emissions. It is extremely helpful to
have the influence of the GCCA in the background.

Above: PCA is pleased that
the Biden Administration
has passed a US$1.2tn
infrastructure investment
bill in late 2021. More than
US$550bn will be allocated
for roads, bridges, airports,
waterways and other major
transportation programmes.
The first effects are likely to
be felt by the cement sector
from late 2023 onwards.

GC: Where does the US cement sector find itself
at the start of 2022?
MI: I think that the next 12 months will be shaped
by the previous 24, as we continue to recover from
the debilitating effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
There is pent up demand in the economy, to the
point that there will likely be supply side constraints. Utilisation rates are already high and order
books are strong. This is expected to create very
strong demand for the US cement sector in 2022
and well into 2023. We currently expect consumption demand growth of around 2.5% for 2022. Past
this point, the sector should start to feel the effects
of the recently-passed Infrastructure Bill, which is
something we have been fighting for at PCA for
a long time. This should drive demand in 2024
and beyond.
Now we anticipate that, as the US economy
grows, we will once again see increased dependency
on imports. Several commentators suggest that the
Covid-19 pandemic has reset a lot of the world’s
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funding and / or incentives for the development of new technologies, especially
regarding CO2 capture, utilisation and storage (CCU/S). There needs to be a national
strategy for CO2, and for hydrogen pipelines and handling, which will be required
by all heavy industries, not just cement and
concrete. We are already in discussions
with the Department of Energy on this
topic. Overall, we have to be part of a very
broad collaboration to minimise CO2 emissions and, for those unavoidable emissions,
to find suitable solutions.

Above: PCA expects some
form of CO2 cost in the US
in the coming years, with a
preference for a cap and trade
system similar to the EU ETS.

economies at similar points in their respective
cycle. This means that we can expect global growth.
At present, there is certainly enough cement and
clinker to supply demand. However, what is less
clear is whether or not the logistics are in place to
actually transport cement to where it is needed.
Another factor that could come into play that
hasn’t been present in the past is measures to
avoid carbon leakage. The EU Carbon Border
Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) is the first of
these, but their implementation could further
complicate the logistics of global cement trade, and
possibly prices too.
GC: What is PCA’s longer-term estimation for
cement demand in the US?
MI: There will be some ups and downs, but I expect
the sector will average 2.5% growth in the 10 years
to 2032.
GC: How do you think CO2 taxes and / or other
sustainability legislation will affect the US sector?
MI: I feel that the PCA members’ international
expertise, particularly the European players, will
stand the sector in good stead when it comes to
emissions trading schemes (ETS). Let’s face it, some
form of CO2 price is inevitable in the US cement
sector in the next 10 years. So, instead of running
away from it, PCA has taken the decision to lead,
so that we have a seat at the table when the rules
are drawn up. Hopefully this will allow us to avoid
worst-case scenarios, like 50 different states employing 50 different solutions!
PCA’s 2050 Roadmap foresees and makes allowances for the establishment of a national CO2
cost structure. Our preference is for a cap and trade
scheme, which seems to work well in the EU. Of
course it would need to be fair, transparent and equitable, with measures to combat carbon leakage, as
pioneered by the CBAM.
Of course, the cement sector can only do part
of the work. Future legislation will need to provide
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GC: Do you think that the sector will use
clinker, as we know it today, in 2047?
MI: Yes, clinker will continue to be important but
the sector will increasingly turn to limestone and
supplementary cementitious materials. This will be
facilitated by a move away from prescriptive standards to performance-based standards, where the
cement blend can be more flexible.
GC: How will US cement plants change over the
next 25 years?
MI: There will be a gradual evolution of plant
technology, as there always has been. As we go
forward, the bare minimum will be modern preheater and precalciner technology. Automation and
intelligent control systems will become increasingly
sophisticated, allowing for improvements in process control, efficiency and sustainability. The US
cement sector will also see shifts towards a wide
range of alternative fuels, alongside the development and implementation of oxyfuel combustion
approaches.
The adoption of renewable power solutions
will be near universal, as will waste heat recovery
solutions. In time, hydrogen will become a major
source of energy, and CCU/S solutions will come
on stream. Some other ‘flashy’ developments might
include super-conducting motors with incredible
effiicency, plasma-powered kilns and new advancements in refractories and other plant materials. As
I said, there will be no overnight transformation,
rather a gradual evolution to a sustainable post2050 future.
GC: Mike Ireland, thank you very much indeed
for your time today. It was a fantastic insight into
the US, as always.
MI: Thank you too... and congratulations on the
25th Anniversary! Media outlets have been forced
to change so much in this period. Global Cement
has always embraced the transition and continues
to improve its offering to the sector.
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China: China produces 1.96Bnt of cement in first 10
months of 2021

C

hina increased its production of cement by 2.1% year-on-year to
1.97Bnt in the first 10 months of 2021. Xinhua’s China Economic Information Service has reported that the country exported US$19.6bn-worth
of building materials over the period, up by 13%, while its domestic construction market grew by 11%.

India: UltraTech Cement announces planned Maihar
cement plant expansion

U

ltraTech Cement plans to increase the production capacity at its
Maihar cement plant by 50%. Denmark-based FLSmidth will carry
out the expansion project, which also involves the installation of a new
calciner and JetFlex burner, along with other pyroprocessing equipment.
The supplier says that the upgrade will facilitate greater alternative fuel
substitution at the plant, located in Madhya Pradesh.
FLSmidth’s cement president Carsten Riisberg Lund said “We are
pleased to continue our long-lasting collaboration with UltraTech
Cement. With the new upgrades to the pyro sections, installing
MissionZero flagship offerings, such as the low-NOx calciner and JetFlex
burner, UltraTech makes a significant investment in future-proofing its
sustainable production.”

Vietnam: Exports rise in first 11 months of 2021

V

ietnam exported 43Mt of cement and clinker in the first 11 months
of 2021, up by 24% year-on-year from 11-month export volumes in
2020. Viet Nam News has reported that the value of Vietnam’s cement and
clinker exports rose by 28% to US$1.67bn. The country’s full-year cement
and clinker exports were 38.4Mt in 2020, with a total value of US$1.44bn.

Uzbekistan: Anhui Conch
starts work on new plant

C

hina-based Anhui Conch has
started building a 2.5Mt/yr cement plant in Akhangaran district
in Tashkent. It will invest US$200m
in the upcoming plant, of which
it has already spent US$16.7m on
imported equipment, according to
local press. The plant will occupy a
183ha site.

India: Merger agreed
Above: Unloading cement in the Far East.
Credit: Johanes F Tarigan / Shutterstock.com.

Japan: Sumitomo Osaka Cement’s sales fall in first
half of 2022 financial year

T

he boards of Gujarat Sidhee Cement and Saurashtra Cement
agreed to merge into a single entity
on 30 November 2021.

S

umitomo Osaka Cement recorded consolidated first-half sales of
US$790m in its 2022 financial year, down by 20% from US$993m in
the first half of the 2021 financial year. Its cement sales were US$544m,
down by 31% from US$784m. It exported 778,000t of cement, up by 33%
from 594,000t in the first half of the 2021 financial year.
The group forecast full-year consolidated sales of US$1.65bn, down by
22% year-on-year from US$2.12bn.
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India: Dalmia Cement commences Bokaro
grinding plant expansion

India: Dalmia Cement’s blended
cements get GreenPro label

D

T

almia Cement began work on its expansion of its Bokaro
grinding plant in Jharkhand on 7 December 2021. The
company plans to invest US$75.2m in a 2.6Mt/yr expansion
to increase the plant’s capacity by 70% to 6.3Mt/yr from
3.7Mt/yr. US$33.2m will go towards the installation of new
solar power plant. The company will also set up a waste management facility at the site, using US$1.1m of the investment.

he Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) has
certified the sustainability claims of Dalmia
Cement’s portfolio of blended cements. The
portfolio consists of composite cement, Portland
pozzolan cement and Portland slag cement. The
council employed a full-cycle assessment of the
cements’ impacts.
Head of sales, marketing and logistics
Sanjay Wali said “We see GreenPro’s accreditation as a milestone in our journey to becoming
carbon-negative by 2040. This also reaffirms our
blended cement products’ green supremacy,
which is accelerating the global transition from
a grey to green reality.”

India: Dalmia commits to 100%
low CO2 cements by 2031
Nepal: Hongshi Group to inject
US$125m into Dang Cement

C

hina-based Hongshi Group has received clearance
from the Nepal Rastra Bank to invest US$125m into
Dang Cement. Hongshi Group owns an 85% stake in the
cement producer, with the remaining 15% stake owned
by Shivam Cement. The investment will be used to build
a 6000t/day production line at Dang Cement’s plant in
Dang region. The project was previously approved by the
Investment Board Nepal in late 2020 for commissioning
in late 2023.

D

almia Cement plans for 100% of its cement
to be low carbon by 2031. The company has
a US$405m carbon capture and utilisation (CCU)
investment plan to help it to realise its goal. It
will also undertake carbon offsetting measures.
Business Line News has reported that the
company plans to spend US$1.35bn to increase
its installed cement capacity by 52% to 50Mt/yr
from 33Mt/yr, before the 2024 financial year.

India: UltraTech starts coal mine

U

ltraTech Cement has begun mining coal at its Bicharpur coal mine in Madhya Pradesh. The producer will
use the coal in its cement production. UltraTech Cement
acquired the 29Mt reserves at auction in 2015.

Sri Lanka: Insee Cement signs agreement with Hambantota International Port to
improve supply chain efficiency

I

nsee Cement has signed a memorandum of understanding with the Hambantota International Port
Group (HIPG) to ensure the efficient transfer of raw
materials to the Galle cement plant via the Hambantota Port. The agreement was signed between Gustavo
Navarro, chief executive officer (CEO) of Insee Cement,
and Johnson Liu, the CEO of HIPG.
“Insee Cement was Hambantota International
Port’s first customer for dry bulk cargo and we greatly
appreciate the trust they placed in us. We have worked
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with them from 2018 and have been able to greatly
increase our productivity in handling dry bulk volumes,” said Liu. Navarro added, “Due to the limitations
we have experienced in our previous operations, we
couldn’t bring bigger vessels with larger volumes. HIP
has been a great business partner for us and the port
came up with some creative solutions to get our raw
materials delivered efficiently and in a timely manner
which made a positive impact on our operation.”

GLOBAL CEMENT NEWS: MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
South Africa: PPC’s sales rise by 20%
to US$324m in first half of year

P

PC’s revenue grew by 20% year-on-year to
US$324m in the first half of its financial year to 30
September 2021, from US$269m in the same period
in 2020. Its earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) increased by 13%
to US$59.6m from US$52.9m. The group reported
that cement sales volumes rose by 12 – 15% in South
Africa and Botswana due to strong retail demand. It
also described new procurement measures supporting locally produced cement for government-funded
projects as ‘an essential first step in ensuring the
economic sustainability of the South African cement
industry.’ It noted cement sales volumes growth
of 19% in Zimbabwe despite local economic problems, but earnings declined due to additional costs
incurred in importing clinker and an unplanned kiln
shutdown. In Rwanda the group noted flat sales
volumes and falling earnings due to a coronavirusrelated lockdown.

Nigeria: Wärtsilä to supply 70MW power
plant for BUA Cement’s Obu cement
plant

F

inland-based Wärtsilä has secured another contract
for the supply of a 70MW dual-fuel gas-fired power
plant to BUA Cement, this time for the upcoming Line
3 of its Obu cement plant in Edo state. The Sun newspaper has reported that the line and a new fourth line
at Sokoto cement plant will bring the company’s total
cement capacity to 17Mt/yr when commissioned before 2023. BUA Cement is scheduled to commission the
Sokoto cement plant’s new Line 3 in November 2021.
Chair Abdul Samad Rabiu said “Currently, we have
phased out the use of coal across our factories and
are now shifting to gas-powered plants. As we ramp
up our capacity, there is need to complement it with
efficient power supply and Wärtsilä’s technology has
been found to be durable and uniquely aligned with
our vision for more efficient power generation at all our
production locations.”
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Tanzania: Prime Cement imports 50,000t
of clinker via Port of Tanga

P

rime Cement has received a 50,000t shipment of
Saudi clinker via the Port of Tanga. The Daily News
newspaper has reported that the clinker will continue its
journey by road to Rwanda.
Prime Cement’s business operations manager Mvayo
Fabrice said “I call upon Tanzania Ports Authority to
continue marketing the Port of Tanga so that we can
receive more cargo and boost the regional economy and
people’s welfare.”

Kenya: 14Trees and CDC Group build
52-house 3D-printed housing
development in Kilifi county

A
Kuwait: Bruks Siwertell to supply ship
unloader to Kuwait Portland Cement

B

ruks Siwertell has received an order from Kuwait
Portland Cement for a ST 490-M type ship unloader.
The rail-mounted unit will handle various cement types
and deliver a continuous material handling capacity of
800t/hr, discharging vessels up 50,000dwt. It will be installed on an existing jetty next to the customer’s older
ST 490-F type rail-mounted Siwertell unloader. Delivery
to the port is planned for mid-2023. A notable feature of
the order is the unit’s ability to withstand high ambient
temperatures of up to 55°C.

ffordable housing joint venture 14Trees and UKbased development finance company CDC Group
have 3D printed a complex of 52 houses near Kilifi, Kilifi
county. The development, called Mvule Gardens, uses
an IFC-EDGE Advanced-certified sustainable design
to support the ecological regeneration of its locale.
Switzerland-based Holcim, which holds a stake in
14Trees, supplied its TectorPrint material for use in the
buildings’ walls to increase strength.
Holcim CEO Jan Jenisch said “We are excited to be
building one of the world’s largest 3D-printed affordable
housing projects in Kenya. With today’s rapid urbanisation, over 3bn people are expected to need affordable
housing by 2030. This issue is most acute in Africa, with
countries like Kenya already facing an estimated shortage of 2m houses. By deploying 3D printing, we can
address this infrastructure gap at scale, to increase living
standards for all.”
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Zambia: Holcim
concludes sale of
Zambian business to
Huaxin Cement

H

uaxin Cement has concluded
its acquisition of Holcim’s
Zambian business. The business
consists of a 75% stake in Lafarge
Zambia. The company is reported
to have a total value of US$150m.
Both Chinese and Zambian competition authorities have now
approved the deal.
Holcim’s chief executive officer (CEO) Jan Jenisch said “This
divestment is another step in
our transformation to become
the global leader in innovative
and sustainable building solutions, giving us the flexibility to
continue investing in attractive
growth opportunities. Huaxin has
been a trusted partner for many
years and we see the company as
an ideal owner to further develop
the business in Zambia.”
In 2020 and the first 11
months of 2021, the Switzerlandbased group received US$3.1bn
from divestments.

Sierra Leone: Diamond Cement Group to acquire
HeidelbergCement’s Sierra Leone Cement
Corporation stake

H

eidelbergCement has agreed to sell its 50% stake in Sierra Leone
Cement Corporation to Diamond Cement Group. Sierra Leone Cement
Corporation’s assets consist of the 500,000t/yr Freetown grinding plant.
HeidelbergCement said that its regional activity will now focus on its key
markets of Benin, Burkino Faso, the Gambia, Ghana, Liberia and Togo.

Nigeria: Sani Dangote dies

D

angote Cement has reported that Alhaji Sani Dangote died on 14
November 2021. He was the brother of the company’s founder and
chair Aliko Dangote.
Sani Dangote was a businessperson with over 30 years’ experience
in various sectors of the Nigerian economy including manufacturing,
agriculture and oil services. He was the Vice President of Dangote
Industries and sat on the board of several other companies. He was also
the deputy chair of the African Gum Arabic Producers Association, a
fellow of the Nigeria Institute of Shipping and president of the Fertiliser
Producers and Suppliers Association.

Libya: National Mining Corporation to establish
building materials complex including a cement
plant at Bani Walid

T

he National Mining Corporation and Abraj Al-Ghad Company have
contracted Austroplan, FLSmidth and Grenzebach for the construction of a five-factory building materials production complex at Bani
Walid. The Libya Herald newspaper has reported that the 16,300ha
complex will include a new cement plant. The Libyan Ministry of
Industry and Materials said that a total of 4000 new jobs will be available at the complex.

Tanzania: Huaxin Cement commissions grinding system at Maweni Limestone plant

H

uaxin Cement has commissioned the grinding
system at its Maweni Limestone plant near Tanga.
The China-based company acquired the company
from Athi River Mining (ARM) Cement in mid-2020.
It then invested US$145m on an upgrade to the unit
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and started trial clinker production in June 2020. The
upgraded plant has a production capacity of 1.6Mt/yr.
Huaxin Cement says this is the first time it has directly
produced cement in Africa rather than exporting
it there.
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These pages give Global Cement Magazine‘s
monthly review of global cement prices
- in US$ for easy comparison. Some price
information is only available to subscribers
to Global Cement Magazine. Subscribe on
Page 112. In this issue subscribers receive
information from: India, Sri Lanka, Nigeria
and Cameroon.
Prices are for metric tonnes unless otherwise stated. US$ conversions from local
currencies are correct at the time of original
publication.

Honduras: The government froze cement prices
for the duration of December 2021 on 8 December 2021. The nation’s three cement producers
had planned to raise the price of a 45kg bag by
US$0.62/bag. The government said that it wanted
to analyse the market and producers’ cost situation
before permitting price adjustments to continue
from 1 January 2021.

Madagascar: Cement prices in Madagascar have
reportedly exceeded the government’s price cap
of US$7.30/bag (50kg). The Madagascar Express
newspaper has reported that Pakistan-based
Lucky Cement’s Global cement was selling for
US$7.47/bag while its Ombilahy cement was selling for US$7.42/bag in Mahajanga on 7 December
2021. Cement importer State Procurement of
Madagascar (SPM) was at that time awaiting a
20,000t delivery of imported cement.

EU ETS: The price of a permit to emit a tonne
of CO2 under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS) has remained above Euro60/t since 8
November 2021, prior to which its
all-time peak was Euro64.72/t
on 5 October 2021. The
price
rapidly
rose
throughout November
and early December
2021,
reaching
a new peak of
Euro88.88/t on 8
December 2021.
As at 9 December 2021, a permit
cost Euro80.20/t. This
represents a 0.4%
week-on-week rise compared to Euro79.86/t on

GLOBAL CEMENT MAGAZINE: PRICES
2 December 2021, a 33% month-onmonth rise compared to Euro60.41/t on
9 November 2021 and a rise of a factor of more-than-doubling (170%
rise) year-on-year compared to
Euro29.62/t on 7 December
2020.

Egypt: Ordinary Portland Cement prices as at 10 December
2021: Arabian Cement Co (Al
Mosalah) = US$67.68/t; Arabian
Cement (Al Nasr) = US$66.21/t; Minya
Portland Cement (Minya) = US$65.58/t;
Wadi El Nile Cement (Wadi El Nile) =
US$65.58/t; Lafarge (Al Makhsous) = US$66.54/t;
Sinai Cement (Sinai 42.5) = US$63.02/t; Helwan
Cement = US$67.48/t; Misr Beni Suef Cement =
US$68.75/t; El Sewedy Cement = US$69.39; Misr
Cement Qena (Al Masalah) = US$63.65/t; Al Watania Company for Cement in Beni Suef (Askary
Beni Suef ) = US$63.01/t; Al Watania Company for
Cement in Beni Suef (Sahm) = US$65.58/t.
White cement prices as at 10 December 2021:
Sinai White Cement (Alabid Elnada) = US$159.08/t;
Sinai White Cement (Super Sinai) = US$156.53/t;
El Menya Cement (Super Royal) = US$152.08/t;
El Menya Cement (Royal Elada) = US$154.62/t;
Menya Helwan Cement (Alwaha Alabiad) =
US$154.31/t.
Blended cement prices as at 10 December
2021: Assiut Cement (Eh Wan) = US$49.31t; El
Menya Cement (Tahadar) = US$49.02/t; Helwan
Cement (Al Waha) = US$50.29/t.
Sulphate-resistant cement prices as at 10 December 2021: Arabian Cement (Moqwem Mosalh)
= US$70.34/t; Minya Portland Cement (Asec Sea
Water) = US$68.43/t; Lafarge (Kaher Al Behar)
= US$70.97/t; Suez Cement (Al Suez Sea Water)
= US$69.71/t; El Sewedy Cement (El Sewedy Al
Mukawem) = US$70.97/t; Al Watania Company for
Cement in Beni Suef (Al Sahm) = US$67.18/t.

Do you have your finger on the cement
price pulse where you are?
If so, Global Cement Magazine needs you!
Contact: Peter Edwards
peter.edwards@propubs.com
Regular contributors receive a free
subscription to Global Cement Magazine!
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GLOBAL CEMENT: THE LAST WORD

Nothing is permanent and everything changes - be prepared!
Robert McCaffrey Editorial Director, Global Cement Magazine (rob@propubs.com)

F

or the first few years of this magazine, we did not
have a ‘Last Word.’ We had guest columnists who
wrote about their observations of the industry, really
starting with Johan Riedenlow, an early contact at HW
Carlsen. For several years cement industry analyst
Ken Rumph wrote a number of notable columns in
the magazine entitled ‘View from the City, while JeanMarie Chandelle, CEO of Cembureau, wrote a very
readable and informative monthly ‘View from Brussels’ for several years until his retirement.
In the October 2001 issue, I wrote a column, at
the back of the magazine, about the 9-11 attacks. The
shock of those days comes through strongly and I suggested that we were heading for war (although I didn’t
know then what form it would take).
From that point on, we decided that we needed to
finish each issue with a final column, which became
The Last Word. Previous editors and deputy editors
including Dr Nino Mancino, Dr Regina Krammer and
Dr Amy Saunders have all contributed over the years,
and Dr Peter Edwards has written the column for the
last year and a half. Amy, Peter and designer Matthew
McClements have also helped shape the way the magazine looks over the years.
However, over the years I’ve written more than 150
columns, on a very wide range of topics, not all of them
on the cement industry. The Last Words that stick out
in my mind are the ones on the nature of human nature, the pointlessness of killing rhinos and tigers (and
many other things) to use them in Chinese ‘medicine,’
the possibility of an end to the AIDS crisis, hunger,
the ‘end of demand,’ the tragedy of early deaths, ‘stone
soup’ and many others. For years I was a climate
change sceptic and wrote some columns to that effect,
but as the evidence has become uncontrovertible I
have changed my mind - completely. I told stories of
some of my running and sailing adventures, and wrote
down a personal political manifesto (a friend called it
‘perfectly balanced - extreme left and extreme right’). I
have mused on the meaning of life more than once. Of
course we wrote about the Great Recession, the longest
and deepest recession for 80 years, and we may have
mentioned Brexit once or twice. The Covid Pandemic
has confounded us all, with my early forecast of it
being over within 12 weeks being wide of the mark.
At the same time, I suggested that India would be the
worst-hit of all countries worldwide, and this has unfortunately come to pass. Rereading some of them in

our library of back-issues, I realise that I made some
mistakes, but the majority - I hope - have stood the test
of time. I’m always extremely gratified to receive feedback from readers on these often personal thoughts.
Looking back over all these back-issues reminds me
of how far we have come - and how far I have come too.
I started as a very junior editorial assistant at another
magazine (not even properly knowing how apostrophes work), and after working hard became the editor.
I have had many colleagues from around the world
over the years, including many interns. Unfortunately,
it’s not as easy as it used to be to have people work for
us for a few weeks or months, but we have dozens of
alumni who are now out there in the real world, having
had a boost in their early careers from working with
Global Cement. It’s one of things I’m most proud of in
our quarter-century history.
We have benefitted over the years from several capable administrators in our company, including Anne,
Sandra and Margaret and now Sally, Amanda and Jane.
Our printers have been brilliant, firstly Williamsons,
and now the excellent Pensord. Our distributor Mail
Options has been great too. We have continuously
printed the magazine, even through Covid.
No-one lives forever, but we do know of some remarkable participants in the industry - Seb Rosin of
Atritor comes to mind - who are still working into
older age: still showing up each day, still enjoying the
work, and still with something important to give.
The fact is, we all need to realise that we will not be
here forever - and we need to plan for that fact. As part
of The Pro Way, our company rules, we are required
to ‘be generous in passing on skills and knowledge to
colleagues.’ I hope that if I were to fall (or was pushed)
under a bus tomorrow, that my colleagues would be
able to successfully carry forward our many projects
for the global cement industry. I guess that we all need
to not only deal with the exigencies of today, but at
the same time plan for the uncertainties of tomorrow.
After all, change is certain. As they say in Germany,
“Sie ruhen, Sie rosten:” ‘You rest, you rust!’
At Global Cement Magazine, our aim is ‘to be the
most-trusted, most highly-regarded and market-leading provider of information and events to the heavy
building materials industries.’ With great colleagues,
help from industry participants and contacts, and support from our valued advertisers, we’ll get there!
1 https://www.propubs.com/about-us/the-pro-way
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